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The decade o f  the ninnies has k e n  one of change in the province ofNNfavndland and 
Labrador, a change which has pmnsald the entire roslc-eeommis fabric. Wlthin this son- 
the educational ry- has auempted lo adjust accordingly to provide programs which would 
enable praduates o f  provincial schwls to he sompnent and sompnitive in the global realities o f  
our province. 
One o f  the more notable changer has brm the move to provide COUM o f  nudy which are 
global m nature, either by offering glohal studies, inserting units with a glohal focus. or infusmg 
exsting curricula with glohal clnnenlr This change server to enhance the lnerafure component 
ofthe English l an~age  arts curriculum as literature is erpsially well suited to the infusing afa 
perspective The plobal orientation ofthe Atlantis provinces' senior high English language 
anr curriculum is notable m t m  of its philosophy, stated suniculum outsoma, and p r o g m  
desi~n 
Yet. ~i~~l taneously.  the English language XIS curriculum has a utilitarian locus in whish 
IS placed upon promatins information teshnology in respanse ra the perceived 
importance of technology in the society of the rwenty-fir* century. The ad malt  is a potential 
threat to the study of litnature as the technologies may he given greater emphasnr while litnature 
is "red only for its utlrtarim worth ofpmmoting literacy among studens. This, too, is evident in 
the curriculum outcomes. and pmgmn design 
The eclectic nature o f  the English language am curriculum provides an interesting study 
d h o w  differing help dnerminc the emphasis ofthe curriculum. However the senior 
ii 
h i ~ h  Engltrh laneage M n  pr- is interprerad the Nmnt design of the curriculum is a 
markzd rhlft m focus from traditional p e n p n i ~  oflitemure study. a factor whish will impm 
dramatidly upon how w u d m  in Ihe secondary shaals ofNewfoundland and Labrador 
exrretience 1i,ersturc. 
The road to the camplnlon ofthir thesis has h e n  a long one and could not have beem 
mads possible wirhovt the support of influential individuals 
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rntr0dueti0" 
Benjamin Franklin's eight-th-century adage of the certainties of life included death and 
taxes, but is not entirely accurate unless one ad& change to the list Change has bem a part of 
the human experience since the inception of life on thir planet and much o f  the trials of life are the 
result o f  attempts to adapt to or avoid such change In thir century the world has seen major 
changes in  the phyncal, po l i t id ,  social. and tsshnologisal world Swk image. of depleted 
tropical rainforests. a amb led  Berlin Wall. a redcfincd family unit, and the emergent global 
village are all illurtrauve of n p i d  changes which are oscum'ns. And virhin thir milieu of 
rranrfamtion lies the pm\inse of NnvFovndland and Labrador, equally as affected by change as 
any other corner of the planet. 
The closing yean of the twentieth eentuly have brought tumultuous times lo tk wKlety of 
Newfoundland and Labrador as massive and dramatic changes have o s s u d  throughout the 
rocio-economic fabric o f  this prmnse Negative facforr, such as the moratorium on the cod 
eshery and the resulting crisis to the future of outpart cornmurutin am junapad against bnght 
economic prospects, such as mineral deposits at Voirey's Bay and oil resource dwdopmcnt on 
the Grand Banks Wtthin this conten is an duration ry-, i rwlf in a sate offlux, strualing to 
provide a leamtng environment mare in  tune with a rapidly rmnging global mmketplase on the 
doorstep ofthe proviwe. The impetus for change in  duration, despite the variour and 
~onfl~cung view on how change should be implemented. hsr hem a genuine desire m Empower 
students to operate campently and sampctitiwly m the global markdplace. Ons such 
educational endeavor to provide thir rype o f  student has been the recent interest in  global 
education 
In thir provine+ the Newfoundland and Lnbrsdar Global Edycdtion Project, entitled 
Shnrrng rhr P l a ~ ~ r .  was developed with the qxcific aim o f  "preparing students for citizenship in 
rhe globalized society ofloday and tomorrow' (%z"g the Plmw3. Cou- w n r  developed 
both on the secondary school lwel and at thc university 1-1 to foster and nunre global 
awareness in both whaol students and teacherr. Conrquently. whoolr thrwghout the province 
have been presented with the opportunity to globalize the surnsulum by either offering courses 
specifically devoted to global issuer, immting units within existing murus, or infusiog UK 
principles ofglobal education into saurw objectives 
In 1993. the province o f  Newfoundland and Labrador joined with the other threc Atlantis 
provinces to produce a common curriculum for the Atlantic regon which would m m  thir 
~b~ect ive The result for the English languaqe an* cuniculum has bem a revired program at the 
senior hi& level which a srsntially global in its design and intent 
Statement of the Problem 
Resent initiatlver in education in Newfoundland and Labrador have bean dr ivn by the 
desire to develop an sdussion system which is marc in tune with the mcio-ecooomic realities o f  
our and to prepare students to finctron ef fa iwly withm thrr eontea Consequently, 
the entire system a undergoing massive changes, from the philomph!cal and adminiwrafivc 
structure to the curricula taught in thc classroom 
An assessment ofrhe secondary English lanqage anr curriculum dwelopsd by the 
Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation clearly rho- that the desire to make students more 
globally competent is evident in the phiIoy1phy and d n i g  of the propram. This is r wit ive 
feature as English language arts has the potential to -se students to a ~ l r i t u d e  oflearning 
experiences which leads to a deeper and richer undmtanding oforhers and ofrdf This is 
particvlarly true ofthe literature component 
However, the rsnior high English language ans cvrriculum as p m f e d  also ha. the 
potential to have the apposite effect for the mdy of l itmure. Rather than bring the surricvlvm 
to life and offer invaluable learning oppomnitier for mddents, tk pro- could brewne more 
utrlicarian than humanifari.4 thereby limitins the e R w  ofslobdi2ptii. The desire to s 
curriculum more reflective of the ~ducrtional needs of nudents b m l t e d  in a p w m  whish 
could be ~nterprned sr having a sinqvlarly n m w  facur, the desire to pmducc graduates 
competent in a variety of litcrasier, with a paniarlar emphasis upon infamation tehnalogy 
Such an approach to English language arts is detrimental to the study of literature. 
I t  is the eclenisism of the dualtry ofanthetics and utility so clearly evident wthin the 
sentar h~qh English language arts surrisulum that provides the impnus for study. The humanistic 
phmlosophy o f  $obal education, soupled with the economic bmt of utllirarianirm provider an 
~ntriguins opportvn&ty to examine the underlying philosophical intent of curriculum developers 
and the potential lmpast this may have upon Ule study of literature. 
Purpose of the Research 
Thc purpose ofeducation in Newfoundlard and Labrador, as outlined in the A i m  01 
P,,hlrc Ch,alron for Nouf~tndIatdondhbrador (1984). is to enable studmcr 'to achieve their 
fullest and best dcvelopmenl both as private indlvidualr and as me& of hvman sociay" (p. 3) 
Explicitly stated here is thst the develapmr ofthe individual i r  sr imporwt and u much a 
priority o f  the edusauon wystem in this pmviosc as is the prepmion for one's mlc in -iny The 
wonh o f  the individual 1s rat subsumed by &e hc of the wrcio-economic ryrtcm. Yet, shsngcr 
ascurring in the English Ian-e anr currisulum may he perceived as driven toul rd quipping 
students to contribute to the economic plrn for thir pro\inse, nth- than dweloping mdentr wiIh 
a "islo" ofwhat the future could baomc 
The Arms ojPublic EhcnIim for N~o~ndIandorndLobrdor (1984) document .Ira 
states that students ought to "undmfand. sppmiatte and ndbmetit ham what is g o d  and valuabk 
in literaturn" (p 6). C l d y  the valve of l i r m r s  to the individual is without quaioh 
erpestally a. it contributes to personal a d  .osU dwelopmeot Ag loM approach to the study of 
literature has the potential to O ~ P  the student to the v1sI pIeth0m o f  inRue-s which have 
combined to create the morpis that is the cultural heritage of residents ofthir coumry and 
this province. Nowhere is s ~ n i c u l u m  a more conducive lo the philosophical underpinniags 
0f~10bal education than the of literature. Lit- &Is one to b e e r  understand others 
rhroulh an examination oftheir mod- ofthinking perrpnivu, nnd rvorldvinus. This has wt 
as Newfoundland and Labrador rapidly becomes entwined in the fabric of a global 
roclety Therefore, the pnmw purpose of thir a d y  is l o  assess the Mlior high Eoglirh langvags 
sns program whish is being nnlrodvced in Newfavndland and Labrador schools t d s y  and 
dctcrmlne L e  impact a f t k  = la i c  nature ofthc curricvivm upon the literature component 
Context and Significance orlhe SNdy 
That the province ofNewfoundland and Labrador is l u b j a  to the ettenr ofthc gloW 
marketplace is indisputable Our society har been inundated with smsrural changes thir centwy 
in  rhe move from British colony lo CanaLsn province The latter pan ofthis century har wen 
Newfoundland and Labrador evolve into a modem society and. ass result, -rive changer hsvc 
occurred in  ractal, technological, economic. and mural rewrce development One of the stens 
o f  this change is the degree to whish its population has changed from esentdly dewmdanrs of  
European nationalities to a more multisulmral society Added to this change are the 
developments in  communication and tnnrponslton whish have linked us prmanently as so- 
panistpanrr an the global community Resource developmmt. such ar the firhery. tourism. and. 
most recently. arbstantid permlam and mineral deposits. have made Newfoundland and 
Labrador recogn~zed i n  the international marketplncc All of this together har resulted in 
rubrtant~al rocsal shange within thir province. 
Changer whish occur in  sociny have s direct impan upon educational inrtlrurionr 
Anderron (1990b) notes that van societal changes cause educational instirutions to accommodate 
there changes because "education mirrors society The primary moton drivlng educational 
change are located outride the educational ryrtrm. in the society at large. Thus, social changer 
generate educational change. " (p 32). Yet, shenger have to be made for the right reasons 
Berry and Sullimn (1992) caution that education with the wmng focus may have a detrimental 
effect "Educational institutions which prepare people for the present industrial order are part and 
parcel afthe planemy crisis . [Elducation must involve itself in a radical tcanrfomtive and 
creative venture" (p 6) Therefore,  are has to be t*en in  thir province ro ensure the viriolury 
~otential ofour students is not limited by undue empharir on status qua economic goals 
The goal of developing an educatiolul system conducive to  the economic needs and 
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demands ofNdoundland and Labrador has been at the forefront o f  pravincid govanmat  
init~atives i n  the past decade. as is N i d m d  by the rel- o f  a scrim o f  imponant government 
documents in  recent ye=. In  1985, the provincial govmmmt  of the day mmissioned a m d y  
of the economy in this province with explicit instructions Lo defamim wbrt was naded to  
rumulate economic gmwh The Royal Commission on Employmml and Unemploymm~ chaired 
by Dr Douglas House. re lead its final repon i n  1986, including n subsidiary q o n  on education 
entitled EJJ~JJI,w,Jo~ Srv-RoIrme: Ezhcrrrow Reporr of the R o p l  C m m i i l m  m 
rmp/o)metrro,d Ut~employ~,zl, hemRcr &md to as the House Report. Since its release. 
subsequent sovcrnmenr economic idistiver have bcen dnven by recommsndationr within this 
report. Two important documents were released in  1992 C h g e  ondCholget~p: A SIIIII@C 
Eorrom,~ Plmsfw Noujondlondond Labmdor ond Otn Children. OM Fmdor~t~re: Rojd 
Con>nr,.s$,o,~ of 1,qzry inlo Ihe &/,wry ofpmgrams OnlSemices in Pri-, Elrmenrory. 
Srcurdnry EJ#~lrcarr~!. the final repon o f  the Royal Commission on Education, chaired by Dr. 
Leonard Williams Rcrulrlng fmm the Royal Commission on Education have b a n  fvnher 
documents resardinp educarrond refom. s ~ i f i c a l l y  A+,rriwg the Cattrre. P m l l  lmpmvi~g 
,he (bd!rrarrs for Leorrrrng. in 1994, and D i f f f t i i m j w  Chm~p: A Cvru~~Ir~1tror~ P peron tk 
Sernor H ~ g h  SchoolProgrgrgr, in  1995 
The Report ofthe Roysl Commission on Employmar and Unemployment wrerred trvo 
~mponanf actors for education in  this province F in< i t  war noted Uat thew docs e*n a strong 
connenion between educar~on and economic developmat. Secondly, the education system in  
place at the time was deemed inadequate to m a  the needs o f  its slientds and the demands o f  an 
emersins ~ l o b a l  economy. Theretwo major factors have implicatioru for this study. 
The link be- education and ccommis dcvdopmml i r  that properly educated 
individuals result in higher productivity In fasf, rhis notion w so strongly believed r b t  one of 
the areas of inquiry for rhc sommirrionerr wu l o  '"evaluate thc adequacy ofeducation a d  
rraintne pmgrammes and institutions in mcning the current and fumre d e w *  ofthe labour 
market"' (Cited in EdzaIii/or Self-Relimo~r. 1986, p i). The House Report gon on to add 
that education "is important. nor just for mining people farjohg but for impmving the human 
resources o f  our raciery for nu-uful Mnomic development and mploymmr srertian' (p. i). 
From this it can be reasonably derived that a major rhn for education in this pmvinse ought to 
be to produce individuals capable of contributing potitivdy and effectively in the raci-nomic 
fabric o f  Newfoundland nd Labrador However. the Hovse Report straws that, reglrdlcsl of 
the arpiratlons o f  the education inadequacie in the system occur in both the- of 
means and ends. 
lmlevance ofwrricula is sited as pan ofa problem o f  alienation hthin Nnvroundland 
and Labrador schools The House Report identifies a lack ofso-ion between ~rr isu lum 
conrsnr and local community as mvsh of the material in courses comes fmm ather part. ofCanada 
and North America which are not panisululy mired to the Nnvfoudland and Labndor context. 
This results in a senre o f  alienation for the student in the clarsroom as the focus o f  mrdy in often 
foreign lo hidher raw ofsommu~ty: thsr ali-tion s widespread in the schools of this provmce. 
iangmg from thc gap rural children experience la the cham tbt ndnr for native shildmg and 
contributes to student lack of interest. law wrtormansg ilnd high dmpout rater (pp. 57-58, 
I 15-1 16) In i t s  summary o f  recommendattons. the Houw Report offers a possible wrlution to 
rhis problem when it calls for a revamped high school pm- in wrricvln and sours sontat 
1 
which would challenge and dmichall students (pp 119-120) 
A second area o f  system inadequacy w r s  at the end ofthc educ~tianal process whereby 
students have been trained to fill a mle in  a traditionalenvironment. The H o w  Repon writer o f  
education 
It should be considered rr nor simply a matter ofprepring pmple for a panicular 
style ofworkjng and living or uaining them to St a specific ruche within an 
indurtnal system but rather as a way o f  impmving the qualify of the human 
reraurcer o f  our roclny (p. 9) 
But the House Report doer sac that the ultimate aimu to pr- students to be upable of 
~ o r k r n q  effectively within local lsommis parameton(p I I). The emphasis in placed upon 
improvins the quality of life for the tndividual initially md  the s o m n i t y  ultimately Obwovsly 
thir apparent contradinton indicates that "improving the qualiry o f  the human mourser" is a way 
of preparing indiwduals '"to fit a rpsific niche" in the economic community 
The government has wemingly accepted thir rheris as is evidenced by the 
release oftwo imponant documents in  1992. In  lune of that year, the government 6- issued an 
economic asenda in C ' h l g ~  dCh0II11gu: A SlguIe@c Ec~"o~~#,c Pion for Nnvf08,trdf~)rdmrd 
LohrorhK This dacvmenr is nor designated simply as. pmporal. but an anion plan. The Premier 
ofthe day. Clyde Wells, in the F o m r d  ofthe documnf. states that the ''&ion items in  this 
document are nor merely philowpophwi obrclvationr or cvm statements o f  intmt; they are 
commitments by Gavernmmt based on specific decisions'' (p. iv). Thc document opens with a 
statement o f  wrion- 
04, cconormr nnon for \doundland and b r a d o r  tr that o f  an mterpnstns 
d~sarcd.  d sstnnsre and prospernus pmple uorktng togrthn to create a 
compcrsn. cconomy bawd on Innovalon rm tnay  producllvlry and qualtfy (p 
Edusarton 1s highlighted ar the key to eco~mic  dcvdopmt and the ~od~dct ion f 
individuals capable ofopersting effectively and etkimtly within rush an m v i m m n t  And, as 1 
means of achieving this goal, changes have to OENr within the education system A. suggerted 
by the House Report of 1986, the mcanr of achieving a bnrer education system is through 
chanper to the sumsula which would provide educational opportunities that m'more focused, 
more relevant, and more challenging" (C* and Clxlllnlg, p. 25). 
In 1992, a w n d  gov~mmmt document war relasd, thir one offering a more detailed 
and peninent analysis ofthe education system in thir proviwe. the Repon o f  the Royd 
Commirrion on Edusatton, entitled Onr Children, Our FnI~re: RayalComisriM oflnpi'y 
r,,,o the Drhvrry ofProgmms nndSemices nn Primary, Elemnlnry. SC- Ed~d~dc~dIiia. 
hereafter referred to ar the Repon. The gist o f  the Repon and its desire for mesnin&l change to 
the education spem are also reflaive ofthe idea generated in the H o u x  Repon o f  1986 and 
have driven shanpw whish have awvrred since then 
The Repon rummarired it3 view ofthc connection b e w m  education and social change 
when it writer 
Perhaps more than any other irutirutioo the eduuuon system rr tied to the m i s t y  
and the world h i c h  rhapa i t  and which it. in turn soma to define Education 
does not and cannot e i a  in a. vacuum - or an ivory tower - ablidovs to change, 
because it rr such a fundamental cornerstone ofaur sactetv and therefore ofthe 
lepacy we leave to coming gmnstions (p. nii!) 
The Repon poes on to ray 
Schools do not &st in a vacuum; child- also. who M growiwi~ up in a milieu of 
constant change. are being buffeted by this nvimnmmt. The education 
community in thus faced with a critical shoise. 11 can drill along w th  the tide or 
steer a course thmu~h it. The first choice means trustin. the future rofelv to the 
elements o f  chance Thc second requnrr. n deternunanon to help shsp whnt the 
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future will be, even if it m-r initiating rvbstantial change now (p 28). 
The apparent intent is for the educwon system to b w m e  mom rluitive to the developing needs 
of its clientele as nosieral expanrionr and dermnds change, thereby making UK educational 
system more relevant Tye (1990a) talks of. similar theme when she discusses wha she terns 
the "deep structure afrchooling". or how societal -tiom determine what rehaols are 
supposed to be and haw that defmnincr what a w h w l  doer. Tye (1990a) notes, "[tlhc deep 
structure changer very seldom and only when the society at 1-e is already leading the way"(p 
36) The rhlft in Newfoundland and Labrador rosiefy lo 1 more s b a l  orientation and the need 
for our edusar~on system to ntla thir in an example. 
The global characteristic ofour province is resognired by the Royal Canunirrion an 
Education Many afthe changes in roslety nre dnctibed or "changing poplation ch~ractetiniu", 
a "heightened anwenerr of thc tights of individuals and gmupr". 'incmsing global 
rnterdependensier", and "increasing mlturnl diversities' (pp. xv, 21) Concern is exprerred m the 
Repon that students in Newfoundland and Labrador are nor being prepared adequately for the 
new challenger m soelmy or to talrc their pmductivs placer in L c  mu economy Hen  the 
connect~on between education and sonomc goals is stated o w e ,  providing d i m i o n  for 
curriculum development in thir pmvinse 
Becker (1990) w i t s  that dtenive sitknrhip, or individuals who contribute positivdy 
and meanin&lly ta snety, muY have a global perspective and he well informed and concnvd 
about the issuer rdaled to the condition o f w r  planet He notes that global dynamics impacts all 
of humanity and must be addressed unthin rshoolr: "Gim this drmmrfanse, the global 
dimenstons of current surrisulum offerings nred to be impoved and expand& (p 68). Althoug3 
writing about the American edussuonal w m  Beckch comments ring trvc for our provincial 
~on~extar  well- 
Pregarinp, students for livmg m a more plunlisis, mts&ned inlnnstional Mtem 
rqd(rc,iru cornpetmac. a d  rk~ l lb  that nrc 1nurdnrc8pltnlrv and not s v l ~ r c m d  
urnc h n ~ n d  Ctddcntr m d  lo bc e p o u d  lo lnformatooo Rom a tanny ofcultural 
dcoloetcal and aendcr related Dcr3sa8- Thm &so need opponunnses to learn 
- - . . 
rklllr that will enable them to analyze problems, evaluate contending pohsy 
ponrionr. and take effen~ve action to change conditions that threaten life on planer 
Eanh (p 70) 
Subsequent reports &nee the 1992 ROW Commission Report have s t r e d  this med. 
There 1s now a conccned eRon to provide an education wtm which is mare n l e v m  to thc 
cumnt global canten in  which Newfoundland and Labrador must contend The development of 
students ~ w t h  a global ovtlook and the capability ofoperatmg in n global sonten 1s paramount for 
Newfoundland and Labrador rchaols In this sontm, pmmoting global education within schools 
and throughout the euniculum areas Is not only applicable or desirable, but -sari. As is 
noted in the Report 
The education njltem k c .  or anywhere that adqustely prepares youth for the 
future. cannot be cornpromid by an insular view of the world W e  must 
conrrrucr bridges, not prpemate rosial or ~mtellenual isolation (p xviii) 
Endge conrtnrstion is a primary aim of global education 
AJ/zr.stt,!g rhr Ca~~rse, PPI I/: Improving the Co~iditiomJor Lraruiiig was releaed im 
Februaly, 1994. This document provider a blue print for curriculum changer whish are presently 
underway and continuer forpnng the irrrtutablc link W e e n  education and economic 
development 
A strong care can be made that reaching higher levels of educational achievement 
can. in  itself, yidd sonriderable econom8s and social wn. A highly educated 
society is likely to bs more adaptable to changing economic conditions, less likely 
robe content w th  low 1-1s o f  =onomic activity. less d-dm on wcial 
p ragmr .  and generally more relfsonfidcnt and xlf-relranr lp  5) 
There are alw elemenrs relevant to global education which are highlighled in this s t i o n  
It tr noted that goals for the r-pd education system would be an emphasis on ashiwemmt 
and intellectual development. The term "achievement' is d w  meant to include 'understding 
broad concepts. ability to analyze and synthesize knowledge. ability to think sritisnlly, and 
undemanding the procerws involved ~n generating locating. and utditing knowledge' (A4usting 
the C'o~~r.sr. 1994, p 2) Other goals occur in the personal and affcstlve lweh- "Thew include 
self-teem. ablhty to live d work independently and in  cooperation with others, respect for 
those of different race. digion, gender, or cthms origin. and dwelopmmt o f  ethical and moral 
values' (A*$,.s~i,rg ~h.  Course. 1994, p. 2)  
~ r o m  these goal% expected outcamcr imlude "high xlf-esrem". a natural accompaniment 
to ' h i ~ h  levels o f  academic achievement'. Secondly is "increased adaptability or independence' 
deriving from ''the abihty to 1-te and uralia knowledge or from bowing how knowledge is 
This would also lead to a third outcome, a commitment to '"lifelong lerminl" A final 
outcome would be "increased tolemce and r cspa  for others''. "arroclated with the devdopmmt 
of analyttsal and critical thinking capacities beenvw thee. in  turn have to do with rationality. 
open-mindedness. willingness to mspmd judgement, and similar attributes which broaden an 
~~dividual'r view of the wodd" (A4#,stt?ngrhe Coarsr, 1994. p 2). 
There goals am anticipated to he '"dewloped through study ofthe major subjects ofths 
curriculum" (A488rsrilrg!he Cm,rse, 1994, p 2) Also, although refening to intellectual capacitier 
and readiness for learning, the comment qard ing providing an cnviroment far all students is 
another global characterinis: "As a final nole, i t  mun be m e n i r e d  that schools mun be 
inslurlve environments, in  whish provision mun be m d e  for all students'' (A4distr'g the Courn. 
1994, p 3) 
Ad]#!s!it8g lhe Conrr, PN( I1 (1994) atesws tk need for a more relevant cunimlum 
content and indicates that a "comprehensive review 0 t h  xnior high achwl pm- will be 
conducted' to enrure desired goals are attained (pp 17-19). This st- tram tk acceptance o f  
wrriculum as the primary means by whish change mry be reatled. "The ~ r r i su l um  is the vebrlr 
rhrou~h which the desired outcomes o f  schooling me conveyed T k  cvmsuhm repressnu rhc 
required body knowledge, rlrill and undemanding which mdmts  are -d to acquire 
durinp their school years" (p IS) 
D,rrcsmw/or Change: A Cm10,llotion Paper an the Sentor High SshoolPm-. 
released July. 1995, marks the begiming ofshange in  the wrrisulvm of thi province as 
Nedoundland and Labrador is merging its m m n r  pro- with other Atlrntis pmvincn to  
develop a common surriculvm Within thin docvment i t  notes how A4usI ing lk  Co8,ne. Pml Il. 
stresses the need for ntudmtn m this p r o v i m  to prepare '"for their fumre roles an contributing 
members ofthe plobal raciety" (pp 1-2). As s result ofthis. carrses with a global focus are bdng 
rchedulcd for both the sx ia l  studies and lit-re domains. A onv course Global Literamre 
2204, ir being developed with the potsnrial for a rsond course bang developed rhould interest 
warrant (pp 65-67) This shows the recognition ofglobal education as imponsnt to nudcnu in  
this province as they prepare to opeme within the global economy. As wcll. Ule rNdy of 
literature from a global p ~ r s p a i v e  is now being recognized and accepted an an integral pan of 
curriculum 
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Economy in 1986 to the eunisular changer s decade later. endeavors have been made to make the 
education sptyrtem more reflmive afthe herocia1 and cmnomic realities One of  those realities is the 
manner in which this province has been d m  into the intadependmt fabric of the world .s 
nation. now aperate and conduct burincu on r slob* scale. Caluequmrly. an educatoon wth a 
slobal focus would better prepare individuals to fumion within such a snting. 
Chapter 2: &vim of the Lientvre 
ln tmd~ct ion 
Global education is a relatively - approach to learning whish has come to prominence 
\nth the increasing interdependency of mtiaru As a result, the literamre on global education is 
not enensive Part of the problem as outlined by MECabe (1997), a the mater ofdefinition: 'A 
scnple, profcsrionally accepted definition ofthis pmpwdve docs not orin* (p 41) Yet there are 
clearly identifiable characteristics afglobd education which can be gleaned fmm the writings. 
A Revim of the Esrenti.l Ekmmts of GXob.1 Edrratioo 
A reading o f  the lireature sonmingglobal education identifier dirtinst shnnsteriaisr 
which are csnrral to s global approach to curricula. These charmeristics operate MI only as 
siynifiers ofthir made ofthinling, but dro armcial elements o f  innrustion The essential 
elements of global education may be categorized into three divisions: hvmanit&an 
chamcter i~t~~~,  proactive 1-n outcomes, and innovative insrrucriowl approaches 
1. Humanitarian Nature 
The descriptor "humani t~m" implies s M- for the well-being of d l  of hurmnity. 
This to the global approach to education as a central god is the improvement offhe 
human condition, both in terms of the individual and i n t e r p ~ n a l  relationships. T k  elemcntr 
whxh illusfcate this are the commitment to halim. multisulturdism a d  inclunon. 
n. Holism 
Holism deriver frm the philosophy that d l  ofl i fc is interconnected. Miller (1988) 
provides a derailed analysis ofthc holistic view ofthe world and the mle of man within i t  I n  his 
discussions. Miller oulliner the bads namre ofthe world ar, a series o f  system, whish he terms the 
"intersonnssrsdnsss ofreality", and the Md for humanity to besome more awme o f  its role 
within thir reality Hanw (1982)and Pike and Sdhy (1988) upand upon thir concept ofthe 
world by illustrating how our liver are w g h l  up in the aptems of nature. csonomisr. pl i t iss. and 
culture whtsh tmpast upon us By undentanding these rysms. oar at least hccomtng aware of 
their influence upon us, we hesin to undemand mre completely the true naNre ofour existence 
Anderson (1990b) writer that whoIan fmm many discipliner are now viewing the world 
from s systemic pcnpmive. 'Today, many rholam we the social world to be a sinw1.r. 
complex, albeit little-understood, global system Enc Wofl. a prominent social anrhropologirt, 
says. 'the world o f  humankind conrtrtutcr a manifold. s totality o f  intcrsonnmed prnsn8e.Z' (p. 
30) hlenchionr (1997) expands upon thir idea and placer man squarely in the center o f  thir 
red~ty. thereby ~de~t i fy ing an obligation between the individual and hisher environ: "There in 1 
role for me. and I am an integrd pan ofthe whde' (p. 47) 
The holistic view ofl i fe has implications for learning as well. Moore (1992) writer ofthe 
inherent desire for wholcners wthin humanity, in which "[wlc are invariably unsomfonable with 
hasmenfed existences, tolerating them dwe see no altemstiuc, but lwk ing out for uholmern d l  
the same" (p 24) The con~sr ion bctwctn holism and global education is made by Dhand (1991) 
when he states that education is a holistic approach an s primary god of global education is 
to vnrte humanity into a cohesive unit. Urro (1990). ar well, highlights this sonnmion: "[lln the 
words ofane teacher, 'Olobal education is impoMnt besaune it pmvidn a holinic approach 
where shlldren are educated not only in ocadnnicn. but also ascontributing members o f  our 
rocmy. our sauntty, and our world'" (p. 103) 
Millcr (1988) concurs with Moore's commentary on the fragmentation ofaur daily liver 
"In our world we compamentdire to the mcnt that wc no longer see relationshipr' (p I )  I t  b 
thrauph the need far there relationships that Miller provider a definition o f  holinic edvsation 
The focus of  hol8rrlc cducrnan IS on r r l ~ t~on rh~ps  - rhr rclr l~onrh~p bcnmn linear 
~ h ~ d ~ n g  and an!uxfnon the rclanonrhp b n u m  mnnd and bod) !he rclatnonrh~ps 
bnween vanous domatnsof knowlcdee the rds l~onlhn~ hnw- the ~ndmdud 
and the community. and the relationrip between self aid Self In  the holistic 
surnsulum the student m n a  there relationships ro that hdrhs gains both an 
awareness of them and the skills nee- to trnnrform the relationships h e r e  i t  
1% appropriate (p 3) 
The importance orthe holistic approach to education is apparent in  this definition. The 
emphasis i r  upon the development of relrwho. when equippsd with appropriate rUlls, is able to 
make a dtfference For the surrisulum. holinic education attempts to sowsect the ind~vidud with 
the ruh~esr matter, thereby m&ng the material less abstract and more relevant to the student 
(Miller. 1988) The end result is provided by Uno (1990) u h m  she states t h a  the holinic nature 
of global educauon is that if fwyd upon educating thh whole efududf, the heart ar well u the 
mind (p 103) This recognition that thc individual has to be the fosal point of the Icnming 
process Pike and Selby (1988) refer to as srudent-ccntered or lumer-centered education Here 
the humanrtarian concerns are sleady stated: the focus is upon developing the whole child an 
tndividual in tune with the systemic nature o f  the world who in sapable of reaching out to effect 
change where necessary 
b. & f " h i ~ ~ I t U d i ~  
Mvlrievlmralirm or the remgnition of dive= m l m d  gmupr within nackry, is a -nd 
clement ofglobal educauon Singer(1994) note. that multicuhral d-oa has sr its basis the 
concept o f  '"multiple penpectiis", h e l i e v i s a  
be considered. The advuluges o f  multi~IN~alism is that i t  'allows students and teashers to 
explore similarities and di&rmccs in hvman experience'' and provide '"am qanded  and more 
detoled p~cnue o f  the sosial. cultural and i n td lma l  history' ofour s&ly (p. 286). Wtita 
Singer- "But by embracing a multiculmrd penpestiv+ educators are making & nat- that we 
take the divisions in. maety seriously and thar we rre mmmiued to bridging them" (p. 288). 
The connection between a multiculmmal approach to dvcatian and global education is also 
presented by orher witem Tye (1990a) and Tye (199Ob) m t E  Ihaf fmstculmral and 
multicvlmral awareness are clemcnrr ofglobal edusrion It is a natural eumrion ofthe goal of 
developing an appreciation for and understanding of individuals with differins cultural hinaris. 
Cole (1984). as well, nre- the nmng mnnmion that exists benveen multisulmral education 
and global education because a mablu sNdcnfr to understand diMnity while exploring 
cornmonalit~sr The d renrlt in a reduction in stereotypical thinking which helps wlidi5 mu- 
suhual communication. mice (1992) soncun with this sentiment, adding that the abiliryto 
oversome thinking in educational kururionr will rerult in greater refurn on the 
mvenmenf in the intcllcztual and moral developmt of our youth. 
Bur three a r m  of -tion are noted with q a r d  to multidhlnl education. Starrand 
Nelson (1993) warn a fa  n e d  for a dininstion to be m d e  M e e n  multicultural education and 
global education. For than. global tends lo be more universal in orientation while 

that is reshaped thmugh expnimses gennated in  political and nruggler and through gmup 
inreranion" (p. 285) And the intennions ofdiinv wl t vn l  group around the world are 
creadns a d o b d  culture. Andnron (l990b) nates the hmogeniotian o f  n global culture as 
many sountnes are raptdly developing plurdtnic sociaies linked to other nations by commondiry 
of lanyage, religjon. race, or culture However. she note. thir doer not eradicate the "rich m a y  
of dirtinctlve regional. nariond. local, ethnic, and religious wltumr* (p. 16) which e*nr 
Therefore. in  the global community. societies are being l ramfmed and shaped into cultural 
entities molded by the ~ntnanions of a plethora of cultur.1 attribute m d  perrpfflrves. M I  of thir 
har an impact upon the NNnvundlmd a d  Labrador sonten ar our society IS quidrly hcurming 
more sulturally div- and economic and rcchnolo~cal dwelopmcnrr draw our restdents tnto 
greater contact with our global neighbon 
r. b c l u s i i i  
shoho and Katims (1997) define inclusion a "creating learning communitie~ that 
appreciate and respond to the diverse needs o f  dl students'' (p 29) The tmpaur here is nor upon 
identifying those wrh diffmnses hut in creating an mriranmmt in which dl feel welcome and of 
value Global education o an ~nrtrunional appmash h i c h  &r to include dl l m e m  in  the 
educatlonal pmseu; thir inslvda those w t h  sulmml differencsr and physical and learning 
dtfferencer 
The case for rnclusion of dl culNral p u p s  is app-t from the emphasis placed upon 
multiculNralism in global education The "due of leaming about and experiencing other sulNrer 
is only enhanced by rrprewnmtion of s h  groups within clarwoans. Noscwonhy (1992) 
reinforces thir when she comments an the need fw inclusion of immigrant mfudms into the 
~ n i s u l u m  and classrooms o f  schools i n  thir province. This. she notes, brings much infamution 
and inrisht into the wide variety of N L N ~  eepnienses the world has IO o&r. much more thm 
prescribed tens could. In addition. parents of immigrant sNdenU nre eager. too, to rhnre their 
experiences, stories, and kmwledgc with others, P rudy resource in the rvmuoding ummuniIy. 
Writes Noseworthy, "[wlhat better way to enhnnce global a w e s  thm to seize the qpormnity 
for cross-cultural undemanding firs! handd (p. 20) 
But inclusion in the g l M  classmom is a h  far ditfmnses m physical capabilities and 
learning capabilities. Write McMasLin and Bukowicski (1997)- 
Bv increanine our awarencrs and modiFline our ~rrisulvm iruvunion, and 
a;rsrmc! lor  rlvdmts wth varying need; uc can help-rc that all students 
ulll he provtdcd wth cqu8,ahlc educat~onal oppomrlulnnmd w l l  find .iucccsi an 
an envtronmcnt rhat prornolcr dtvcrrnty (p 38) 
This wccerr is documented by Shoho and Katimr (1997). the bnefllr of inclusion include greater 
sense of empowermenr for individuals, increased sense ofwonb, g m e r  m s e  o f  acceptance, and 
lowsr sense o f  alienation (pp. 33-34) One ofthe means of achieving this is t hmgh  the 
~mplementarion of coopnativE Iclmins gmupr whish reduces the sense ofcomptition and 
lncrearer the apporrunity for rvccesn for all participants (Popp, 1987. p. 150). 1\1 Lehr (1984) 
indicates, the sense o f  communitydeveloped enables rtudmlr to leam together. nther than yy to 
out-do each other. 
The value o f  inclusion is nvmmed up by Singer(1994): "Gmda  rase. nhnicity. 
physical ability, and religion -- the shared group nprience and Ih private personal experience - 
all ~~n t r i bu tc  to !he way Bat people see the world' (p. 286) The Ral value o f  inslurion is the 
shared experience a brings to the classroom. The Elms- then becomes the Inre micmcom o f  
raclety through whtsh d e n t s  arc able to develop an sppreudon fw  d i m i t y  aod ofothm. 
2. Prm.ctive Lesrner Otalrnmes 
An with any ph i loqhics l  oppmach to lepmhg, global edusltion has specific g d r  i t  
wishes to ashi- Thew outcomes are auimdede., traits. .nd sbllr whish are dcvclapedwilhin 
students as they participate in  m learning x t i v i t i a  Included .we the dsvs lopma o f p n p s i w  
conrc~ournesr, cognitive skills. and action orientation. 
2. D e v e I o p ~ t  OfPmpcerive Coudm.(~(~ 
Perhaps the mast readily apparent elanent ofglobal education is i D  focus upon ths 
development of perspective conriaurncrr. this b the d m t i o n  and au;cptance ofmore than one 
potnt of view regarding any given topic S p d f i d l y  emphasized is thc recognition t b o d s  o m  
perspective is just one m n g  maw and, a~ such. is valid only as anofher p rspa i ve ,  ml as the 
sole arbiter of truth Urro (1990) provider a delinition for perspntivc sonssiwnns. 
[Mloreovsr, global educntion mphar~rer the need to develop 'pcrrpenive 
.onr~~ousners u b r h  gemrally mcm5 ghat ue can recog- rhc eullmsc ofmrc 
xhan one vahd poont o f  mew and Ihar w 1- lu seerhc world 6om a numher of 
dlffermt pr,rpcdavn(p 102) 
Such an approach to education hm s pmfaund impan upon how classes. e h o o l ~  indeed 
-ferns of edu~aeon, operate An asseptanse of thin approach implin that there &sa 
sonrciou. awarmcss that students haw to dsvslop an acseptme that their points of wou are not 
necessarily always correct. Write V m  snd KunjuTu (1993). 'Sshoob are powerful inrimtiotians. 
They teach. socialize. and indatrinate They can dispel mylhs or perpehlate them" (p. 491). 
Conrequently, xhools that strive to d m b p  perrpnive conviovrnp~s have as a rmjor goal a 
desire to pmduce students who have a high level ofasseptancc o f  individuals with alternate 
opinions 
Tucker (1990) provider an insighfful thought regarding perspenive "The educstnonal 
problem. howsva. is rhat you cannot really devdop a profound self-howledge without an 
understanding ofathen. erpc id ly  their point of view toward ym' (p I IS) Such a perspective 
indlcarer the true value ofdeveloping prrpenive conrciousnes~. an understanding and acceptance 
of others translates into an understanding and acceptance oCrelE Thir is reflective ofthc holistic 
flavor o f  global education. 
But the ultimate god with the development o f  prspmive conwiourness is a greater 
understanding and appreciation of others Thir extends to others o f  diffning opimonr, religions. 
culturcr. countna, or races H e m  (1992) wnrer rhat. in  orda for meanin&f interaction to 
occur among peoples. there n u n  be ccnain elements pmmr .  The larger gmup must have 
respect for all members o f  the racial group and an 'uncritical acceptance" of the vaned ways of 
l ir ins has to t&e place (p 177). The mutual appreciation o f  each orhees humanity placer d l  
members on an even plane 
The mutual appreciation proposed by H e m a  (1992) has to be developed within nudmts 
in rshoolr of today Too many o f  rhc sourwsoRmd by vhoolr in  Newfoundland and Labrador 
fail to reflect the tme nature ofthe roclely in whish we live. As Price (1992) notes. schools have 
to '"respond flcribly and sratively to smdsnts' needs" (p 21 1) The problem is that materials 
used in  rshoolr are not reliable as "texts are rife with glaring omissons. mltvral stncofyps, and 
a4 
rnirrepresentatianr o f .  histories" (p. 209). Cmcr (1990) concurs with thir nnd writes that the 
timer d tmte that 
we conssder the pempedve ofthose indipemus to the cultures o f  all stakeholders 
underslandtny that a \peuhc ponnt of weu r l  often shaped by the w m n y  pomt 
\ \e  must accept the ~nrcncla!~onrbp ofour futures and s k c f h c  r apon r~b~ l~ r y  to 
 tena are rrudcnlr lo cnlmall\ sral tnfomvt~on mthrrcd . nos  t ~ m c  and cvllvrcr 
From thir perspective, i t  is apparent that all voices within losicry must be heard to provide a fair, 
balanced. and honest reflection ofthe Itme m h p  o f a w  culwal historin. 
Specifically, an ahnoscnuic appro~ch to the nvdy ofhumanity is dnrimcnul to a global 
perspective and the development of perspective son~siournes. V m  and Kvnjufu (1993) cote 
that a Eurassnrric view ofthc world is not rmly des t i ve  o f t h  m u l t i m l r d  mix of peoples and 
cultures Too often the curriculum deals with the convibutioru ofthc dominant groups, 
practically rgnoring the agnifisancc ofthe minority gmupr Wood (1991) concurs when he wr i te  
that the education system has an over-reliance on American and northern-Eumpan points of view 
whach "dirtonr our view of the globe we mhabit" (p 10) He adds: 
Global education ean no longer he w m d  ar a secondq co~ideration; we must 
recognize that a in ssntral to developing graduata who can a p e  creatively with 
the modem interdependent world Our task is to develop indrvidds who can 
understand and rsolve lmultl-dimemesional issue in  which there is r i ~ h f  on all sida 
(P 10) 
This i r  the reason why the development dperspt ive sonssiourncss is so imponant to global 
education. 
b. Dmlopmnt of CqniIiw Skills 
Global education requim individuals fo do mom than 1- has or i n f o d o n  and rwre 
them away. An nrsntlal component afthir appmsch to education is thc dl to action. Hewer .  
to make the involvmrmt o f  indidduds dfective, thcn b a orrd for the development ofadequate 
cognitive rk~l l r  to make i n f a d  choiecr. This is s s h i d  by the devclopmcnt of critical thinking 
skills and an emphasis upon problem-solving in global inruunion. 
Critical thmking is defined by Caw d Wright (1997) as "the thinling thmugh afmy 
'problemarid situation where the thinker r r b t o  make ajudgemat about what 5 would be 
sensible or rearonable to believc or do. . .by maLing appmprute use ofintelleOual reraurca 
" (pp. 13-14). The ddnirion highlights three imponmf famra .  "thinlung through" a 
rituauon, making a judgement, and using "intdl-al rerourcn". All of this implies the 
development of a cognitwe ability to evaluate data, the willingnnn to take calcvlatrd risks, d 
the acquirit~on of rkillr T h e  are errnttll criteria for snt iu l  thinking 
Howard (1992) empha$izer the need for developing such cognitive rh l l r  when he w i t s  
that critical thinking skills are of utmost imponmcc for the youth of today and tomormw Such 
skills form an integral pan of a system o f  education: 
The primary goal o f  global education is to help our students develop the rkillr md 
attitudes necessary to live in a world whtch faca g e s  ewnomical and ecological 
challenger . . . . That require confidence in one's ability to find solutions Such 
confidence can a* corn fmm practised pmblem solving. an ability to see issuer 
from other psrspeclivs and an oppormnmty for success in rrmll everyday matterr 
(P 20) 
Boston (1990). roo, forges a somestion bmvrrn c r i t i d  tbnking and pmpnf ivc  
consciousnun, uniting two of the most c m w l  elements of global education. He notes that 
"exploring the concept o f  multiple pcrrpecttver develops critical thinking and sm Id to nshcr, 
mare rcrpenful discusion of i s w u '  (p. 92) This notion is continued by Lamy (1590) when hc 
states tha the skills ofaitical &inkig and mmpantive inquiry are -Ual to the teaching of 
global irruer (p 54). Adds Lamy, "[a] global cduutian pro- mua prepare rndcnu for the 
future by mtroducins them to awidc range ofanalytical and evaluative skills* whish will eorblc 
them "to understand and react UI complex intemationnl and intmltural issues' (p 55) This is 
an absolute nccnrlty given the increasing ~ l m n f  diversity of our society and the c o n t i d  
integration ofthe Newfoundlard and LabLabrador economy into the global raung. 
Moore (1992) brings to the picture an mlightmd version ofhighlevel thought which 
must be inntlled in studme He nor- thnt too aficn cmtivity is thought to belong to those 
an>rtically inclined, but all ofur have the ability; the task is to find that vnhin us ID make us more 
aware o f  comcctionr and tntaclrtionshipr whish in turn wwld make us more positive 
contributors to society (pp 25-26) Such creativity belongs not solely to the 6sld o f  art. but to 
the world o f  sclense, rodal studies and. without r doubt, to the world ofcommuniutions. 
Imaginative and compsssionate responses to individuals o f  different cultural, religious, or social 
backgrounds would alleviate much ofthe tension and ndmirvndnrWdingr vvhich occur in  todays 
society 
This an theme aprcnscd by other writers rush as Bsckcr (1990) who wires ofthe need 
for "teashmg hish-level thinking skills" in an ever-changing complex, technologid era (p. 81). 
Here Becker recognizes the Mld for ~ndividuds umO me a w w  of the complcdty of todsylr world 
and are equipped with the nccarsry Skltuls to adapt to and mc~esf i lh l  operate wllhiin them 
confiner Similarly. Lamy (1990) contimer to aUeu the importance of developing critical 
fhrnkmg abilities in studmts, rmphatncally stating that 'it rhwld be Uw goal ofevery global 
education program to pepsre students to critically assess information gathered across time and 
cultures and then formulre an agenda for policy adon' (p. 55) Hem tk systmc 
intemlarionrhips whisb arc intermingled throughout f k  area of global education besome 
apparent. Lamy'r statement reitentcs thc d f w  the de6ned pro- to edwpf io~ as smdcnts 
collate data. contributions fmm m variety of e x p r i r i n ~  and -&M M compiled for 
'comparative analysis" (1990, p 61); and when evaluated wthin the h - r k  o f t k  critical 
mmd. there emerges an imptur  far a8ion 
C. D N ~ / o ~ # M ~ ~ I  0f Action %e"m.O#4 
Lamy (1990). in  his mmmsry ofthe need for pempcnive rnnsciou~neu. w r i t 4  
'[r]eachers and their students must he p r r p d  to see each issue fmm a vmny of worldviews 
and then, seer this critical aueruncnt, make their shotser" [p 63) From this one sao .ssume 
that another element o f  global education is a desire to inrpire its pantcip.nu to anion. Kirkwoad 
(1990). in a dlwurrion of global cdusation activities in DadcCounty. Florida, stater t h a  mdcnts 
were to think global, hut act Id (p. 154). The rmpharis is upon acquiring the prerequisite skills 
to enable one to try and dfKf change where 11 is m o l  readily appreat, within one's own 
surroundins As well, the fact that skills are involved leads one to mume that anion must occur 
for ~ k i l l r  are developed for use in achieving a desired aim. 
The idea of anion as crvcial to the msserr o f  glabal education is noted by Pike and Selby 
(1988) when they state that smdentr ofglobal education have to be made aware that actions they 
make locally have implications, sametimer on a global scale; any or m anion has repnuuionr .  
The message is that individuals haveto be encouraged to st luat make Un dfort. I n  connection 
with action is a further aim o f  mwmsing an awarrncss of r k  need for becoming mors effsfive 
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panitipanrs in  decxsion-making d invo lvm~nr  (p. 35) "Non-pnnicipation md inaction i n  the 
global system a not possible". write Pike and Selby (1988). for "knowledge, atthde, and skilY' 
Impact our actions and decisons (p 70) 
The norton ofthe inremlationshsp of skills and action is examined by othawi tms ar well. 
Lamy (1990). m a  review of  H a n W s  conccp(ualiitioo ofglobd educatiam ashwledgcs that a 
round global education pmgnm "mu* inrmdva studme to rtnte~cs for participation and 
involvement" in  issues. for "[s]omprehenrive &bal education cRom should emphasize rhe 
relationship b m v n n  g l o w  issues and local concerns" (p. 55). I n  this way *dents hove the 
oppoflunlty to practicp skills acquired and orplow attiNdcr d opinions dcvdaped. Lamy 
(1990) go- on to wire thm s major focus ofglobal education har to be the formulsrion of a plan 
o f  action. knowledge skills. and awamns  in not an end i n  itylf, but am- ofachieving 
ulumare gods (p 55) Udng Ulir ar a guidc, one sari then d e  the arrumption that anion is not 
haphazard nor ptecerneal, but a focused. concened cffon methodicdly arranged to achieve a 
~pec~fically delineated god Such an appmash quickly reveslr the de- to whsh the 
development o f  appropriate cognitive sblls play s c e n d  mle b-ure. without the neserwvy 
skills, actions may be meffedve. 
The end result o f  ~nstmction fmm a global perspective is "social activity" designed to 
counter injustice and inequities (Miller, 1988, pp. 17-18) Although gleaned fmm a discussion of 
holism. an obvious cornmion &srr wth the notion o f  action as an impatant element o f  global 
edusatlon The result ofa h~l i~ t isnpprmch to learning is to try and make a dilTmce. to try and 
rectify p e i v e d  wmngs. which is action. Menchionr (1997) reitcrater this them. roo, as he 
comments on the syrt- mmre ofthe world and how education should be relevam to d e n s .  
Without meaningful attachment to the matcrial under study, effective luming and a desire to act 
u~ll be nesated. 
3. Instructional Appmnrh" 
Global education is indeed a syncmntis method of providing luming experiences to 
In fast. sleady ddimared modes of inntrustion are the mans by which terminal 
educational objectives are me. The l imture on global &tiom t i a l r  three dirtinst mhodr 
of instruction resource-bawd learning, cooperative lesrmng and an inrerdirsiplinsry approach. 
There elements are sussinctly outlined by Tye (1990~) when he wi t -  o f  the go& ofglobal 
edusat~on- 
w c  see vlobal cducalaon a, s mvvcmcn w th  the potcnual for pmmorlng 
mrerd scopl~nan planntng and tearh~ng. the developmrnl of rntacal lhlnl~ng 
an llt#cr the uw ot the cornmunow ar a 1-n~ labvratorv cooDeral\c Icmn. 
- . .  
and tntrinsts mattvation o f  nudent laming (p 2). 
AS well. all learning experimcn ought to bc evaluated 1 h r o ~ 0  the rue of fle*ble assessment and 
evaluation techniques 
a. R~~ourcu&ucdLcornimg 
"Global education that taps into the local sommunily is global education ar its bent". witeiter 
Anderson (19904 p 125). Such an o b m i o n  place global education solidly in the camp of 
resource-based learning. This is a sontinuatron of the notion of sonnntions b+oucm local and 
global settings, except here the emphasis is p l d  upon utilizing the resources at oe'r  dirpornl. 
ndnson  continuer, stating '"lilt cnh.nces student learning abwt 'thing. global by poviding 
appnunir~er to explore global events and mods in their 1 0 4  mudktat iom H a .  U. 
lmpenonal and complex global issues are made more connste and personal' (p 125) Thir 
enables rtudmtr to opentc m "an asseuible Iabontory" to explore "universal p m a n e .  and 
conditions'' (p. 125). Therefore, Ihe concept of-vrcobnrcd lcaming which has W an 
Important i n % t m ~ i o n d  appr-h in this p r a v i n ~  b-mu a complmxmary inarvstional 
approach for plobd education. 
RemursrbaYd IePming means i n f o d o n  c o r n  from a variety of  raurcss, including the 
audmts themwlver Thir cbllmger any t n d i ~ i o ~ d l y  accepted notion that infarmeion c a m  
only fmm the prescribed curriculum m a t e d  or t h  teasher Writes Tucker (1990). "much o f  the 
content o f  global education enters the slaumom through students. Student beliefs, knowledge, 
and experiences are increasingly important rifts of global education as our s l ~ m o m s  become 
more international and multicultural" (p 113) This c o m a s  with the humanitarian nature of 
slobal edusarton as the emphasis is placed upon developing srudenu who are morc 
and culturally aware. 
Students who are sldlled i n  resourccbared lcaming also make independent learners and 
camptent pmblem-nolvern who are adept at uulidng t h  resw- amund r h .  This is another 
major am  of  global education The idea of i m p r o d  d y t i d  rkills is reinforced by Tye (1990s) 
when she emphas~res the 4 for globally a w e  smdenta to maLe uw ofthe resarrces within 
their mrro~nding communities. d m i n g  to this practice as a "narural expression ofglobd 
awareness education" (p 45). SNdemr e x p o d  to p n c t i d  oppmnities to expenem 
successful problem-solving situations b-me morc adept at f idmg adequate solutions to 
chal lmgg and complex problem Kirkwood (1990) writer Unt participatory skills, dong with 
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student inqu~ry and reflalive thinking make global education an exciting educational nppmash 
(p 155) However. resource-based learning s m  only =cur ifthose rqon$ibIc for inrttuction ace 
prepared to develop wch instructional approaches. " T a c k s  who work to incorporate some 
global ammess into their teaching tend to make gMter  use of mmmuniry m o u r s s  than has 
been customary.. " (Tye. 1990% p 45). 
Another advantage of the mourse-brwd learning approach is ths links foxed between 
school and community This isexp-ed by Uso (1990) as an off-shoot ofthe relationship 
between slobal education and the communiry. Each manber and many gmvps o f  society have 
mush to offer and an wilhng to mmribute. This, in turn provides an invaluable resource to 
students and r l s  the whml clowly to the community (p. 103) Such p o s i t i ~  relationships 
provide healthy environments in which rneaning9.d educational experiences occur This is 
illurtrarive o f  the concept ofcommunity support fortered by global education as examined by 
.Anderron (1990a) in whish the interrclarionrhipr among school. mmmunity, student, and resident 
are interrelated to rush a degree that dlvisionr m d  l ins of demarcation become blurred ln such 
an environment learning oppo"unities are optimal. 
b. Cooperative Lcar~ i ig  
Cooperative learning emphasizes the need for individuals to work together at problem- 
solving liukr In b.4 such an approach rrrerss the need for communiceion, moperatiaq and 
mutual rerpezr Besker(1990) recagn!rer the neat for nrong comunisstian and rosial skills if 
ones  to be competitive in such a fluid wcial envimnmenr. Far him. swpemtive learning 
rtraregs arc essential elements ofglobal education programs: 
Cooperative learning mcthodr assums haeropneity and emphasize intnsnive 
learning opportunities They are better designed to mpc with the diverse nrrdr o f  
students and the requirements for N-rr in  an interdependent m r l d  
Coopemwe learmng is an important element ofglobal education (p 81) 
This ir funher expanded by Dhand (1991) when he rtster that ~ l oba l  education mquinr 
learning npr i ensa  and Ulir is whem the mle of mprative learning ~stegia  come inlo 
play The benefits ofthi. ins twioru l  appmch go beyond individual studme to include o r h  
According to Dhand (1991). saoperative learning is 
the powe&l way to ins- achievement, enhance self-esteem promote 
positive attitudes toward teachers and school, d d o p  respect for 0th- studas. 
facilltatc cognitive developmew. pnd increase lnlrinric m o f l ~ t i o n  and studat's 
~ b , l i t ~  o interact m d  work wrh other students toward common goals (p. 78). 
This IS imponmt for global education b e c a m s .  in addition to the ohaactairlic ofsooperalive 
learnins hencfittins all learning level% research has shown i t  also rervltr in  an ompmvemnrr of 
tolerance (Dhand, 1991, p. 79). However. again, Noseworthy's (1992) concept oftolerance must 
hc kept m mind h m  to d i r e  that the ultimate goal is not mere acceptance, bul s genuine 
apprecmon for othen 
T~~ (1990a) witer that cooperative learning is an essential element o f  global education 
' I can hardly i n a n e  how reach- could introduce global perrpaiver into their cunisulum 
without some forms of small-group work' (p 45) The apparent corneaion between global 
education. cooperative learning, and m d m t  development IS made. This is further explained by 
Miller (1988) as he notes the imporunc~ o f  soopmtive learning to holistic educs6on. n 
component of global education 
The holistic urrrisvlum should foseter somectiau beouesl student and community 
~h~ immediate ~ ~ m m ~ ~ i t y  far the student ia the clarrmom and moperntive 
education with its emphasis on learning t- a m p s  to foster community uithin 
clas~moms (p 114) 
Coopnative learning is better, he adds, becauw rmdmtr 1- b r r a  i n  goup  ratings, a sense of 
belonnmg, a vital pan o f  holism, is violated by isolation (Millcr. 1988. p. I 15) This view of 
educauon also has strong overtones of resource-based learning in whtsh the x n r  of community 
plays a viral role in  the learning process. 
The connection to cooprative Inming, as well, is evident hem as a holistic approach 
requires a variety o f  instructional tczhniqun "~eal-l i fe irsuu sm best be taught fmm a holintie 
perspective, bringing the various discipliner to b b  on bob i i e  snd incorporating many 
modalltier o f  learning, such as dmulationr. role playing, mperintial learning, and integration o f  
the anr" (Um, 1990. p 103) Cole (1984). as well. notes that global education d a  xndeed 
require a cooperative approach with rppropnate howledee, rkillr, and attitudes (p. 154) This. 
for hlm, could be acquired through funher in depth study among the various dirsiplmes within 
schoolr. making slobal education inrerdiriplinary in nature 
c. hterrli.ciplin~1ry Ap-eh 
A complement to resource-bzed leaming is the interdilaplinary nature ofglobal 
edusarran. ar s noted by Anddmn (l990l) when she writes that I -urccbased approach 
promoter cross-curricular rctlvir ia Any i n r t r v n l o ~ l  approach which utilizes the w t  m y  o f  
resources within h e  surrovnding community naturally ventures beyond the restricted sonfiner of 
~peeific urriculum areas and becomes interdisciplioary. Turk (1992). as well. emphasizes the 
interd~uiplinary nature o f  global education: 'The approach ofinfusion across the curriculum 
server ar an umbrella far eo-oprative lnming, critical and crave  thinking, problem-solving. 
conflict resolurton and i n f om t i on  management" (p 17). This ~mmarian the crvcial aspects o f  
~ l o b a l  cducatron. 
Beeker (1990) adviser that an i n t d i dp l i nmy  approach is oflen the b e :  
The many oppormnitia available ro integrate an intmationd perspective into 
exinlng dilstplie-focused courser Jhovld not blind us to the fan that msny of the 
issuer and went9 that demand our suenuon lend themrelva to interdtwiolinnn, 
approaches (p. 80) 
. . 
However, Lyons (1992) makes a stronger sw for an interdirciplinar/ qproach when he uritcs. 
"the ~ l oba l  perspective approach is to identify and develop a number o f  key concepts and issua 
and to infuse both concepts and iuusr into the &fling content prear and srou-surricullr 
activities" (p 10). For Lyoq it Is not ewugh to recognize the m m r r  in which global conceptr 
can be taught, they have to be infused into exil ing curricula nnd acmu curricula to make them 
relevant and poignant. 
But for some edusaon. an mtcrdisciplionry w roash  is nor me* an option for 
instruction; it is an absolute impentive in  today's educational inniturionr Wdra  Tye (19904, an 
interdisciplinary approach to global education is asenrial- "None o f  the cantempormy problems 
and issuer that cut across national boundaries can be studied by u i n g  one discipline alone" 
(p 45).  Boston ( I W )  continues. ' [ t lhe inmdirciplinmy nafun o f  global education content can 
help unify traditionally fragmented depanmtr .  grade leuels, and programs around a common 
purpose" (p 92) As svsh cmss-curricula sppmnsher help s m t e  a sewe ofhol im in  education. 
o ye not- (1990~) that n b awcpted that global education is a social movement and, u 
rush, irs dsrtre is to have particular attitudes, knowledge, and &ils instilled in iu panicipanu. Its 
inrerdisciphnq shanctainiss am outlined when Tyevurites. "[n]eiUm do we wish to codme 
global education to social studies. Rather, global education d l r  for the infudon a f r  global 
perrpect~ve into all suniculum -" (p 5).  
Anderroq Nickias. and Crawford (1994) state that global education is dearly 
interdisciplinary for it "dram on the humanities, the wien~cr, and the social xienser" (p 3). 
They continue th r r  darcvnion oftheir framnvork for global education. 
Nor only does the h m w h  alllow for crasrcudcvlar and interdidpiinary 
artentior, it B d  i t  AU cunicvlum areas and educational instimoons mun be 
involved if our pmgmy are going to be able to meet the ohallmges that we. their 
ancestors. bequeath tathem (p. 4). 
d. F(crb1lc A s ~ ~ a m ~ l  ond EwImmiom 
Dcvisng a finite definition of w d u ~ t i i i  isi di6cvlt msk as i t may wcesmt m y  things 
to many people. as is shown in the differing and evolving profiles ofevaluation a s h  have b a n  
developed. Clark (1986) notes that the purpose o f  evaluation is to determine the inruunional 
needs of smdenn. not jun repartins remits Another definition. presented by G l a s m  and N w o  
(1988). includes the aspest ofjudging the mnit or worth ofan exercise. However, the mon 
inclusive defintrion s one put forth by C E. B e b y  (1978. sited in Wolf, 1990). which defines 
evaluat~on as 'the ryrtemaric eollenion and interpretation of evidence. leading, as a pa t  of the 
process, to a judgement o f  value wilh a v i w  to action" (p. 3) This particvlar vi-int of 
evaluation i r  imponant because i t  recogoLes Ur frcf that a critical component ofthe evaluation 
process is the evaluatoh inrnpmation ofdata eollnred and also. that the resulting finding 
requlrer some action upon the part ofthe evaluator. From this perspective, evaluauon is 
transformed from a mere mmp!larion of s r n c ,  o f  numbers determining where an individual falls 
in relat~on to an arbarady arsimed ending wale or a pmdetermined n a m  to a mcpnr o f  
~nfomuns an xndtvidual o f  haw Wshc is pmgrerung in the w u n e  o f  ~ N d y  The evaluation 
process then firmly placer the student in  the forefront and zemu in  on specific areas (hat need 
attention to aable hinvher to succeastully completetkdcignated ab jmivu.  For Pike m d  
Selby (1988). a sfudentcenfaed method of cvalvation Is ideally suited to the aim ofglobal 
education 
Evaluating the progress of  students is a neccrrsry wmwnent afthe educational process, 
bur has been misused and offen mirunderrtaod by boIh -dents and evahw.torr Wlggina (1988) 
wnrsr that mdes are too oRm m p o w d  of vague smeri% led ins to wnfurion among both 
teacherr and srudmrs so that the exercise becomes meaningless Assessing mdent  p m p s  is 
tricky business and n balanced approach is eaxntial. Miller and Seller (1990) classify evaluation 
into two dirtme sh~racfsristic I y p s  rsientisic and humanistic The former is the type i n  h i c h  
student progress is monitored according to  N i c t  ferns and the ~cu rnu I~ f i on  f a yl rote is 
easily devi5ed by dividing each m k  inro s specific percentage ofthe enfire grade. Test rcorcr are 
an mportant component of tbr grade. Humanistic evlluatron also indudea the wmpilatian of 
smder. but t i e r  inro considention other peninent information as well. msh as the individual 
student's act~ons, interests. efforts, and attitudes Thecvaluntor employs n more subjective 
sppmach to the task and infarmaion uwd  is more qualaative thrn qumtitntiw 
Wolf (1990) nates that it il imponant to use a variety oftechniques IO -re evaluation 
validiry and rebability Here he stre- the ideatbat, unless a variety o f  data sollening methods 
are employed, the evaluation pmear i r  not assunte and a true arwument o f  the rludmt'r 
progress has not been provided Do11 (1989) adds that d u s t i o n  methods should be 
with "imnginatio~ *kill, and appmph-r", eonsirfing of "numemur and various 
media, rome ofwhish may have to be invented" (p. 246) Doll's use o f  the words 
"appcopnaten~~s" and "ittvcntcd" show h s  line of thwght in that the fonn o f  evaluation mu* 
conform to the needs of the particular educational exprimse, not the r ~ n e  
Doll's concept o f  sonfomify to rtudmt needs is reiterated by Goldberg (1992). Goldberg 
notes that adults have myriad ways to express themselves. but student expression is usually 
lhmited. Throughout the literature t h e  am numerous way, indicated as completely viable means 
of evaluation There include writing asrignmcou. projmr. arsnWd work (both s l a m ~ r k  and 
homework), and journals Activities rush as mock trials, dram% and field trips are alro ways of 
capturing learning in anion Student sonmbutionr thmugh wlf-assessment and peer asseument 
can be used to provide an insight into how the students themrslvcr fed thq arc pragesing This 
could be beneficial to reachem as a meam of evaluating teaching Slntegies as well. Teneher- 
student andlor teacher-parent diwusnionr can also provide invnlvsble informuion into student 
compcehension Radford (I WO) promoter observation as a vcty important method o f  assessing 
student progress, ro imponant "its mccharusmr need lo be identified and appropriate a r a t s i n  
invertgated" and rdning in this rb l l  ought to be pan o f  pmhrriand developmmt (pp. 37. 39). 
M I  of there humaniaic methods o f  evaluation are valid and useful provided they are prcscsctd ~n s 
balanced manner and not one or two methods become the role m a r  of nrslustlon The 
emphasis upon a humanistic approach place. such evaluative meUlodr within the w o p  ofglohd 
sducarion 
Rationale for n Wabd Appmch to IheStudy af L i o n t u R  
The blending ofthe prinnples ofglobd education and the objectives o f  litcnmce m d y  is 
of optimal valve for schooling in Newfwndland and Labrador Litemure h s  u its fosvr the 
d u n .  ideas, and soul ofa people. Global cducatiw. in  its rimplept a m l .  is a m a r  by vhiuh 
differins culurral grovps come to vndmtand and appreciate each other Thcrrtars. r k  rtudy of 
lhterature provider a great medium thmugh whish one can Fully appreciate the culmrc, customs. 
and spiritual life o f  humanity The undersandins o f  humnnity is important because. as Rigden 
(1997) states, times may change. but humanity remains the same. Pike and Selby (1988) 
succinctly summa~I~e haw the literamurc d i r ip l im is an i d d  ~urriculum m a  in  which to explore 
global issuer 
The eniovmmt and nudv o f  IileraNre offer. a mursrful m e w  o f  dsvelo~ine self- . . 
awareness (insludina n m;omiuon ofthe assumptions lying behind our 
$rorldrmvl wnattvyt) la d~kerent pnrpcnnrr. an apprcoamon ofthe nch and 
dbnamqc culrural tradt!nonr rnthtn and bqond our own socosy and a mole rwnd 
~nderqtsndnng o f  the human ~ m p l ~ a ~ o r s o f g l o b d  Drrucs (p 231) 
Becker (1990) extends upon this idea o fa  need for a break understanding of the human 
experience ''Students and teachers alike need lo learn how to interpret human interanions in a 
larger contut, including a wder range of human eqniense'' (p. 71) Through the canrention o f  
a need ta interpret. the concept ofthe devclopmmt o f  nronger critical and analrical h l l s  
becomes apparent Although referrins to the study o f  history, Beckdr comments are d i l y  
applicable to the study of literature in Newfoundland and labrador. 
Some approaches . promote nhmsentrirm and are da run iw .  . Such a 
focus on wenern culture . . .often vndermfr the ma* sipifisant convihatlonr 
, the understmding o f  inlenlationrhips bemeen peopb. munlzir. and 
continents (p. 75) 
Cole (1984) states that, in  order to a-t and Fully mrnprehmd culwral pluraliwn. one must 
besome aware of one's awn cultural mots and true identify. However. p e n  the ever-insresring 
multicultural character ofour society. the mots and identity o f*  ~ l m r a l  hntage ofthis 
province are firmly g rmded  in  cultural pluralism. As well. the mterlwining ofour provinsc 
wlrhin the slobal village demands s deeper. more meaningful appreciation of culturd gmups 
beyond the Euroccntric pempecnve. 
The ~dea ofusing literature to understand others is noted by R u m  (1994) He write. that 
ltteraurre has the effect ofenabling people to connect to foreign cultures and people of differing 
perspectives "Good storin i l lvante human behaviors in various times and p l a m  and help 
students to farm connections to thore timer and places" (p 225) Endso (1994) makes a rimalar 
obrervntton m a discussion of the effect of studying a panicular novel far adolescents Ensiw 
notes. there developed an "empathy for diffmnt people. rimer and dilcmms" because '"[olur 
cultural references revealed. fomud. and reformed our identities in  the sonten of  our discussions 
" (p 524) Llrerature has the ability to enable us to vicariously live out the experiences of 
others and. by doing so. enable us to develop a deeper, more meaningful connection 
Rarinrki and Padak (1990) contiwe the theme: 
I n  the context o f  an environment that pmmoter inrerpemonal canng. the 
development o f  prosocial behawom and attitudes, relflessnerr. and citizenship. 
teachers and children can use literature lo explore and act upon their cultural 
valuer and beliefs (p 576). 
All o f  these attnbvtes are aspects ofboth global education and literature The ideas of 
"interpersonal caring", development o f  ''proracial . attitudes". and preparation for action ue 
dobal in nature This results i n  a xnne o f  mpo-en1 for students as the impetus for anion 
and change is pronded 
In  a multicultural ~ r r i c v l v m  thcrc are few stimuli with greater potential to move 
people to act~on than literature Beuune t lellr Ihe stoner o f  human events and 
the human condition and ndmr simply the fanr, literature doer more than change 
minds, ir change peoplds hcsnr And people with changed henrts ue people who 
can move the world (Ryinrlti md Pad* 1990. p. 580) 
The value ofmultisultunl litnarure is not to he underestimated. panisulvly in  an 
~nrerdependent world. Writer Tulk (1992). 
n ~ r  youm must develop rppmpnatc bowledge, skills, and atsndn ofthey src to 
runctlon r f f c ~ t ~ e l y  on a world uhch  has Ihmlted natural rnovrccl and I, 
rharacrcn7ed h) cthrvs dlvmnly cd lun l  p l ~ r a l ~ m  and mcrcaslng tntndepmdcm 
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The provlnse of Newfoundland and Labrador is very much part of an interdependent world and 
we have ,a reco&e that reality As a -It. an vndentandi0g o f  Mlow global c i k a  is 
errential Smith and Johnson (1995) w i l e  that multicultural literature, in panisular. is hcocfctal 
hecauw it develops studmr awwencsr and acceptance of differences while experiencing diffnnrt 
perspectives It is thir uperiense with diversity wtlich p-cs the nrudenf for the real lifc 
mronmenr in whtsh hershe w l l  work A fundammtal part of thir is the ability to empathize 
"Empathy w t h  others can he facilitsled by understanding the nvancu oftheir way. ofthinlting 
" (p 12). a function o f l i t namq  wi t -  W w d  (1991) 
Kqr  (1985) notes that the rrudy of  the hummitisr, especially laaature, create3 a more 
fully developed person which many burincues qu i r e .  The value lies in the development o f  rush 
rkillr as creative ~maginatioa effenive cammudcation skills, sensitivity to pople, and imaginative 
virion which are errenrial to the corporate world (pp 696697). M w r e  (1992) nrerrer the 
unparalleled importance o f  the imaginntlve and cmt iv t i  to r os i q ,  chwrctniuicr we dl posaerr. 
To help foster that i n  audents. M w r e  believes that "literature. d- music. art l t c t  be 
seen as 'rob subjects" bcuure, they ''nunun the imnginption" and allow the individual m 
"rranwsnd" the given and develop new and informative pnspaiver (p. 26) 
Conclusion 
A p r o p m  or course which w be t-ed globd has identifiable elements Fim. thcrc a 
an overriding conccm for hummiry and thc welfare of the individual. Secondly, thc learner is 
 pored ro experiences whish me dcugned to instill empathy, develop critical rhlnlring and create 
a desire to effect change Al l  ofthis is prewnted thmugh ~ m v r t i v e  learning opponvdtier and 
waluated ~n a meaningful manncr. Global cducat io~ a lumerantered appmach whtch has the 
individual student ar the focal point ofinrtnrstion, pays dividends in  the educational pmcns. 
panicularly for the study o f  literamre. 
ChapterP: Methodology 
lntmdurtion 
The purpose ofthc c u m f  study, rr indicated culier. is to il lulnre how contending 
philosopher o f  education ace prernt in the scniar high English language arts mniculvm The 
dcsisn of the study and criteria for analysis show how thrse differing penpeniver are deeply 
embedded in the cvnimtum and how both have m impact upon the litnature component. 
Design ortbe Stlldy 
The current audy is a critical onnlysis ofthc senior hgh English langvage anr mniculum 
of the Atlantic Pmvinas Education Fwndation contained within t h  dammenu, F0!8&Iim for 
rhr Arlanoc Co~~lodlod E,~,gI{sh Lm~guap A m  C~~~).IEU/!JI)), h e d e r  referred to as F m t d ~ z m ,  and 
Atlo,mc Co,zodn f ig l l rh L m p q e  A m  Curriml~m: Grader I P I 2 ,  hmaffcr dmed to u 
E,t,glrrh 10-12 Empharir will be placed upon d y i n g  the English language anr documents 
accordins to pre-delemined criteria to assess how the audy of litenmre may be cenhamed or 
adversely affected by r k  eclectic M N n  ofthe wniculum. The rwdy will focus upon how 
attempts m make the English language ans mrrieulum relevant to the soda-nomio 
enviroment of Newfoundlnnd and Labrador have resulted in a mniculum that has both a global 
and a utrlitarian orientation. 
The current audy is both inductive and cmst~unive in nature I t  is ~nduaivc because the 
sum ofthe pans is retleaive ofthe whale, the d y s i s  ofthc minute nSpMI o f  the English 
lan~uase arts cuniculum clearly shows and is reprevntative oftha phiiowphisal intent o f t k  
sunisulum in r s  entirefy. Through dose anslysir of the varied sompormts of the N~~N~uC% the 
compainp plohal and urilitlrian chsrsnerirtia are nidcnt The pvrpow o f  the mearch is 
connrunive because ,he intent is nor m be critical afIhe pro- ins negative -. but to 
illvrfrafc that. without specific indication ofthe aims ofthe cunicvlvm there ig op-niy for 
very d~ffering interpreationr, consequently the quality of lit-re m d y  could potentially be 
enhanced or adversely affected. 
Ratiomale for Rnumh Method* 
Ad/81rrnzp the Course. Pmt 11 (1994) states that reform ofthe surrisulvm ofschools m 
Nervtoundland and Labrador is drivm by the desire "to focus on the basic intdlatud sopabilities 
which allow individuds best to adapt to change" (pp 1-2). Change. as has already been noted, is 
an irrefutable characterirtic of life in the global village, thnefore, individuals mu* be provided 
with the prerequisite skills to enable thcm lo fvnnioneffatively in this milieu Consqumtly, the 
curriculum of thc educational system ofthir pmvines is under review to prepare students to mcn 
th~s challenpe, a fact which is reflected in the change to the senior high Engfish language arts 
~ " ~ c Y I u ~  
The research desim for the current study a a critical analysis of the senior high English 
languape anr curriculum and, as arch. is qualitatwe ~n Mture Asmrding to Gay (1992). critical 
research a satwonzed as the descriptive method which he definer as one wksh "involves 
eolleming data in order to ta t  hypothe- or ~ w e r q v ~ ~ i o n s  so csrning tk sun& rtaNs of 
the rubjest ofthc Adscriprive m d y  dstcmunn and reports the way thingsm' (p 13). 
This method of ruearch employs an observational sppmsch: Ihe oxrent research purports to do 
just that, m c f i ~ u l o ~ ~ l y  scrutinize the data emerging from the curriculum maledall and assess 
Gndingr delineated Spccifical% lhc hypothesis presented here is two-fold- to d n m i n e  the 
degee to whish the senior high English language u t s  cuniaulum has both a global and utilitarian 
anentatmon and to illurratc how the literature component o f  this mrnmlum is both enhanced and 
potentially at risk as a -It. 
The use o f  observation in research notes Gay (1992). is not 4 U . d  to h u m  mbjcsts, 
for "[o]bsewation data can be collrrcd on inanimate obi- such as hooks" and includes 
methods of research like "content analysis'', whish he definer as "the systematic desmiption o f  
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~  ofthe object ofthe rmdy  (pp. 234.236). This lends d e n s e  to the curnnt 
s8vdy as this IS a m f e m t i c  vlslyrin o f  the cornparition ofthc "inanimate" senior high Eaglirh 
1ang"qe anr mniw1um. 
The chaise of the srit~cal m h  as s merhodological approach is cho- ssutiourly 
siven its nature. First, thc critical appmach is an intrusive. yet rubUe form of  rtudy which can be 
very Critical research hm lhe ability to apase varying ideas, perceptionr, or messages 
which are buried ~ im~ l t ansou l y  within teas Harvey (1990) wiln o f  this r eqd ing  the mmre 
and purpose of critical research: "Elhe critical d y s i r  must go beyond the spparsoca and lay 
bare the essential nature o f  the relationships thpr are embedded in  the nmcmre" (p. 19). This 
statement tdentifies the reality ofthc simatior, that m n g r  are multxple within t en r  and critical 
rerearch must attempt to expose rbe differing layers o f  meaning. For lhe s u m  study Ihir in rmly 
The girt is that the English language ms wnisulum, designed for the rmdcnt in  the 
twenty-first has differing mcaaages and nunins wi!hin its philorophy, d s r i g ~  and 
contcm 
AS well, critical c-h has a degree ofintcmal conflict as as pnmary fours may b-ma 
mired among the multitude ofothsr mnssrnr whish inuude upon the purpose ofthc rmdy. 
Because an educational #ve cannot exist in r vacuum r o d  coruidmtionr, whether 
mtenriond or unintentional, help determine what it is to be. Such c o n c m  -ding caution of 
the rocid lnRuence oftarts are noted by CM and Kemmir (1986) as they eqouse LC -iIy o f  
developing a " ~ ~ ~ t r m a t i c  understanding afthe sonditiom which shape. limit, and determine anion 
ro that these cowtrains can be taken into accoutt" (p. 152) Harvey (1990) contimes the 
wndrnent, but focuses more spcdfisalh. upon the solles(ian o fdm:  'Plats am imp-1 in 
order to ground inquiry but data must not be treated as independent of lhnr rooio-historic 
context'' (p 7) Data and information sollsted have to be w d e d  as p M  ofan exsting whole 
in that, in and of itdf, it sayr very little, but, in the m n f m  ofbroader sonridecatiolu, arch as the 
social implioatians of strtnmnfr or speaker bias. i t  becomes pan o f  a larger mneags. Thir is m e  
for the current study Data collmed h m  tbe primary documents speaks far itself, however, in 
the conrm afthc current t m d r  in education in this pmvincq differing mauges e e .  
Thir caution exists for the reuusher. too. Just as Le approash la educational insmaion 
a determined by rosin1 sntena and demands ro. too, rr the focus o f  this mdy dslamined by 
~nfere~ts ofthe researcher For the researcher, bias mmer not only within the rmr, but also in 
the approach to text. For the cumnt rmdy, the murcher, as an advocate of the "due of 
laerature, has a p ~ i c u l a r  pe rse i vs  in the approach to the English language M a  curriculum. 
Such sentiments are prewnted m a d i s i o n  ofthc neutrality o f  the reseamhawhen Kiochcla 
(1991) states that re-hers have to ' r d  their allcgimces, to admit thnr solidarities, their 
value structures, and the -yys in which arch orienutiolu a&R their inquiries" (p. 36) This is 
imporrant because, as Chmyholmer (1988) notes. with rhc (ailwe to identify L e  applisablc 
contexts ofthe language involved. the p o w  and original sigmificloce ofthe dieion m y  be la* 
or misinterpreted. resulting in an ermr in somrmnicstian. Therefore, the researcher has made a 
concerted effort to rmain objective in the analysis ofdata as a means ofopening s debate on a 
significant edusatlonal iuue Yet, notwithlanding any indication o f  r-k  bias, the validity 
ofthe current study remains evident in the eclstis naNre of the senior high English language anr 
cvrrieulum and the resvlting contlinaf ideology. 
Darn Collection 
Data will be sollE6fed &om the pri- docvmcntr ofthe senior high Engliih l anwge  
arts mrriculum the Fmtnddii document and Englsh 10-12 As wcll, pminent informalon 
contuned m Dzrectiii8s fw C h p :  A C ~ ~ ~ I I a f ~ o n P a p e r i  Ih. Scnii High Sch IProgmn 
wll be gathered. 
Data Analysis 
Global education is a rdativcly new mrrimlar f- I t  is often considered as an appmach 
to social studies. however, it is the ment ion o f  this Itlldy that global education is a philosophy 
o f  instruction which should not he mwricted to one field of wudy and, iu SJQ is applicable to any 
and all curriculum areas Consequently, the review o f  lhe iitmmre is  facvscd upon the cr-tial 
elements ofglobal education that ought to be appiied in inrrustion 
Data analysis for assesins t k  implidans for the wudy ofliteramre will be or&& 
around specific chancteristiu ofthe philasphiul pemp=tive mndissted. To determine the 
desree to which the senior high Engl i l  llogvsgc M S  arrridulum m y  be classified as globally- 
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onenled, an analysis o f  the surricvlar content wil l  be conducted according to the elanens o f  
global education as outlimed i n  the IiteRtuu review A detailed assamtent of the philosophy of 
the surnculvm w l l  be organired around the rubheading. ofthe hum.nitwim nature ofthe 
surrisulum. specified goals, and them- of achieving the indicated goals. &=sing the stated 
curriculum outcomer is to be m g e d  bough a discusion o f r um t i d  graduation learnings and 
delineated cvrnculum outcomes The d n i p  of the pmgrvn will also be evaluated to m a i n  
the degree to whish the senior high Engllrh language an5 surrieulum is indeed global as presented 
m the p n w  documents of thc Nmfoundland and Labrador Depmwnt o f  Educatttlon noted 
above This will be ashtsved through an aramination o f  the inaructbnd appmaches, ssscntial 
components ofthe curriculum, the organizing stmnds. and mthods of-ssmolt and d u s t i o n .  
The vtilitanan perspcstivewill be assessed in  a similar m-, focusing upon the 
philosophy, indicated curriculum ourcoma, and design ofthe program to illustrate haw the sam. 
content can be viewed fmm a di&ring perspective, theby placing the role o f  literature in  a 
paradoxid position. Philosophy ofthe nmisulum wil l  be aswssed m terms o f t k  commitmmt 
to rhe development of literacy, mastery of language rWl% and unc o f  outcoma as a m a r  o f  
guiding instruction An nsresrmmt of rhr curriculum outcome8 themrelvn wil l  he developed 
through an examination o f  the essential graduation learnings and the general. key-rtage, and 
rpestfis curriculum outcomes for English language anr. Assessing the ut~litarian emphasis ofthe 
curriculum within the program design wiU focus upon the contending roles both literature and 
techno109 play within the curriculum doevmnns 
Limitations 
The study hss a very lhmited focus. The empharir is upon the literature component of the 
mniculum. consequently, other w e a r  ofthe program u e  used for ilbstmive ~ O Y I ,  but are 
not emphasized How-, this is not to suggest o hat d l  ssp% ofthe Nrriculum are not of 
value Ar well. the intention o f  the mdy is not lo unduly criticize the English language sns 
curriculum nor detract fram ~ t r  merits The emphasis is upon how viewing the mrriculum fmm 
differins perspective. clearly rlhstrates how caution has to be lakm to ensure that the value of 
literature rtudy a nor diminished in the qucsl for other s d s .  
Conrlvrion 
The choice of mcthodoiog for this study provider an opportunity to clearly illustrate the 
conflict within the Engltsh language nRs mrnsulum. By focving rolely upon the primary 
documents of the surnsulum the degree to which aesthetics and utility we for prominence 
becomes more readily appwcnt end the potential impact upon the study of lireramturc is wen more 
discernible. 
Chapter 4: Auasing the Global and Utilitarian Duality 
lntmduotian 
The senior hrgh English language ges curriculum is eclectic in its nature. On the one 
hand. it is committed to the goals and ideals ofglobal education whish focuses upon the 
individual. Sirnultu~ourly, there is a soncened d ton  For the cuniculum to meel anticipated 
economic demands m themnty-fim century where the emphads is wf SO much upon the 
individual as what that individual can mrnributc to rosiefy. The duality ofthis asppest ofthe 
character o f  the curriculum a to be emmined through an analysis ofthe philosaphy of the 
curriculum, the role o f  cumiculum outcomes. and ppm- dsrim 
I. Armsing the En#irh Lanysge A r u  Curriculum h n  aGlob.1 Pmpmlve 
Rertnrcrurins ofthe education system in Newfoundland md Labrador has occurred in 
conjunction wlrh other Atlantis province. rcrulting in a common curriculvm Brou~hour the 
regon. a curriculum whish is ementially global in nature Pan of this process has been the desire 
to clearly delineate what the end pradvct afthc secondary edurztbn p- is to be, the 
graduate A second component has been the development ofa program designed to meet the 
vanety of needs a p u p  afleimem reprewntr, tnsluding a model for arJerJmcnt and evaluat~on 
to provlde directloo and infomtian as to the degree of ruc- individuals have crpctienced with 
the indicated curriculum outcomes. 
Analysis o f  the senior high English language anr pm- will be considered in t e r n  of 
the principles of dobal duslt,on as outlined in riK literature nvicw as a means ofdetermining the 
degree to which the pragrm ha. a global focus. Coruequmtly, the hummitarIan nature. rpccified 
goals, and means of achievement ofthe sated goal* necesw cornpanens dmy globally- 
onented course. are to h aslessed in collaboration with the philosophy ofthe pm- 
sunicvlurn ourcomes, and program design ar ddinated i n  the Fm,ndo~ron and English 10-12 
documents. 
Ett~ltsh 10-12 slates that the m d y  ofliteralwe is central to the m i a r  high English 
language arts pmgram. ''Creating, interpreting, and responding to lit- t m s  are essential 
expenensn at the mntre of E~19,ish 10-12" (p 117) The Follnrbl~m dosument st-es that 
o-anintion under the strand headings of speaking and lisening, reading and viewing, and witing 
and other ways o f  reprewnting are for sonvmiense, but " i t s  impnUnt to recognize that all t h e  
lanwage processes me interrelated and can be devdoped man effectively as interdependent 
rather than discrete prose-" (p. 12). Canrequenrly, lireramre npnimcer am interwoven 
throughout the organiling strands and dixwrion of those %rands is illustrative o f  how literamrs 
is enhanced thmugh this relationship. 
I. Philosophy oftbe Program 
The senior high English l a n g u y  anr program for schools m Newfoundland and Labrador 
is global in its philosophy Etglish 10-12 states that the Endish language ans ~ r r i c v l u m  har 
been developed with the Intent of "responding to som!nually evolwng eduslion needs of rmdenfs 
and roctety" (p I )  One such need is the evolution of the glohd cornmunit-, and the demand that 
students develop nkills, sompetsnsier, and uemdes that will prepare them to o v a t e  cffcnively 
within such an e n v i m w  Stater the curriculum guide: 
pervasive, ongoing change in society . nquire a co-onding rluR in  learning 
opponuruucr for nudents to dcvclop relevant h m l e d p ,  shll,. nrategaer. 
pmcciqn, and anntudn that w l l  mablc rhcm to Cunctnon well a. ~nd~nduds  
c~rtzcnr. work-, and lrnmcn tf i lylwh 10-12, p I )  
The result has been the development ofan English language am urrricvlum which is designed to 
prepare students for thcir role in  a. global raciety. There appears to be a deliberate attempt m 
develop a more inclusive curnsulum that ir more global and multisultural i n  1- of t a s  d i e d  
and trsues addrcsscd A review ofthe philomphisal underpinnings of the senior high Engllrh 
language arts curriculum illusrraces how d q w  such el-ts have b m ,  intenwoven thmvghwt 
all aspects ofthe program 
s. Humanitorion N a n  
The senior htgh English language mr surrieulvm is holistic m its strumre wilh an 
emphar~r upon rrudmt*enfered lnstrvaion and awarenas of  inmlntioionships among the 
organizing strands ofthe pmgram lnstrvction s to be developed with the clear intcnl o f  mming 
the needs o f  lnd~uidual students Teachern are encouraged to dwelop learning expmenccs and 
make resources available so that "mdcntn' multiple ways of understanding allow them to focus on 
rhelr learning procerrs and preferen-" (EngItsh 10-12. pp 88-1. The purpogs is to ensure that 
all students have the oppormnitym interact wilh the curriculum in a mnnncr which pnwnls the 
best chance for success. 
English language MI in  the senior high grader is devdopsd amund three organidng 
strands: speaking and lirtnnn& readtng and viewing and writing and other ways ofrepremting. 
This covers the spearvm o f  experiences to which an individual is e x p o d  a~ hclshc i n t a r  with 
language and rm As already noted. the organization strands ougY to be perceived rr 
internelated; the recogation o f  the inrerdcpmdcna o f  the various upsts of language study is 
another holistic feature a holism nravr the intenelstionrhipr o f  life and laming The 
Formdatlo!# dosument funher prewnu o h  global elnocrm thmugh the study o f t k  
communicative proses- of rpnlrinlrig IiRcning reading viewing. writing and otha ways of 
representing ' T k  application ofthcw interrelated language pmerrcs is fundamental to the 
development o f  language abilities. culNral undenfandii, and  native and sdical thinking" 
(Fo,rrr&tioii. p I I). 
The concept o f  cultural understanding is global in nature, as well, bessuv an impanant 
goal ~ f ~ l o b a l  education ia the dsvelopmsnt of a rerpen f w  d nl appreciation o f  the cultural 
divemiry of our world In English language am, this i r  ashiwed Ulmugh the dwelopmenf o f  
respect for diversify within the classroom and s study o f  multisultural tens. The rnultisultural 
characteristic of the English language ans surriculwn is apparent in the Fwrdolian dosumcut. 
When commenting on the power of Imguage. it stater- 
Since language s the primary m a r  by which people express their persod and 
cultural dues,  rt is critical that edusam and studmu be sensitive to personal and 
cultural differences, respecting. undcrstandmog and appreciating differences 
(Wrr!rdarron, p. 2). 
The emphasis here is upon creating within rtudrnts m appreciation for difference, whether that 
be in t m r  o f  culture, id=. or values. An integral pan ofthe reniorlugh English language ana 
curnsulum is the development of this sensitivity. 
The inclvnive nature offis pro- r slenrly stated in the F w n k r m  dasummr: 
The intent of this curriculum is insluion There is a PI- for the interma, valuer. 
evpenmcoand lawage o f n c h  swdmt and o f  the m y  gmvpr uttlvn our 
regional naltonal and glohal rommumty The souay of Allm~c Canada. Inkc all 
of Canad* I, l~ngu~n~cally. rac~ally ~ l r u d l y  and sooally dav- Chr l anay  
includes differences in  gmder, ability, valuer. lifnryer and languaper. Sshwla 
should foster the vndsntandins of rush diversity (p 42). 
The clear intent is for all nudmtr to have e q d  r s m r  to an edusation and to have the right to be 
full pmisipantr in  the lraming process. This wil l  benefit all studems as all have something to 
contribute and each san learn frwn the o t k  The dwelapment of mulual -f and an 
acceptance and understanding of  others are desired goals Lerming expaiencn which 
tncorporate differences into the mivities will foster sritlsal thinking and the dwelopment of 
perspective conxioumerr. other elements ofglobal education (Fo~a~&Iiii. p 42). 
A porlrive feature a f t k  literature component of this cvrnculvm is the realmtion ofthe 
many silent volser i n  cumnr rmor English high curricula D'gItsh 10-12 notes that teachen 
need to "balance traditional works with more contemporary ones, including works that bring new 
or previously voices into the clasrmom" (p. 148). A pnmary son- is that all voicer 
are heard and given place as equally imponant to others. This wphasir upon inclusion operates 
on many levels Gends equity is important. "It is imponant that t k  curriculum reflect the 
experiences and values of both female and male students and that tmr and other lcaming 
resources include and reflest the mrerenr, ashio.ements. and pcrrpnives of males and females' 
(D,gI~sh 10-12. p. 4) This is a mnhcd o f  dnrloping perrpaivc conrciousnesr m s s  g m d a  
lines 
The surriculurn is also designed to mee the needs o f  students with special needs. For 
those with language or comm~ieation dlMicullier. ''[tleasherr should adapt lemming conrms to 
provide suppart and challmge for all -den% using the sontinuvm of cvrrisulum outcomes 
statements in a flexible way to plan lnming experi- appmpriote to sNdemr' lemming needs" 
(E~rglrrh 10-12, p. 6). Far example. students with hearing difliwlm may q u i r e  adaptstion of 
outcomes for speaking and listening m the -6s nndr ofthe indi\idual Similarly, gifted and 
lalcnfcd students may require changes to existing ournomu to mcn their special needr: 
'"Teachers should adapt learning m n t m r  to stimulate and enend the l am ing  o f  there rtudcnts, 
unmg the continuum of curriculum outcomes statements to plan clullmging leaming cxperimsca" 
(E~c~/z.T/I 10-12. p 7) Flndbilify in outcomes. reaching strategies, and choice oft- - 
to crplorc lo enrich the wrriwlum for gifted rmdcntr (Englrsh ILII, pp. 7-8). As well. 
cooperative learning groups offer exsdlem opponunitier for gifted students to develq, to their 
hrll potenti* 'Cnfted and Wcnted *dents need oppanunities to work in  a varietyofgmuping 
arrangements. ." (E,#gI<sh lCI2,  p. 8 )  
The mrriculum i r  also intended to meet the needr o f  the students who. too often. do not 
show great lnterert in  schooling or are unmotivated. tardy, or ahreat from classes The challenge 
a to make such students feel part of the curriwlum by presenting texfr to  which they can relate 
and lcaminj experiences which arc motlvasonal and relevant But nothing less is to be reqvired 
o f  them- 'Tacherr need to have high expezrations for all *dents and to artisulate c M y  t hee  
erpecratmons' (E,,g/trh 10-12. pp 9-10) 
A supportive environment is to be established for the study of Enaish language am, an 
environment m which all participants feel positive about thmuelves The learning experiences and 
opponunires are to be enriching for all and each is to fed hdshe is contributing to and receiving 
from the leaming oppomlur ie  prcrnted (Q#glrsh 10-12, pp. 10-1 I). I n  a climate whish is 
"mteractive", "collaboratwe", "inclusive". "challenging", 'relevant". "inquiry bawd', and grounded 
in resourcRhssed learning, students feel valved and pan of the learning pmsssr 'In rush 
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environments. nudcncr will feel ccnral in the teaming" (&fish 10-12. p. 12). Such is the i m  o f  
~ l oba l  education and its ~ m m i m n t  to mclusion and b l i rm.  
b. SpcczJinlGals 
The developmmt o f  pcrrpectivc sonsdourne~a, or the abilily to recognia and spprrsiate 
orha points of w u ,  is crucial to a global perrpa ive In the Englih language arts nurisvlum 
thir is necessary as the value ofmultisultunliwn is s t r e d ,  the impon- ofdevcloping 
perspective conrcioumeu is paramount to tbe rtudy of multisvltunl litcraurc: 
In reading, viewing, and discussins a variefy oft- students horn differrnt $octal 
and culr~ral backpovds ran~vmc lu undnaland each uthm'prrpnwrr to 
resl~zc ma! #heor ways ofrmng uul knowng arc not the od) nnrs pou~b l r  and to 
probe ~necompleuty ofthe odeasand Isrue, t h q  arc exarmn~ng (fi#plr>h 10.12 
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Through thir nudents are able to come to undernand how cultural gmups differ, yet how all share 
common concerns 
This element is highlighted far LWEI I11 students an they are to make " f o r d  prsxntarion 
in  the global sontm" to "identify the cammunisative differences in sontmr o f  culture and 
d~alecf'' (B,gItsh 10-12. p. 44) Thc "culturn and dialect' q e n  clearly indicates thst d~f fers lua 
m locale and communication modes are to be understood and appreciated, indicaflve ofthe global 
emphasis upon understanding o t h m  This is true for Level l, an well, as L h j  are to work with 
events From the " I d ,  regional, national, internattonal" (Englsh 10-12, p. 46). 
Note how the focus spirals outward fmm I o d  to global. char of  Lhe concept ofthiokiog 
globally. but acltng I d l y .  
Reading and viewing one of& ocgmizing m a d s  oftbe svrrisulum is 10 inUodvse 
students to "a wide range 0 f ~ l t v r a l  apctienser" and to cnable them "to scc the social 
~mplication of rmr' (Englsh Ik12, p. 54) Fmm thin it sat  be -nnblydctcrmined that an 
tmponant focus is upon broadrning students' awuencrr ofthe culture belids, and wwldvicwr o f  
others This is a global demm. As well, the comect i~.  and mntributian to rociety is idenificd 
in the focvr upon "rosial implicrtion'. 
The teaching nrarcgier suggested also indicate global elements. Students are to be 
encouraged to develop a more opnr attitude 1 0 4  topics of discussion md to l m  to shallcngc 
rhs status quo Idcar, attitude% and perspnt- in tmr are to bc critiqled and challenged to 
dererm~ne author intmt and fonn  an vndnnanding of how p o p k  use language for n v i n y  o f  
purposes (Qsglirh 10-12, p. 62). For example. students are to conceive of the world as "an 
ten'' which may he v i d  in 'social, -momis. histotid. p3ychologisd. polit id. or 
contexts; conrequenly, students are "to rend and view tcn fmm the position of a. 
~ 1 0 b ~ l  citizen" (English 10-12, p 68). Wlthin this ant- mdsnts are to keep in mind differing 
points of view and cultural pnrpenives as they "continually naminc the universality o f  is- that 
are part ofrhe h u m  condition" (B'glish 10-12. p 68) 
Students continue the gl& dement ofdeveloping wpcct ive conxiourners and an 
appreclarlon for d i f femcu and for others u they develop rcspcst for diRcring opinions, a desired 
~h~racteristis ofrhlr curriculum. This is developed through ruponw to literature and other forms 
of media noted throughaut the document (E"g18sh Ik l2 ,  p. 64). The development of peneption 
enendr to the students thnnrelvc. rs they are enuxlraged to ' 'wgnim their o w  bias and h 
bias that may be present in rens"(f ig&h 10-12, p. 66). This h m-t lo  develop an 
understanding o f  them own mcthodr of tiinking. 
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The development ofcritissl thinLing sWlr is mother vital cornpacent ofthe English 
language ans ~ r r i c u l u m  The imponam6 o f  developing n i t i d  thinlung skills is noted 
At all levels rnrdcntr nnd to rulect on thnr am, language u s e d  on thc ways in  
which others use langulgc. They need to  grapple with the p m b l m  o f  
understanding haw language work% what effestr m a n  language ha& and why. 
This son o f  inquiry challeoges thdr thinlung about language (Fmm&Irm, p. 39) 
The notion ofchallenge is mended. 'Experiences that shallmge leaners an n-IY to 
lansuage development StvdenU md to exprimeat with lanmqe d s y  out mw idear" 
(Foz!?rdrdrrotr, p. 38) The vdus ofthesMlmge is explained in rmnr o f  possible outcomes I t  is 
especially noted that rudmts n d  not rearmking m N * u  h r e ,  '"[ilfthcy ace at the limits of 
thesr knowled* and abilities, they will makc mi&='' (Fowrbrim, p 38). Preparation far 
taklne on on& role m rosiety must empower smdentr to deal with the aspst o f  risk-trbng and 
the possibility o f  mista*u. Students are to be taught that this is p~ ofthe learning pmecrs. 
A funher global elemat is nned in  Ihc l d g  experiences for litentvre ar d a t a  an 
to be engaged in di~susrianr whish cnahle them to explore their own ideas againa the badidmp 
ofthose oftheir peers (Etzglish 10-12. p. 148) Thir a sonnmed to  the intarelated language 
prosesx. whish are "fundamental to the devslopmmt of language sbiliticl, cullural 
and creative and critical thinking" (Fmndvlim, p I I)  0th- positive ferturer 
include global traits, rush as ernouqing n i t i d  and personal rrspnwr to litemure beaus= Ihsy 
develop creative, cnr id .  and mdytisal thinking skills (Engish 10-12, p 149). Thir, in Nm 
leads to the development o f s r i t i d  thinLing and probkm-slnng skills. 
c. M m  ofAchim-r 
A course with a global f-r will =hi- i ts  go& through s commitment to -me. 
bared learning. cooperative learning, and interdisciplinary nudii  All r h m  ofrherc el-IS are 
found in the senior high English language arts curriculum 
At the outset o f  the Fmndotrm document, the global dement o f  rcnourcrbaed I d g  
IS indicated "Th~s dacumm offers s virion afwbat the learning and te~shing of English langvage 
arts can become when well supported by &education system and community. .' (FmndbIiion, 
p I )  The reference to the support o f  the community indicates adsi rc for the comvni ty  to 
become rnvolved in edusatio~ including the availability o f  rcswrcer. This a reiterated when the 
document suggests that students should be imwned in laming activities '"both wiUlin the 
classroom and in bmader social contmr" (FOD,&III, p. 2) The role ofthe community is to 
become anively involved in the life of the schwl, inviting *dents to pan~sipate and sontnhte to 
commun~tygmup~oran~vitier As well, individuals aretomakethemselves available for 
assisting wthin the mhool wherever pouiblc, rhcmby making a suong comemion bnwcen what 
occurs with," the school and the life beyond the wllr (Fm~?Idotrior,, p 43) The implications are 
that learning cannot be confined to the slmrroorn. but takes place within the realm o f  smdmls' 
,nfluence 
The rationale for ruourccbawd learning u given in the follovving natanenl. 'The wider 
community offers rnrdmtr multiple oppormnities to sorutrvct meaning. to communicate in public 
sonrexrr for a range of purposes and audirnmg and to unc knowledge from d~ffaent sou-' 
( F o ~ , P ~ ~ ~ o , , ,  p. 38)  Through this holi~fic. I f l l d e n t ~ ~ n t d  approach to learning. *dents are to 
use a 'wide range of print, can-print and human rcwumcr" to meet the 'vuied interear. 
experiences. leaming styles, needs and ahdtly levels' of d e n s  (Pmoumim, p, 39). Rnavrcc 
areas range from print materials, ruch sr rmbooh, to the technology h a d  edraourcq such PI 
multimedia units and the inremet, to the human o f  the mounding wmun i t y  
(Fo#rwdo~to~~, pp 3940) 
Cooperative learning lechniquer are also highly rmmmrndcd. identified in E"g111h 10-12 
a$ inleraclive learning situations. An array ofgmupings, from small gmvp to urholesl~u, From 
cross-ability m cmrrage. is svggcned as "[slush interaction allows wudenrsto explore rhcir own 
ideas. set freedbast build on imights o f  others and sonsmn Lwwledge colls$oratidy" 
(Fo:ol,mkrriorr, p 40). The b d r r  m lummmkd PI follows 'This surnmlum emphasizes 
tnteactive learning in an envimnment that fmnn developmat ofths abilitim lo communisats 
effectively and to think critically both within and beyond the c l ~ m o m '  (Fontnirrw, p 40) h 
already noted, the developmat ofcritical thinLing skills is an imponant aim of global edvssfion 
Cooperatwe 1-ng and &tical thinking l k i l l j  combined with a d- o f  sompetacy in 
the use of technolog, is alra an ~ m p o m t  PI- ofthe English language art$ mrriculum. 
"English languass anr learning envimmenfa m charasterized by an emphasison inquiry, 
interactlo" and collaboration.  halla aging learning expenenses supponed by a wide cans of 
resources, including technology" (Foa~&lrw, p. 38) The use aftcshnology ir &"her stressed 
ar a risnificant pan ofthe English language am aurisulum when it is remmmnded tha. ' t o  the 
&Ilert enmt possible, inclvde expsrimces which bvild mdems' confidence and somwmsc in 
usins a range o f  information-mneval info infomution-praeasrng tnhnologier' to men smdent 
ncedr in an ever-imaring technology-bad sosisnj(FmntCIti~, p 40). 
The lnrerdlrciplinary mture ofthe curriculum is .Ira apparent in the Fmh l r i an  
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Teachers in all m b j a  m a r .  thneforr, need do understand the mls played by 
language in learning and to apply that vndernandig in the language expniensc. 
and learning enviromenu they create ad SUuCNre for Lcir rNdcnts 
(Foa,dnItm. p. 45). 
sussertionr are made for teachen o f  courses, such as science orhi5oy. lo design laming 
eyerclrer so that the relevance ofths Englih Ian- anr Nniwhun is readily apparent as it is 
used in other cuniculurn areas (FoundoIiii, p 45) The intent is for students to rrr the rslevansc 
ofthc English language an. ~ n i s u l u m  to all iupatr o f  their learning and to enhance the holiuic 
concept ofthe int-latedness o f t k  learning pmscu 
The interdisciplinary naure ofths wnisub~m Is  rpaifically noted i n  the ownizational 
approaches I t  Later in g~g i i sh  l(F12, "[ilt is also imponant thrf wherever pornble, learning in 
Er1giz.h 10.12 i r  conmated and applied to learning in o rk r  mbjar  a m ' '  (p 118). Whole group 
leamlny rr lmponant for providing insrmctionMd d i d o &  bur also to "challenge t k  
lmaginario~ stimulate r e f l a i o ~  and develop a renw o f  inquiry" and "develop critical thinling" as 
a variety o f  ideas are expressed and naluated mllaively (Englirh 10-12, p. 119) T k  
dwelopment o f  reflenive students is one of L e  primpry goals o f  this mrrisulvrn but also o f  
Jobal education. Small-gmup work is valued for its ability to develop a sense of 
interdependence, a goal shared by global education There is the itddltional development o f  
"rkills, abilities, and attitudes' conducive to gmup wrlr; this is indicative ofgtdal  education as 
students are taught to 'pmisipsre, collaborsre, co-ap"tc, and negotiate" m the classmom 
rettlng (Erzgi~.~h 10-lI. p. 119) In the area ofindcpndenf I m i n g ,  if is mosnized thst "learning 
is both personal and individual", therefore. rtudentr arc to be ensouraged to "mskc pmonal 
choicer in selecting rapisr, issues, and ~ r r i c u l u m  uess to help them gmw toward autonomy" 
(fi>pI!.sh 10-12, p 120) The dewlopent  of rvtonomousUtinkrrr and independent learners are 
desired goals of global education 
2. Global Elemeotr in Curr*ulum O.trome 
Curriculum outcomes are the attributes attimdes. skills, and knowledge base sn individual 
uill have acquired upon complnion ofs p-ribed learnins compamt  WtthinUc FOU~&I,M 
dosumenr. there are rcv~ral W e s  of curriculum outcomes identified- euential graduation 
learnmg, general curriculvm outcomes. key-sag= ~ r r i su l vm  outcomes, and specific ~ r r i c u l u m  
outcomes 
a. Emenrial Gmdddon0 L w n i ~ ~  
Essential graduation leammngr are defined by F w ~ ~ ~ I I M :  "Essential &ustion learnings 
are statements describing the knowledge, skills and auimdcr npcsted o f  all nudents who 
graduate from high rshaal" (p. 5).  there are rhc panicular qualities a graduate aught to possess 
upon russenful completion o f  the rohwling pmsns By definition, the esentid graduation 
learnings echo some ofthe aim of global education. The bads ofglobal education is the 
acquirtr~an ofa body o f  mlevant iofomtion to providean informed. knowledgeable ind iv idd.  
As well, global education rueses the absolute mesrity for skill developmmt which will enable 
the individual to manipulate and u x  the informaion glined in  a positive m ~ n r r  The fostering of  
a positive, proactive attitude is another goal Coruequatly. a tentative sannenion ro global 
education in apparent. However, r closer n u n i n d o n  ofthe r h  esuntial mduatlon learnings 
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reveals more h l l y  how clacly the ovo arc aligned. 
The first ofthe essential grnduntian lcamings liled, aesfhdc expnrrioh states that 
students are to develop the ability to "reqond with c r i l i d   warma arm. to a variety o fan  forms 
and develop clarity ofexpcessionfhmu~h M (Fmmhrhm, p 6 Om ofthe primary goals o f  
global education is the dsvclopmcnt o f  critical thinking lo enham UK undemanding snd 
awareness o f  others and of  global isms.  As dl, the ability to clcady w r  on& opinions and 
views is also highly d u d .  
The citizenrhlp requirement indicates that grnduatcs are to develop the ability to "assess 
social. cultural, economic, and cmimmatnl interdepmdenee m a local and global coma.  
(Fr,a,rdor,orr, p. 6). The c o r n l i o n  to global duestion is readily apparent here. The obvious 
ctttzenrhip meant here is that o f  pkna  nu th  if one a lo develop the vndentanding o f  and ability 
to evaluate global issues and intcrdepmdenee. As dl thc emphasis is placed upon both local 
and global concerns. with the spp-t desire for individuals to think global, but act local 
Thirdly. students are to maner theability to communied.te in a variety of m a s  m d  to 
communicarc effesr!dy As well. Ule emphasis is placed upon thinking and laming as crucial 
components o f  education Global edusation. with its emphasis upon meaningful o rdwge  
between mdwidudr. clarity ofunderstanding of issues, and dialogue, shares this common 
aftnbufe 
Personal devebpment empfirer thc aspct afcontinuovr learmng s promirrnt teamre 
~ f g l o b ~ l  edusatron. I t  is imperative that proactive contributions to sosiety are bavd on the 
acttons of indiwduals who are a r m t  i n  lsawledgs and thought. 
Like critical fhinking problem-solving is a major component ofglobd cducarian The 
emphmir here is upon 'stratgin and p-esli which rrs v d  to 'solve n ui& variety of 
problems" (Fo,,nr*rIim, p. 8). Sosial isrues are becoming imewingly complex, therefore a 
mastery o f  problem-solving strategin is e m l i d .  
Individuals able to operate competently in agl&al s o n t a  have to be somfonable and 
proficient in the use of modem rechwlokl. I t  is the rdvvlcemmt of technolow which has led to 
the rapid globalnlatian of society in Newfmndland and Labrador. Conquently. the cmphasis 
placed upon the u ~ .  understanding. and application of technology as an a n r i a l  gndunrion 
lsaminp is in llne with global education. 
From the brief anahjsis of the uwntial graduation Isamingr. the cumnt educational fasur 
in the Atlantic provinces b eucnially global in nature The mnccrn is p l d  upon pmdusxng 
students that have the n e c q  Lnowledge bas% thinking skills. and p c ~ n a l  atrributss to make a 
proactive sontribufnon to the 1 4 .  regional, and g W  world in rvhich they live 
b. GcnernUKq-SI~1bdSpeczJ7~ C ~ n i C v l ~ m  O r t c 0 1 ~  
Curriculum ourcorn have also been developed for indiwdual courses, tncluding the 
senlor high Enllish language uu program. to p ide  wudenta through the school system and 
enable them to acquire the nwntial graduation lumings The primary stage is the general 
curriculum outcomes which outliner the overall intent ofcurriwlum dweloprs and provides an 
overvlew of the general sins ofthe English langwge ms pmgnm. Key-stage sudculum 
outcomes have k e n  identified, o u t i n g  specific gMLg for made levels 3.6.9, and 12. which help 
detemtne student achievement ofcurriwlvm mntentthroughavt the schooling y-. Finally, 
curriculum outcomes arc dsrigned to pmvidc a clear focus thmughout the senor high 
Enqlish language arts pro-. "Sw i% ~ n i s u l v m  outcomrs we stlemenr that identify what 
rrudentr are expected to b o w  and be able to do a a panicuk gnde level' (Lngltsh 10-12, p. 
23) An ofthe curriculum outcoma indicafe how global elements have b- 
incorporated within the English language ans arniculum 
The variolu anicvlvm outcomes for senior high English language am. gnxnl 
curriculum outcomes. key-stage curriculum aurcomcs, and r p n k  cvrricvlvm outco- have 
been orsanired around rhrce strands whish ~Mnarin the aaVsunl. 64, d kinesthaic 
manna in whish humans communicate. The three r t d s  of speaking snd listening. d i n g  and 
viewins, and writing and other ways of rspressnting will be wed sr a mennn to organize analysis 
ofrhe cunisulum outcomer. 
Speaking and Lirtmimg. The category of speaking and lirtming fosuxs on the oral and 
auditory components of the transmission d "ption relationship whish occurs in spoken 
communication As NE~ ,  the emphasis is placed upon sLvifying the m l u  ofboth the encoding 
and dewdins ofthe transmitted communique (English 10-12. p 17) All the outcomes identified 
in this section lndlsare globd elcmentr 
The general cvnisulwn ovrwmer indicate that students we to develop the rbilify to 
"respond . . cntically" and to 'interne uith ~n r i t i v l t y  and respect" (Englwh 10-12. p. 17). 
These cornspond with the global el- of c"tiul thinking d humanitarian concerns The 
emphasis is placed upon the student developing the abilify to d u a t c  data analytically. yer, 
nmultaneously, respond in a compssrionsre manner, vesting other. with rcspst and dignity 
The humanitarian slrmmt is dearly illurvoted in the keyltags autsomcs, a8 well, when it 
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rtata that nudsntr are to "demonstrate . . con- for the needs, "right* and feling ofothers" 
(firgluh 10-12. p. 18) Spdfiully, the idea of developing perspective conwioumsss ir also 
evidmt when it starer that students ''eramine others' ideas to sluify and expand on their own 
understanding' (&zgI~sh 10-12. p. 18). Ths implies that one has to accept as fin t h ~  hJ/hn 
personal ideas and pmpmives are not wcn ru i l y  c o r n .  n h o r  have beliefs or points o f  view 
whlsh may be used to clarify or rdutc those hdd by the indindual This is reiterated when 
another outcome stater that nudanr are to 'anisulste. advocate, and j ~ n i f y  positions on an iuue 
, showng an understanding o fa  range of viewpoints" (English 10-12, p. 18) 
The specific surrisulum outsomss list thnc main outcomes whish w e  as a guide through 
the speaking and linenlng component o f  the senior high English l a n g u a ~  anr program. The first 
OuIcOme has a holistic goal as students are lo develop an awareness of self md build upon 
persona tdsas, thoughts, nnd feelings The lntent is for students co explore their own idear 
asainst the backdrop oftho* ofotherr, requiring the individual to develop critical thinking 
another global element Verbs such as "examine". 'articulate. advocate and justify', and "listen 
critically" are evldsnee ofthir (English 10-12. p 24) 
The r-nd outcome placer an rmphair upon clear liner ofsomumcation and ="tical 
response to others' idear. The cittunrhip aspen of global education is shown thmugh the goal of 
enabllny students to "inferset m both leadership and support mler' in group situations (Gzglirh 
10-12. p 25).  As well, students are to dwelop the skill to '"effectively adapt language and 
delivery for a vanety o f  audiences md situations in order to achieve their goals or inlentr" 
(B,glrih 10-12, p. 25)  This flexibility or ability to c o p  wth changing needs is another global 
element Coping rkillr for s v a i n y  of sirmmnsnces are developed as students Im to "give 
precise directions" and to ' r e r p d  to . somplor questions and directions' (English 10-12. p. 1 
25) 
The third outcame emphrja. the need for "msitiviry and mpect" or an apprcsiation for 
orherr. Students am to "dnnonstmc anivc lirtming', indicating thnt l ine of communisalion 
must be kept oppn in all respear The humanitariul a s s t  af Ihe "needs, rights. and feelings of 
orherr" IS noted. panisuldy iu the smdenr is in "interaction with prrm and others' (Englsh IO- 
12, p 26). The element of choice is rlro p-f u studens arc lo determine whether fhol 
should '"expnrr thmuelvcr or remain siienr" (Englsh 10-12, p. 26) This, too. is a global elemnr 
as students are beins taught the rltill o f  cwlupting data and determining the appropriate response 
All of this mgpests the elrmcnt of action iu the rtudmt is praenled with the oppormniry la mnLc 
an informed choice and an upon ix, anorher global feamre ofthe English l-ge ms 
curnculvm 
Reading and Viewing: Reading and vinving ref- lo  the literature component ofEnglish 
language anr in which participlnts arc exposed to o variety o f  t a t s  which may m g c  h m  hwk t  
to video to any ofthc various uwr o f  media to transmit information. The oursamen in Ihir restion 
stress the nacd for students to fully understand la and to develop personal mponss to such 
stimuli (Enslllrh 10-12. p 17) 
The readiog and viewing amnd contains many ofthe elemmtn ofglobal education, 
pantsularly as it relates to the study o f  multiculmd litmmmre and Ihe development of pcnpmrve 
consciaurners. Gennal Nrrisulvm ovtsomea f-s on the higher level sldllr o f s d i d  thinking 
and problcm-solving The use of ~d i r rn i vc  N E ~  iu "inrcrpn, ~ 1 4  and combine information 
using a variety o f  strategic% msmrcq and technologies" r d s n r  the mmMmnn to developing 
such abilities in mdol ts  (English 10-12, p. 17). There is a d e d  intent to have -dolts 
"respond critically to a range oftens", indicating a desire for students to bemmc critical thinkers 
through exposure to an array ofwritings 
Key-stage sumculum w t c o w r  are also indicators o f  a glabdiit ion ofthe English 
lanavase anr program. Students arc to "relest t m r  to support their lnming needs and m g e  o f  
~pecial interear" (Engii* 10-12, p. 19). The concept o f i i d i i d w l  lesming needs h m  hinu o f  
inclusion and holism as rtudentr with d i f f ' g  ads are recopkcd and enmuraged to use 
resources which are more applicable to their specific qu imen ts .  When the t m  "range of 
special interestsn is used. the student-centered approach comes to the for&nt Holiwis 
edusarlon focuses upon the needs and interns o f  the individual as the individual b the focal point 
o f  learning Multisultvralim ia a n o h  featvrs as tmr nudied arc lo be Irom ''di&rmI 
provinces and countries' and include "world literature" (English 10-12, p 19). But the concepts 
of critical rh i t ing and problem-salving are n r d  the greatest. Students arc to "use the cueing 
syaemr and a variety of ruat&*i IO m n m n  meaniog" while they "aniculatc', "juniF/", 
"critically evaluate'. and maLe '"informed personal rerponaes' about t m r  (figlish 10-12, p. 19). 
There is also the desire for nudolts to become acutely awarc o f  how t m  is used to sonsrun 
meannng and promote id=. Cririul response to "complex and ndphirucatcd tmr" is to help 
students understand how t a r  "produce ideologies, identities. and positions' and 'construn 
notions of roles, behaviour. culture, and reality" (Englirh 10-11. p. 19). All ofthis is illustrativs 
o f  the commitment to doveloping &tical Ihiakiog rldlls m studens 
Speclfis ~ m s u l u m  outsoma we organi2ed uound four guiding outcomes The 6n t  
outcome indicates that mdeors are lo work with pvlriety o f t m r  W~thin this there are dements 
o f  the posit o f  thinkmg globally, but aning I d l y .  Students me to wlen  and work with Canadian 
and world literamre, but also work  that us 'rsl6vant m their own lives and community'' (Englsh 
10-12, p 27) The connection to  fhe lmal  community also a d d n t h d  
learning as materials t&en from familiar rvnwndingr un be cu i ly  reinforced and mppoficd 
locally. The multisulmral flavor ofglobal education is also present u mdenu an to dcvdop an 
appreciation for the "cultural d ivmi ty '  o f t e m  frmothnprovinces and eaunuier, indeed. 
throughout the world The developmen1 afp"pestive sonr*ousnesr is also an imponsnt War 
as students attempt to comtrusl meaning 'From d i nnc  and differing parpsriver" (English IO- 
/ I ,  p. 27). This is achieved through uit ispl thinking skills ar rrvdenls ''seek meaning' thmugh 
"andp~ng. inferring, predictin% synthesinng and mluating" i n f o m t ~ o n  readily available. This 
is a combination o f  critical thinking and the acquisition o fa  base ofknowledge u ~ n  which 
students are able to draw to rpach the dcsirnl cahluriom 
The acond outcome focuses directly upon lhe development ofcritical t b k l n g  rh l ls  as 
students are to " ln terpn~ relesf and combine in famt ion using n vviety o f  strategies, resources, 
and technologler" (E!*glnsh 10-12, p. 28). The impliution is that, in  order m d e  the 
candurions. smdmrr must have developed a lolowledge bnw m d  ths n-my rlollr to enable 
them io reach detioitive conslusioru This is clearly a global charaaainic The rmranmt that 
nudcnts are to "research in ry~emat ic  ways, specific informaion fmm a variety of sources" is 
illustrative ofthir (EnagI~sh 10-12, p. 28). Other phrarr, rush u "synthesizing informaion" and 
"making meann@ul relestionr for their o m  purposes", show how students an to b m c  capable 
thinkem and w i t e n  who u e  able la use a varicfy ofinformation to pmduce original work. 
The rhxrd outcome fosuser upon making -rial rcrponw to a vnriny oft-. Here. 
students are to an!sulate rpesific paints ofview qardmg content within tens, "citing appropriate 
evidence'' ro pmve their srgumrm. Again. rmdmts me to do thir by developing the ability for 
"questioning, connecfin& evaluating. and mendinging" upon idormation and prior knowledge and 
connecting to personal aperienser A rtmng ecnnsction to global education in thir -ion is the 
commitment to developing pnspenive consiwsneu. Students are to "demonstrate a willingness 
to conridsr more than one interpretation o f tm* .  "demonstrate a willingnun to explore multiple 
psrrpscttves on text". and to "demonstrate a wi l l in@~s to explore div- pempxtives to 
develop or modify their points ofview" (BtgIish 10-12, p. 29) The implisrtion is that students 
learn that their current points o f  view are not m e s w l y  the only or m m c t  one There is mom 
left for acceptance of othm'  prrpealves or even incorporating anpnts o f  others' paints o f  v i m  
into one's own 
The founh outcome focuses upon critical respnw bawd upon acquired skill and 
knowledge. Students are to make iderencu and draw ~o~c lus i i nn  bom information pmsemted 
There rr also a recognition offbe power of lansyagc and the "divme IV~V in which tens r e d  
and produce ideologies, identitiex and poriuonr" (fitgli.sh 10-12, p 30) The albinslurive 
curriculum broadens its scope m tnform students ofways in whish genders and xlcio-economic 
and cultural groups are ponrayed in media to avoid stereotyping. To achieve thix students are lo 
"consider their own and othm' social and su lNd  mntms": thmugh this, a. greater u n d m d i n g  
o f  ''how medla texts construe notions o f  role% behaviour, wlture, and rd i t y "  can be d e ~ l o p n j  
(B#slwh 10-12, p 30). All o f  thir is dobal m nature. 
W ~ i t i n g  m d  Other Ways dr(eprrrmli.g Writing and orher ways o f  rrprcrmting focuses on 
the third organidng n m d  of English language snr. the prewration of idus via writing. 
scnptmg. acting. or other fonnr o f  media. The outcarncr in this restion again nnpharia the nrsd 
for nrudmts to become sompctent in tho uw o f  a "ariety offorms o f  C X ~ C X P ~ S S I O ~  B  a m a s  of 
understanding self (E!zrlish 10-12. p 17) And. while witing md other ways of leprewnling 
focuses mainly upon the development a f  critical thinking skill% them a also the intern to mwrc 
clarity o f  exprersion The qmeral suniculum omcomes state that the ur ofthe imagination is 
impanant in presenting ideas Student. are to d r w  on a body ofknowledge and uw a "range o f  
strategies" to develop sffsnive wrings &well, clrmentr o f  soopenr~ve laming are ruggened 
ar students are to pmduce w o k  sollsborativcly, as well as independently (En~lish 10-12, p 17) 
Key-stage sumsulum outcomes d e n  an emphnrir upon ninsal thinking as wdl  
Stvdmtr are to bare their witingr upon " t k i r  aprirnces with and insights into challenging t m r  
and ~uues ' '  (Eng11.h 10.12. p 20) This wgqests fhnf satdents have a bare of knowledge with 
which to work. As well, students are to reflect upon "the basis for their feelmmgr, valurr. and 
attitudes'. indicating the holiais considcrarios ofa g ~ t e r  undemanding ofself Students an to 
also produce work that show an '"increasing somplexi~y ofthought' In addition, students we to 
h-me aware of and pmfisimt with the Lnowledpe that 'the conarucdon of tens can create. 
enhance, and control meaningn (Englirh 10-12, p 20). This ha$ ramificariona for empowerment 
ar students become aware of the p o w  o f  wiring and the rkillful use o f  language The urc of 
technology is also lmportan~ psnisularly as students create works which '"integrate information 
6om many sources" (filglirh 10-12, p. 20). 
Specific sunisulum outcomes are organized around three outcomes. The first outcome 
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speaks of personal expression and the use o f  the imaginaton. S ~ d s n u  e to d e n  upon "the 
basis for their feslings, values and attitudes* (Englsh 10-IL p. 3 1). o holistic concept. 
Resource-based education is suggested as sfudmls are to uw a varkly o f  sou- and stmtegies, 
such as 'photographs, diagram, storyhosrdr", to eqrers meaning Again. emph i s  ir placed 
upon the development ofthe imagination, a form ofsritisal thinking. 
The second outcome focuses upon the collaborative and independent nafure of work as 
students pmduce various form ofwork Students are to "uw &wive strategies" to pmduce 
"increasingly complex tens" As -11, there is thc notion o f  the p o w  of language to "control 
meaning'' Students are lo also consider the works ofothnr, i dud ing  peers, to improve and 
extend upon their writ ing (Engirsh 10-12. p 32). 
The third outcome speaks ofthe u r  o f a  "range of stmV:gi55'' to make the communication 
clear Surdenrr are to "use the conventions o fw r i t t a  Ianguilge" in  their pmdusfr and, 
simultaneously. 'demonstrare mntml  o f  the convmtionr o f w r i n m  language" (English 10-12, p 
33) The effective use o f  trshnology is also mcouragd lo  writing. nudents are to "integrate 
infomarion from many aourcer", a&n ruggnting that wsh a repmoire hnr been developed. Ar 
~uell, students are to use a '"range of materials" to clarify the intolded message, ruch ss shorts, 
iilustrationr. and xraphs (Englsh 10-i2. p. 33) 
The outcomes of  the rsnior high English language mr curriculum confain many of the 
clcmcnrr otslohal education. Givm the wolution ofNewfoundland and Labrador into a global 
economy, there e a need to ensure students are being adquarely prepared to operate within such 
an environment. 
3. P r o p m  Design 
The deign ofthe wnior high English language ans curriculum is eucntially global in 
nature as well. Elements of glow education an prewnt as great st- is placed on humsnitman 
concerns, development o f  rhllr as gods, and the means o f  achieving Lere goals This is & d m  
in the instructional approaches, euentid sompomntn, organizing strands, and mahods o f  
arr~rrmenr and evaluation 
a. Insh"ction~1I Ap,w'emh= 
The senior high Englbh language anr ~ " i ~ l u m  identifier three options for instruction: 
whol~clsss learning, smdl-gmup Inming, and independent leaning Whole slau luming is 
recosnized as an imponant method to "pmcnt nnfcgie% provide information or to communicate 
dlrecttonr" (E,,glrsh 10-12, p 118). Thmugh this appmach u i t i d  thinking skills and the 
development o f  pnrpesriver we imponant aSpCLts which may be mnforud as varying ideas and 
opinions are expressed: "It un pmvidc a forum for c r i t i d  thinking nnd shallmge rmdemr to 
r e r e  and extend their own lolowledge base as they encounter the idcu of others and compare 
thare ideas with their o w '  (fi,@ish 10-12, p. 119) Here the opponunity exists for rtudmtr to 
extend their sphere of knowledge and undemanding. 
Small-group inruunion is important besaux it mhanser collaboration and reducer 
student reliance upon the teacher as a murce o f  idomation. "Such grarp work will dm 
d~rea re  students' dependence on the rasher pnd #nw- porilive interdependence" (E,~g/~sh 10-
12. p. 1 19) The marked d e w  in reliance upon (h teacher and lnmared assovntability for 
relfwill rerun in confidence in the student. As well, mdmts "vuill develop and consolidate the 
skills. abilities. and attitudes involved in  g r w p  pmcsrw" (English 10-12, p. 119). Small-group 
leam~ng is encouraged for ill reliance upon inreranion W s .  tw-bui ld ing skUs, m d  language 
~ k i l l r  I t  ensourases students to "puticipatc. collabomte, and negotisa", d l  mecesparl character 
,ruts for successful individudr in  a competitive envimnmmt. Studmtr d m  1- to build upon. 
=tend, and modifi their own idcsr snd Gem as t k  align them with their peen. ~mh l cm-  
solvins capabilities in a ~ollaboratsve mironmcln and a MI o f  reapaaihility are additional 
benefits derived from the mall-gmup q p 4 .  Such rmihutes are indicative cfa global 
=pproach lo  learning 
Independent learning is thc ultimate aim as mfudmfs dn r l op  the skills nesc.rxvy "to help 
rhem prow toward autonomy" (Et'gIish IO-12, p. 120) Independent lclming is d m  accepfablc as 
~t enables srudmtr to explorearcas of prronnl interest; studmu have the opponuniry to  rest their 
own porentid iu they learn lo work independmlly, utilizing skills and tcrhniquu devcloped in  
soliaborarion with other. (figlish 10-12. p. 120). The comh i~ t i on  ofthe developmeot of 
collsborarrve skills and an independent work ethic are glohd in  nature as well. 
h. E E E E E E " , ~ ~ ~  CEEEE~~"PO"* 
At essential camponent ofthe English language ants cuniwlum is the d-lopmmt o f a  
bare of  knowledge whish pmvidu a variety of opportunities through whch students develop 
skills Through thee c x p r i e n a  m d m r r  develop a "repnoire o f  nmtegiu" for IisMing, 
~~eekinp,  reading, viewing, writing, and o t h s  ways ofrep-nting. Two veas o f  focus of the 
Enslirh language am ~m icu l um  are litnature and lil-Y. 
That literature is imponsnt to the senior high English language aru ~ r r i s v l u m  has already 
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been noted "Creating interpreting, and responding to litnary t n t s  are esmia l  experiences ar 
the centre o f  t3zgItrrh 10-12' (Englrrh I k I 2 .  p. 117). Wnt&n this rmtement .rs the three mual 
aims o f  the study o f  literamre mot ive  thnLing pmceswr, cxplontion o f  a vu iny atid- snd 
critical response The global elements ofcreative and critical thillking and crpowre to differing 
perspectives an widmt throughout the litera- component 
The value of literature study is prnmted i n  a ovo-fold manner. Its humsnitanan r s p m  is 
emphasized in Grgllrrh I G I 2 :  'Literature shapes our conceptions ofthe world and is an unlimited 
resource far ~nsights into what i t  is to k h u m "  (p 146). This value is n p m d  thmugh four 
meanr. First there is the amhe i s  pleasure derived by the reader fmm the h r  joy o f  intencting 
with tm Secondly. the reader is able to 'ewmience vicariously" worlds beyond self Thirdly, 
literature provldes the oppormniry to explore relf and understand what i t  meanr to be h u m .  
Finally, literature provider the opportumty to hone writing skills u models o fs  variety of writing 
experience. are studled. 
A second element of the audy of IiteraNre is the imponanre of nudent rev- .  both 
personal and ctinrd Pmonal mponse d l o w  the wudmt the oppormniryto mfl~ct upon the 
situation presented and conned the situation to hilmer ind~vidual cirmmnanscr ThIr d-lops 
the ab~lity to somen self to  differing silustionr and. by memiom, ~dmtification of u l f  wifh 
orhen. Identification of relf with ofhen I d s  to an appreciation o f  their cwurnaanssr an 
empathic awareness, fhereby creating an understanding of others (Elgl,rh 10-12, p. 149) Such 
experiences lead to '"the recognition and eramination of multiple points of nw" (English 10-12. 
p I 17) Global edvcat-on h u  u one of its m jor  a im the desire for humanily to bemms more 
undemandtng of one another, IitcraNre har the snpasity lo do j u a  that 
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Critical responses equally imponmat for its ability to dewlop critical thinkiog &ils wilhin 
the mdiwdual. another major focus o f  global education. 'In their e.porue to l i t m e ,  rtudentr 
can develop their abdity to think imag%m!vcly, anllytically, and sntiul lY (English 10-12, p 
149). This enables students to explore la with a critical stan- examining underlying ime r ,  
blares. and differing 1-1s ofmeaning. N o l a  English 10-12: '"It is essential that students have 
oppartunitin to d n e  and critique the p rop r t i a  a d  ppurpacr ofdifferent t a u  and their 
racial and mitvral contmr and traditions" (p 124) The individual is b a a  able to we pcrurnal 
experiences. ~deas, and d u e s  to nrwsr the material under mdy, developing an educated and 
~nfomed erporue to t a  
The development ofliterasy rki l lr is anolher mspr aim ofrhe English langu-e M r  
cvrrisulum Mem~mm Wrbrteh Colleg,aIe Dicb~ary  de6ner t k t c m  library as "the quality or 
state ofbang literate" and the term literate ar "having bowledge or cornpetem" (p 680) The 
combined meaning suggests the possession o f  knowledge or pmficinry in  a giwn a m  The 
senior high Enll irh language MS mrrisulum wide atfcrs four mu of  literacy pmficrency: 
media, critical. visual and information. The intent is for stvdcnrs to wadi toward the mastery of 
all these areas. 
Media literacy includes the objmive walvation of UK various forms OF media which 
influence popular culture, yauth in particular Thmugh the f o d  study ofthe various f o m  bn 
whlch xnformation is gamed studens arc m develop an ability to d y r c  and =valuate 
infomat~on whish they encounter through the media to examinelhe "reliability, ammw, and 
moeiver of there sources'' (Bg l~sh  10-12, p. 153). Stvdents will thm develop a rcnw o f  w l f  and 
one's self-wonh, considering one's mlc  and potmlid conrributianr to nociw. Thii becomes an 
empowering oppomniw to pennit mdmt r  to develop a rase o f  voice in losal issuer which 
pertain ra them (Englrsh 10-12. pp 153-154). The wnsept o f  empowerment is a global element. 
AS rvell, one of the outcomes o f  global mdier  is t k a b i l i  to t i  a l  but m I d  where 
one can make a difference in the immediate -. 
Critical awarmerr involves prrpanng studmtr to besome critical andyrtn ofths world in 
which they live. questioning id-, auumptioos. and information to detmnine the validity and 
purpose of the message. EngI~sh 10-12 starer: 'Critical lit- can be a t w l  for addressing 
~ssuer o f  racial justice and equity. for critiquing sosky and attempting lo c&t positive change" 
(P 157) The humanitsvim concern ofthe curriculum is slca.ly sated h e  m individuals are to 
dswiop points o f  view on social iuuer and strive to m&e a differma. 
Visual literacy involves anpovvning students to make educated. yet personal responsu to 
vsrual rtimuli. The responses are to he bawd on "aesthetic, emotivs, and &ective qualities" 
whish the indiwdual studmr perceives Howver, the emphasis is p l d  upon a sense of mutual 
and appreclstion for differing prrpectiver unthin the dus rwm m students expms 
personal obrewatianr, a elmate which will be an invzluable Iw r ing  experience as Mliour 
thoughts and pcrspenrver are pr-ted. The emphasis is to be plafed upon understanding the 
sreato?~ reshnlque and mtenr, developing personal ruponpc, and dcvelqing visual imager 
through personal response to t m  (fingli.~h 10-12, p 165) 
Information literacy focuses upon vrlng a variety oftechnologies to evaluate and pmdua 
informarion The realization is that, with the rapid imlux o f  technology imo our society, students 
have to besome tschnologicalty l itmte to fiMion with a h~gh d e w  ofwmptensy. The 
research component is indispensable to illrormafion l i t m q  Thrwgh tho pmserr oftheoriaing, 
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investigating, exploring, gathering dust ing,  wlesting, prrpsring and editing mush is l m e d .  
Students have the oppomnity to fulbnplne thc wid5 M g e  ofid- available on any gim 
topic, balance this agaimt -nd expdenser. and pmdusc nigioal mnnibutionr to the field o f  
study (Etzgiish 10-12, pp. 161-165). Hnccrit icd thinking skills areat s premium- 
Students at there grade levels need to 1- c d w  and mltihseted ilpprwsher 
to rerearchand investigation. The ability to den, inIerpreLjudge, marug% and 
use information from among the welter ofgeneral and qaidi  sources now 
wailable is one ofthe most asentlal abilities reacherr can foster m r ~ d c n t s  in
preparing them both to succeed inthe merging informatloo nooomy and to 
panbctpate rupomihly in our complex information culture (EngI~sh 10-12, pp. 
116-117) 
The development o f  literacy rbllr, wen though psented in the English langu~ge mr 
curriculum. is very much a nos-curricular area ofsNdy ar they imp- upon dl diriplmc -. 
Media. critical, visual, and information litcndes are rh l l r  developed to assess, mmprehnd, and 
process rhc abundance o f  information to which one is npored in -sty. English languagc mr, 
in its development of tho* rkillr, displays an iintcrdisciplinary focus 'Students in grader 10-12 
need frequent opponunitier to use language for thinking and learning in order m function 
sffectively as learners not only in Englih language ms. hut in other surrisulum areas'' (Ewiirh 
10-12, p. 114) 
The organdng strands o f  speaking and listening, rnding and vin*ing, and writing and 
other ways of repcesenting have a global orientation as well 
Oral mmmumsarion is the mon uniwrrdly uud form oftranunitling infomtion From 
birth the spoken word han -caning and we as h u m s  gmw inan envinnmmt in which the wrbal 
rerponw has a world ofmeaning. Consequently, the xnior high Englirb language anr curriculum 
places great cmphuis mpoon the impartancc o f  oral mmmunidoq hoth in the .rcu o f  spplring 
and listening. Ths power oflanguage and i ts  multiple u r s  are pmentrd and e x p r i e d  through 
both informal and formal excRiscr. 
Types of informal talk take many formform. One type is the appormniry for gmvps to 
braenstorm jdeas or solutions to problems, enabling students to understand that gmup &rt often 
pioducer better results. Oppormniry for b w W k  is mother effective method o f  developing 
speaking and lisrming rktllr as i t cnablu students to read d d a  materials they find intneaing 
and wish to share with slaumates Formal talk situations include rush fom u inteniews, 
debater, impromptu talks, or oral rrports. In thir rimdon stdcnrr are provided with the 
apponunrty to develop rerponra to x t  topics after having had ample time to d c E f  upon t h  
topic. re-ch infomt ioq and preparc I response which  follow^ the mlcr and g u i d e l i  ar wt 
out by the paramden of the fonn o f  preenfation (Bglish 10-12, pp 125-127) In the m n t m  of 
spealunp and listening within ataodardiad language, connestion ofthe curriculum lo the needs of 
a global sontea is noted: "Notioms o f  co-tncs and claity arm important not as ends in 
rhemselve~, but as links to a wider social world insluding global nudien-" (Engl~sh 10-12, p. 
1 16) The obvious intent is to prepare students to communicate dtmively in  the global setting, 
not rlmply the local context 
~~~d~~~ and viewing allows for the intmstion bmuem mdcnt and la Thmugh thir. 
~nd~vldualr a e able ro relate selfto the larger wadd, bndging Ute gap b~tween people, arriving at 
a prearer appreciation for others. Personal d n i t i d  respama are d e v e l d  through d o n  
to the t e a  hoth from the personal standpoint and h u g h  a marc d y t i d  w i v e  (English 
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10-12, pp. 128-117). But theterm tm means much more than book Therefore, reading and 
viewing arc equally important, the s o m i o n  between reading and viewing is inseparable. 
Reading and viewing are meaning-mabng proserwr. Thcy includc ~naLing -c 
of a rang of wrenenraionr including print, film. TV. tnhnalagicd. and other 
t e n s  &adingbrint tarts hw always k e n  an esvntial component of English 
language arts ~r r i su l vm and o f  other disciplines and is bnoming increasingly 
important in asomplnc global, information-based, technical roclety (EERIII~ 1 8  
12, p. 130) 
Ar well, "[glraphis and visual image. also rren a powerfvl influence in an increasingly h ~ h - t n h  
society, and students need to 1- how the fonn, nyle, and language of visual tens communicate 
and shape ideas and information" (&#glrrh 10-12, p. 130). Conxqusnrly, the importance of 
including a viewing eamponent is noted- 
Thc primary purpose ofincluding viewing experiences is to lnsrcaw the v i d  
literacy of rrudcmr ro that they w l l  became critical and dircnminating viewen 
~ h o  are able to ~ n d n m d ,  interpret, and evaluate visual messages Visual image. 
pervade our world, and students need opponunitie. to study lhslr Impact and 
relevance in eontart (B!glrrh 10-12. p 129) 
The development o f  critical thinking &ills are core to this pm- "Creating on 
responding to l i t e rq  text is an aesthetic act involving complex mntenctionr of emotion and 
intellect' Et ,~ l i .~h 10.12, p 117) Again it stater: "Reading is esxntially a problem-solwng 
process in wheh the reader tnterprerr or mnrrrunr meaning fmm r tart by applyng language 
knowledse and meaning-making strategies, ar well as personal experiences" (&ggI~lrrh 10-12, p 
119) Readins comnms meaning by combining a know(edge bare with information in the ten 
and the setting or conrm ofthe study of the t e n  (G,gllsh 10-12. p. 130). Response to tart a an 
tntesral method for developing e t i t i d  thin!+ skill8 and fostering compnrion: "Thinhng 
crtrically about ten will help wudentr to recognize and svaluatc human npnienss . " (Englsh 
10-12. p 136) The importance of an a w m s s  ofthe -r ofl- in 
whlch it may be used to control .nd mmipulatc. a critical thinking rkill, is dm rrca j z d  
It is imponant that ntvdenu have abundmt opportuniucn to draw ~ m n i o n s  d 
recognize drrrepancia among different ms, expcnemes, wwrces, t d i e r  of 
informaion -- for example, teds comrying i domt ion  tM reflcns different 
thmraical, tdmloglsal, and ~ l m d  pnsmlvcs  (D#gIish 1612, p. 117) 
Steps to effective wading insludc: viruslidnk self-monitoring predining Ihink-doudl, and 
decisions regarding diction (Et~gI~rh 10-12. pp. 132-134). This is exnnplvy o fa  problem-ullving 
technique as tcachen are able to model for rNddani methods or pmsrdurrr by whish deficiencies 
in madong may be corrected 
The global elements of intndixiplinuy studies and multiculmralirm are also evident in  this 
curriculum. States fi?9(1(rsh 10.12: ' " lnr~unian should tocur on helping studmtr . . to make 
appropriate cron-su~+~lum s o m i o n r "  (p. 129). Added lo  Ulir is the i m p o w e  of 
mulrisultural understanding- "Students should mad a rich variw oftmz including 
contemporary authors who rrp-nt a -Be ofsvlNral tradition9 (Dd ish  10-12, p. 129) 
The rrudmt-senrered approach placer great value on making the student fEd pan o f  the 
class and o f  value One rush m&d is the choice o f  d i n g  matsrialr which u e  suitable and 
appropriate for the nudent, StudcnU choose them because t h y  are o f  intsrcst a d  they men 
individual needs (Erglnsh 10-12, p. 136) The am in for rmdmtr to take ownemhip of Ute 
learning process as t h y  engage in lnming nperi- s h a m  for and by themwlver. 
For writing and other ways ofrepre-tin& studcnu are p w t e d  with the opportunity lo  
express self and personal points ofview on a variefy o f  topics, rhmugh a variay of medivmr 
Wnttng is imponant because it hdpr in the development ofthe indiiduat 
As students move toward full membership in  the community of writers. they will 
become less d-dmt upon the reacher they wil l  feels s a m e  o f  achievement in 
rheir wo rk  be able to mflca on thdr work more knowledgeably, and wil l  taks 
responsibility for rheir own personal grau.th as writers (&,glrsh 10-12, p. 139) 
The wrirtng prosesr becomes UK guideline rhmugh which nudens rue inamcted on h a v  ideas 
are to be gathered. prepared evaluated, and pruentd. A wide m i s t y  o f  fonnr o fwi r ing is to 
be u n h d ,  ranging from the pacric to the transactional. and studens arc to be presented with the 
opportunity to write for a variety o f  audiences using a variety o f  methods (EngI~sh 10-12, pp. 
138-145) \Kith regard to wifing. '"Studmtr will be expected lo dsmanrtme lnsrearingly 
complex levels ofthought and imaqinltion, as wdl  as increarlng fluency and competence" 
(Enlglsh 10-12. p 142). 
other -ys o f  representing include visual reprewntation, d r a m  music, movemeq 
multimedia and technoloqisnl production (fi19,i.d 10-11 p. 143) Multimedia produnions wil l  
require collaboation among students ro create (fi8glrJh 10-12, p 144) Anolha form of media 
production a the use of rtatlc visvnl t e n  along with printed lm (&zgl,sh 10-12, pp. 144-145). 
The intent is for students to use the vart array of methods of commwusating whtch nrc available. 
This approach enables nvdmtsto u w  any OD all rnoumn n M i I a b l e a  
medtum through whish mnfonnation may be passed on and a defermination made as to what 
degree outcomes have been realized 
d. Asrerrmmt m d  Ev~lua l ion 
Assessment and evaluation practicer as ddincated in  the Fourrl011011 document and 
Enrgl~sh 10-12 reflect gl& elements, psrtisularly the humanitarian mature of the surriarlum. The 
Fo'orrt?doI~ot! document speaks of r k  need for ~ r r m n r t  d cvalustion whish is more in tune 
with the needs of students. I t  states: "As P continuous, co-ap"tive, collaborative, 
comprehensive prosean, assarmen1 can be a powerful loal to enhame studnrtr' learning when it is 
an integral pan of their learning pmcerr" (FBB&IIM). p. 2). The implisatmos ofthir watemcnr is 
that assessment and evaluation have to have as a priority the impmvemem upon student learning 
and must be elawly tied to the lcaming up&- prescnred This is holiaic B the sense that 
the needs ofthe student. the h a n d s  ofUn curriculum d the resulting usessment pnct ice~ u c  
all inrenclatcd This is emphasized inEnglish 10-12 when i t  rtrtes: " T A  are encouraged to 
use arnsument and evaluation practicer that are coorinmt with student-med inmnional  
practoces " (p 169) This is the humanistic philosophy of assessment asmdisated by Miller 
and Seller (l9W) 
Conrequmtly. flexibility m aswsrmcn i r  cunud to the senior highEnglish Im@age snr 
curriculum. Enplrsh 10-12 reflect* this in its immduction to the specific umiculum outsomss 
when it stares that. 'assessment practices can and should be designed to pmvide multiple mutes lo 
achievement ofthe outso- and multiple ways of demonstrating ashisvenmt" (p. 23). The 
humanitarian concern of enabling students to achieve susserr mker priority, to the point of 
making students actively involvcd in the aswsmenr poxes. Students arelo become involved in 
asserrins their own progress and rhievemnt of ovtmmer b-w. "studatr Deed to wean 
themselves ham uternd motivators like grades or marks. They uc more likely to perceive 
learning as its own -d h e n  they are empowered to aswu their own wmrs' (Englsh 10- 
12. p 170) 
lnclurion is apparent in asesmmt practicls. cultural diversity is to be lssommodated to 
mrure academic liabnlity doer nor occur: "Aunsmcnt practises should accept a d  appreciate 
learners' l ingistic and sulturd divsnity . . . . Student paformanse on MY -meomcot task is nor 
only task-dependent. but also culture dependent" (Er~gI~sh 10-12, p. 171) Bur inclusion applies 
to students with rpesial needs as wdl: 'In inclusive slasrmomr. studmu with rpeial needs are 
npected to demonstrate rvccess in  their own way' Therefore. "[tleschcrr are mcovmged to be 
Bruble in  assessins the learning success of all students and to re& dtvnre ways in  which mtudenlr 
might demonstrare their prronal best" (English 10-12. p. 171) The end -It is a cuniculvm 
~"hish is arrerxd with the needs ofthe student ham and rrnrerand whish Mum student 
rvccers within hisher ability and unique cirmmrtance. Thc goal ofthc a r xummt  practise8 is to 
improve the learning o f  rtudenu and the teaching practicer ofteachem: 
Effective asrersmmt improver the quality o f  lsaming and teaching. It can hdp 
students to become more d f - d a i v e  and feel in  urntrol oftheir own learning. 
and a can help teashen to monitor and focus the eh i vene r r  o f  thnr lnntluctional 
prosrams (E,zgl,rh 10-12. p 177). 
The method o f  assessment presented in  E,gI,sh 10-12 reveals floribility, this b 
demonstrated in a lirt of possible tcshntquer teachem may a e c n ~  but are not hmited to. for 
assessment of student propew. Items include ancsdotal records, demonrmt~onr. ho l ids  ra lcr .  
learnins logr/journalr. per assessment, rdf-urerrmentn, or videotapes (pp 169-170) Such a list 
provides insight into the vast m y  ofmethods by which rrudmr achievement ofthe outcomes 
may be measured However, a major focus o f  assessment i sm  be upon the me of ponfolior- "A 
major feature of asresvnmt and evaluation in English language anr is the uw o f  ponfolior. 
Penfolios are a pumoxfvl selection of  student work that tells the nory ofrhe d e n t ' s  eftonr, 
progress, and achievements" (E,sgl,sh 10-12. p. 175). Portfolios are tmponant becaux t h y  
enable students to become involved in the urnsment prosesr, encovragc than to become 
renentvc upon their w o k  md pmmotc decision making (EnHlsh 10-12, p 175). All of this 
reflens global concerns of ~nvolving students in the laming p- developing sritiul thinking 
rkdlr, and m&ing appmpnae choices. 
The owaniring susndr of spaking and lisening, reading and v i n u i n ~  and uniting and 
other ways of reprerenting are to be evaluated in  irnsinatiatie and enlishtmed ways Suggcsfed 
assessment technique9 for r e  a d  lirtcoiog include observation and sheckliru, j o u d  
mtdes rsalw or rubrics. peer and wlf-~sewmmnls, or even the tnslurion of avdio a d o r  
videotapes. Such a range of arrerrment praaiecs is required as "[vlalid ruusmmt of spaldng 
and listening involver r-ring the ~mplex i f i r r  of the- presses" (Dlglmh 10-12. p 171) 
This has echoes of the creative evaluative techniques suggested by Doll (1989). 
Rerponre to t e n  ought to be assessed bough  both a d  and winen response Response 
l o y  orloumalr are also uxful tools. In d l  aspens, sludmtr are to reflest upon and *rate 
ong~nal thought to their understanding oftm and work sollaboratively to "explore issuer or 
ideas' as they "demonstrate respect for each other idem animder. and beliefs' (Englirh 10-12. 
pp 172.173) Even i n  aueument. the impon- of retleclion. collabontio~ and perspeclive 
development to English language arts Is nrerwd 
The asrerrment of m d m t  -ti@ is a be f a d  upon improvrmmt. "The emphasis 
should be on helping the student to  reeogd3.e and build on uniting strengths and to wr goals for 
irnprovemmt" (Engl~sh 10.12, p. 174) Here the slcarfosus is upon e d i n g  students to achieve 
succeu.  he aim is for rmdents to become critics oftheir o w  ways ofn;pression and find ways 
to improve upon their communication techniques. 
Traditional mehods ofwaluation, such as t a r  and eraminaions are also acseprablc 
methods of assessment. but they arc not to be d i e d  upon as the sole means ofdetermining 
student achievement of outcomes N o t a  Englsh 10-12 "Traditional tests and eraminations sue 
by fhemrclver inadequate inrtrumcrd w t h  which to measvre the lcaming required by this 
cuiriculum" (p 175) However, rush an approach to as~cumcnt is asseptablc should i t  be s l o d y  
tied lo surncvlum needs and pprwde rrudenu tk oppomnity to pmccu information. Acceptable 
types of cerrr are those whish permit -dent colldmration to prepare and compare possible 
responses or process questions which require mrdmts to utilize the wnrlng p r e s s  As well. 
students oushr to be enurnraged to c w l e  their own questions as wys of assssing their 
understand~ng and m t e r y  ofthe mataid covered (Q#gl,sh 10-12. pp 175-176) The ~mpharis 
in  assessment is to be upon the r*lllr and abilities the students have achieved, not the amwnt  of 
information whmsh has been rnarned 
Summany 
The senior hish English language nnr wmculum in global m its structure, from the 
phllosophtcal basis to the desired outcomes to rhc inrrruetional practices. curriculum content. and 
assessment strategies The result has been a program developed to meet the irrrearins need of 
enablins students to acquire appropriate aniruder. abilities. and rkillr to compne competitively 
and competently in  the slabal marlietplasc Upon completion ofresondar/ school, students in  
Newfoundland and Labrador will have been exposed to a vast array of Icaming erpsrienscr 
deslsned to instill confidence m their ability to make proactive canttibutionn to the life o f  this 
prownee 
n Aunr ing the Endirh L.msrsge A m  Curric.lun rmm a Uli1itari.n h p r t i v e  
Eagleton (1983). m defining I i t a N m  rnta that i t  often somu down m "value 
judgements" and these judgemats "have a cloa relation to sacid idrologicr. 7by Rfcr in the 
end not simply to privrte taste but to the . ~ ~ ~ p t i o n $  by which celrain rocid group exercise and 
malntatn power over others" (p 16). The implication. ofthis statement is that the literary -on 
designared as "red" liten!Nre must align with the philosophid rtansc o f  stakeholderr mially, 
politically, morally. and economically 
As has already bem determined, the sador high English limguage arts curriculum has k e n  
globalized to make i t  more applicable to the perceived -0-emnomis dinares o f  Newfoundland 
and Labrador in the twenty-first century Ho-r, the potsnrial also mias for s ntgslive impact 
upon literature study given the ~LI~EGE design oftha curriculum. Despite a commitmat to a 
slobal philosophy, there is dw, n clear dedication to a vtilitarian approach to education as 
infarmntlon technolog coma to the fore. In fan, this commitment is prolific in the Nniculum 
even to the point h e r e  Englsh 10-12 stater ovenly that s~dents need to become adept .[i]n the 
use of information technology" (p. 61) This is evidmt in the philosophy and ~ r r i cu la r  contat o f  
the program. 
I. Philosophiul Penpelive 
The Merr~am Websrer'rCoIIepP~~e D,ciamsy defines a philosophy sr "a thmw 
a of activity or thought" (p 873). Thin definition is applicable to the 
development ofthe senior hilh Engfish language arts curriculum. The ~ r r i c v l v m  isdesigned with 
a clearly identifiable and rpesifically stated theory ofeducation, the commitment to utility. 
87 
achievable through literacy dnrdopmeru, the marterycf lanqu-e skillr. and wtcowr-bucd 
a. Devdopnmt of L i t m c y  
An emphasis upon literacy development. according m Luke (1991). has to be pmnised 
upon some philosophical point of v i m  beeuse "no approach to liIeran/ is nrutrpl All are u n d y  
,mplicated in to and prhaps depriving c h l d m  and adults ofpowa. knowledge, m d  
comperence to particular cconomic ud po la id  ads" (p. 135). According to the Fmnrlolian 
document. the English language arts Nrrisulvm haJ a specifis focus for litensy: 
This cvmsvlvm ~dcnuf io the dnclapment of htnoey as s pnonry [ubchl m m d s  
heyond toc trodnttonal concept o f  lhtnacy to mompass medm and l n f o ~ l l a n  
lhtoa.,es ~ h c  rurnarlum vlttrlostn that uhst 41 m- to be lhlrrrtc wl l  
sont~nue to change os visual and destronic media baomc more ud morc 
dominant as forms o f  expression and wmmunicauon (p I) 
This statemen, speaks volumn as to the intent a d  purpose ofthe curriculum First is the 
commitment to literacy as priorify. A sinqulu focus o f  improving literacy rater and ahandog 
communication skills becomes a driving force behind all aspects of the arrisulum. Secondly. the 
new interpretation ofwhat literacy means broadens the definition. but  rimulwmusly, severcly 
l~mitr it A mior focus of the curriculum is to prepare studnr~ to panisipate dfectivdy in the 
anticipated dominating modcs of visual and cl55110nis medu in the I~mtfy-fire scn~ly The 
indicated "antictpation" emphasizes that the uw o f  ekmn is  communication d m r s  will only 
increase m imponance. therefore, prepantion has bem d e  to develop a wniculum whish is in 
tune with this develapment. 
A cvrrisulum which snticipas a change in n partrsv1.r .rep must he d e r W  to place that 
form o f  communication ar thc forefront of the phil-phid aims, inmRional  outcaner. and 
inwrvct~onal practtur A clear mandate of the English lansy.ge u t s  wrricvlvm is litemcy. 
preparing students to take their place i n s  global technology-bad workplme, wirh the 
skills to enable Ulm to funnion mmpnady  and mmpetitivcly as santnbufom to this 
economy The rkillr deemed naersnry are thow wirh the mamy facar o f i d o m t i o n  
technolog 
This commitment to the new lireracies o&o shdentr 'multiple pathways to k m i n g  
through engagement w rh  n wde range ofverbal, visual snd t h o l o g i c a l  media" (Fo11#11*1t~on. 
p I )  Note the focus upon visval and lechnalagy media as equd m imponana to vnbal. Given 
the stated commitment to an emphasis upon literacy i n  the vuiour f o m  of mediq teshnology 
will have promtnsnce in this curricvlum. Thin miser qvutioru as to the mlc  ofliferamre, usspt  
as a mean. o f  developins competence in  the liternsin I t  is difficult to envision the rnditianal 
approach to literamre ~ m d y  within the m n n n  ofthis philosophy in which senhetics in lubnirured 
for a utilaatiuian qpmach. 
Interertingly. the Starrment o f  Virion ddinss gnduata as 'rcflestivc, articulate. lileratc' 
ind~wduals (Fomtdat,mt, p v) I t  is interesting to note that the inrcllntual developmat o f  the 
indlv~dual 8 %  nor mmtmned as a priority. But what sxanly is -1 by the demripton used here? 
M m o m  Wehrrer'r C~//C@(IIY Dicti-v defines "reflective' as 'thoughdul, delibmtc" and the 
process of ''reflection* sr "mrutdnation of s o w  IMM. idea, or plrpose' (p 982) "Articulate" 
is defined as "uprerring ~ ~ e s ~ l f M d i l y ,  clearly, or c&sfively' (p 76) and "literate" is ddined as 
"educated. cultured" or "able to Md and write" (p 813). The combined soncepu pmvide an 
,"right into the type of rrudent produced; this id iv idud wovld be one who is able to think 
independently and consider a w e t y  ofoprionr kfom making decisions or reaching consluaionr; 
the odeas. mmi&rs. and conslurinns o f  the individnd would then be clearly articvlsted to the 
audience ofchoice. As wsll, Ux desired d u f e  would be one vvho is 1 ededSB1ed in  
communication skills and ccmpnenf i n  discourse in  variely o f d n g r .  Given the emphasis 
upon litnacy and the ability to 'use language nrecarfilly' (Fmt&Izm, p v) i n  Ihir cvrriculum 
s is highly ~~n l i t e l y  '"literate" means dl " v e d  in litcrafure or creative writing". an alt-c 
definition pmvided by Merriian WebsIer's Coliegiok Di~Iimory. 
In the Statement o f  Wdon. the higher ideal ofdevdoping the i tue l la  of rtle individual is 
supplanted by the desire to hove students "use lsngungc ~usscrrfully" But what aranhl is muot 
by success? What IS the mcasurr? Perhaps it is to b e d  in  economic terms or employability 
skills Note the verb "uw'; students are not to '"experience" language or 'mtcract with" langusge. 
but to use it, implying .am= dstinite p r p o r  rathcr rhan a skill or e x p e n i ~  whish may be applied 
ro a variety o f  rifuafions. The focus then is upon uh3 nudems can do, rather than what they can 
become as mrellectualr. There is a desire for audolts to be prepared to conwibutc positively to 
roc~ery. -4th prerequisite skills as a priority. 
This antisipsrlon ofchangc in emphasis upon visual and clesrmnic communication fmm 
traditional conccp~ of liferacy d m  wt b o d e d 1  for the study o f  I i t a a ~ r e  The globaliition of 
the curriculum means a commitment to  developing s pro- which 6s -11 into pmducing 
students ~wpared for the mechaniu ofthe developing global wnomy.  but what ofthe chsrann 
offhe product? Without a round background i n  litcramre and the many pl-'able levning 
expeneneer which develop mid dunking skills, pmblnn-dving skills, snd dcepr  md f i l l~ r  
mderstanding of wlf and otha.. one has to  mnsider the rypc of  indiiddal which is being 
prepared to take hisher role in this global rosiw The i- of denloping an appreciation for 
and understanding o f  o h  who are different h a  to be add& ss Newfoundland and Labrador 
sostety becomes more meshed in the interd-dent fabric offhc globd village. Experimcing 
the literarure o f  0th- cultural groups and coming to undmtand thcir way oflife, way o f  thin!+ng, 
and enjoying the divmity ofwsh is an invaluable contribution lo the dcvelopmea of the 
individual whxch cnmot be diminished nor ignored. 
b. Martely of  Language Skills 
Mastery o f  language rblls can be viewed ss m aertherxc mduvor, but d m  as a 
commodity in and o f  itwlf Such skills may be used to create imaginanw. litsrsry works or be 
employed in the pursuit of economic venturer InEnglsh 10-12. malery oflanguage skills is 
achievable through the four unifyins id- of the English language attr cunisulum. Thcn is a 
progression in these ideas from the penonal to the pblic. culminating in an awareness ofthe 
latent abilities o f  language. 
The first unifying idea begins within the individual Students are to use language to 
develop creative and sritlsnl thinking ~k i l l r  and for communiso.tive purposes, bath for 
understanding selfand rhaxing with othen. In the learning conten, language has to bc wewed ss 
crosrcvticular as students nre to develop rhin!+ng and communication nkilis in all ~ b j a  areas
(p 114) The devdopment of thuc rlrlllr prepares the individual to culttvate problm-solving 
srrstesies in a variety o f  situations and share them solutions with a t h m  
Sharing with othm is a resod unifying idea ofthe English language aru surnwlum 
Lan~uase is to be used to communicate eRectivsly for a w i q  ofaudiences and plrpowr. As 
students develop the ability to cMLe origind tats an ins- in df-sofidenec is exwi-ed- 
"Thsse experiences also build t h r  wfidcnsc and c o m ~ s c  sthinkerr. p l m m  a d  
commumcarom" (English 10-IL p I IS). Effmive wmunisarion #r alu, developed Uvough 
senritiety to others as rmdentr 1- to be sppwiative ofthe varied needs. d e d r ,  intcmts 
and concerns oftheir audiences (English 10-12, p 115). 
The ability to asses, mmpulste. and appraise the d u e  o f  language h m  a vviery of 
sources is another area ofansidecation of thir currimlum In this srra students m to acquire 
facility in the collecrion and mMipllst~on of information bom I variny o f  RSWTSCS in their 
immediate and beyond. Here the use o f  technology is impanant. '"Bccsuse rmdents 
pmiclpate in complex informarion-bued environment they need to be prep& to use ~ I ~ O I U F  
technology effecrivply to receive and express idus and infamation' (Et~gltsh 10-12. p. 116). 
E,8cliEh 10-12 continues. 
The abnlacy tn %elect. nn!crpm.ludge manage and u u  mfarma#ton &om among the 
welter o f  qencral and ?pccldlrrd sou- now avalablc Is one ofnhc m04 n r m l l d  
aotltucr twrhor an ioncr on nudmtr 10 ~ r m n n g  them to ru-d m Ihc . .  - 
emergng mfonnation economy and to panidpoc mponmbly in our complex 
tnformatlon culture (pp 116-1 17) 
Viewed From the "tilit- penpestivq thir succinctly rummarire. the intmt ofthe secondary 
English lanquase ann curriculum as presented by the Atlantic Provtnser Education Foundation. 
The power of language is a founh unifying ides ofthe curriculum This power is to be 
explored rhmugh a variety o f  tmr which will pmvids a m g e  ofsrprimscs for sNdenls, 
including thore whish m 'literq, "on-literary. mrac t i od .  journalistic, and technical" (Englsh 
10.12. p 17) Doer the t m  lil~mry rrfn U) literamre? The dosvmat goes on to deSnc a 
literary t en  "This d o c u m  detines a t m  as lr1- when it involvcr the imaginative tmatment 
o fa  subject using lansuase and t m  rrmstvrc that is i m n t i n  and often multilsycred' (Engfish 
10-12. p. 117) The value of interacting d t h  literary tcru is also given: 
Expenmcc.5 c m r c d  on l n t n p ~ n g  ur( n a t m g  Illnary m e ~ b l c  a d m u  to 
pancnpac ~n orhcr lxvcsmd worlds beyond lhnr o m  Studatr rcflca on tho, 
oun #drnlll u and on the wavv m ubch  weld a d  cultural s o n t m r  ddnc and 
shape thaw identities (p 116. 
Furtha a somtment  to Ihe study oflit- tms i r  Ccn- "Creating, interpming and 
responding to Et- - are -till exp&cnses at tbc s c o e  ofEnglish 10-12" (p. 117). In 
wntm~, this is the focus of the ~n ieu l um .  Here the quntion eser  sr to how this d i p s  vvith the 
previously stated philosophy o f  somitment to literacy At f im this s p p m  to be i l l vm t i ve  of 
the eclectic nature ofthe eurrieulum a i t  attempts to faster n marriage afthe trditional m n a p t  
of English language an. d t h  the per& d-ds d l h c  ~uenty-first century 
Bur. evm though the document starer a commitment to the study of literary t r q  what is 
actually intended is far fmm traditional literamre. The I n n  " rm"  is, in  iuclf. problemsus 
Forrrrdatiotz definer "rm" as 'any langags event. wheUler oral, wine4 or viwd. In thin -re. a 
conversation, a poem, s novel, n poster. a music video. a tde\i ion pmgrsm and a multimedia 
productias for example. u e  dl t a n '  (p. I). Hoagwood (1997) provides a moretraditional 
definlflon oftex, 
Traditionallv a ' r m '  has be+n undmtood to be rn order o f  words - not m n d s  or 
rcnbal ma& but abstract entitin that can be d e n  (or spokm) myv&m while 
remslmne the m e  Thn lm s a verbal aruchrc b b m  though lo k a  
>crw for the norage or ~onvcyancc o f a  mrarvng whtch r an ldca m mcrmcd of 
the sulnor thtr ndca or meantng a trad8llondly %dud mon (p I) 
Here sonflrsting concepts ofwhat the term ''ten'' smd l y  entails is m d i l y  appwent 
The definition provided i n  the Atlantis provinm' Eoglish language mn ~ n i s u l u m  is both 
lnterening and dirtresing Note the following quotation *om the mrrimlum guide "To 
participate fully in todays rosiny and function compnenrly in the workplace, *dents need to 
read and uw a range oftons" (p I). The idea ofworkplace tr identified solely as imponsnt to an 
undcrrtanding of= range o f  tma whikrll other sspas of lie, which sre much m e  numnouri 
than work are lumped together into that impnand catgory of"sociny". Consequently, if is not 
a far reach ofthe magination to anticipate that the lit- rm doer not necessarily refer to 
literature in the l r a d i t i d  rnsc PI an sppsiation of lirerphlre is not -tid for the workplace 
This is  further ewdmse ofthc utilitarian function o f  English hguagc arts being slemiy delineated 
while the mle and value orlitaature is releglred te vague s o m t ~  and ~ u g g n i n r r  o f  parrible 
content m a n  
Throughout the underlying principles of English Iangugc ar t8  there is c~ - f  reference 
to lamwage development and learning. Yet, there i r  no d i m  reference to the valuq importance, 
or relevance of lhtaature to students' intellectual, sulrural, and moral dwelopmmr In taEt the 
only reference that can be intsrpreled an referring to litcmrure is s rsfmnce to the d u e  of 
learning lanqsge '"amund aimuiaring ideas, mncepu, isares and themes" (Fo~~ndol,on. p. 37) 
But, here, roo. ir an emphasis upon lan8yags dedlopmenf a fact which sari be viewed PI having B 
ut~liranan purpose, an language is a s m a d i t y  or skill w h i d  cm be markued. The development 
of a penchant for literary study does not have the swm o m  econamic value as sasthnisr does 
not compete with economics in  the marketplace. 
The tmpanance of the mastery oflanguage is reiterated throughout the section of 
F081wdonorr dealing with the learning cnvimnmcor. The mnccpt ofchallenging srudents is 
stressed, but in terms of Imguage dwclopment: "Experieneep that challenge 1- are e m i d  
to languap developmenr' (FDD&~M, p. 38) A. well, the d u e  o f  an inqui ryhed approash 
to learning is couched in  lemur oflanguage: 
Enslish language a ~ s  clasrmnns aced to be s m  o f  inquiry &re mdmtnlr and 
teacherr investigate their own language learning. .where mdents 1- to 
reflect. in  a focussed way, w the poverr and limilatians of language u r  and 
uryer ( F m ~ ~ l z m ,  p. 39). 
Fort~,datrorz rhm notes how this 1 4  to the development o f  cnticsl thin*ing a d  evaluation of 
data '"Critjsal perrpgttvu also coablc studcnu to recogoia w t m  other9 use lrnquage 
powertvlly and ~ i ~ ~ ~ m t l y  to idvenccand manipulate them as well as to engage md  inrprrc 
them' (p 39) Note how the emphasis is placed upon the purpor of language in both mstmccr 
as a source of and control, first as n development o f  one's own ability, then as a manner of 
understandins how 0th- use language 
Therefore, given the staled desk to develop literacy among n u d m r  ind increase mansry 
of language skills. coming to  terms with the traditional eanqr  of  l i tenure is farfmm &dent in  
this document The ddnit ion of literary ten is ro vague that any language experience is mw 
acceptable ar a literary rm and is wonhy ofstudy and discusdon should i t  mccr instructional 
purpowr The ~nherent danger hcre is that mditianal lit- works may be releqrted to a mnor 
role as teachers endeavor to find materids more i n  u n e  with student interms However, rush a 
focus may only sari* immediate interertr and wshes, thereby failing to  expar  sudenta to the 
great rvorlrs ofliternure which have i & e d  our rostety The ad -11 is a wdenl 
population whish docs not have a w n d  basis m the literature which reflects the society in which 
they live The failure to pmvide s round lumuledgc base and murerids whsh teach about the 
sosiaVsult~rd diversity of the population ofNnvfoundland and Lahador would inhibit the 
curriculum from delivering the int- laming experiences i t  purports to  uphold, W n g  the 
curriculum ineffective Such an approashto literature is not in line wi th  the goals ofa course 
designed with a dohal f w v r  
C. Use o rOu tcana  
According to the d-ments of the m i o r  high English language acts curriculum literacy 
and mastery of language nblln an h a  achieved rhcovgh a pmgram developed "using surriculvm 
ovtcamcs as a reference point" (Fott#drl#ol, p. I )  Thir design is indicative of a commitment to s 
utilitarian. production-line philosophy which h a  the end pmdvst in  mind at the outset. Key-stage 
levels are dertgned to keep track of student progress thmughout the curriculum at g d e  levels 3. 
6. 9. and 12 Thir is acspptable in  itselC but does hsvc overtones o f  quality control m e s h a n i r ~  
used in industry to msure goals are achieved according to prescriptive measures. I t  ir t a ,  easy 
for the education rynsm to be caught up in thin mentaliry and the ~ r r i c v l v m  become "part of the 
machine?" 
Such a vievqoinr is probl-tie for the study ofthe liberal arts gmnally and English 
lansrase anr rpcsifically Language developmmt ad n d t i v s  thinking processsr are just that. 
processes The question whch arises is just how one can state categorically that s given student 
w l l  achieve a statcd outcome within a specified time Forcxmple, key-sage ovtcomes -1 
all students to achieve a quantifiable mount of infomation and/or skills within a specified time 
period. However, as indivldualr, students arc a diffning levels of development physically. 
emonordly, roc~ally. and intellectually The issue ofwhat becomes of students who do not 
russerrfully achieve desired outmmcs at the kq-sagc areas has to he addressed Then. what 
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becomes o f  the tntgnty o f  the Nrnculum when r t u d a r  are achieving wtcomer at di-g 
timer is another issue Ultimately, rmdnns %vim are soruincntly underachieving with regard lo 
outcomes are faced with s common examination at the end of  k l  m. This creates a dilemma 
for the student, the e d d o n  ryrtcm and thc mrriwlum. 
Thm has implications for the smdy of l i t amre  whm rmdcnts arc having difficulty 
=chiwins specified autcomn. One obwous reouh would be the modification ofthe svrriovlvm to 
enable that particular student to ngsriensc surseu. Giva thc  stated intention for the Eoslirh 
language arts curnculum to be concerned primarily with l i c r q  dcvelopmen m d  preparing 
students far the new demands ofthe twmtydrn century. it is quite conceivable and probable that 
outcomes deemed core lo the surrirvlvm would focus upon those dnnloping the pract id  lsprnr  
of this curnculum, namely t hoa  f-ing upon employability skills. The media literasin and 
technology aspects combmed w t h  bu ic  communisation skills reem appropriate. Conwquently, 
the nudy of literature would mot be highlighted u c e n M  to the m a d i M  course, nor is i t  easily 
adapted to the area ofemployment The practical application of English Imguage am would be 
the preferred appmach. 
Another issue that arises regarding ovtMmer is, i f  learnem consrun knowledge according 
to interests, abil i t ie~ and personal orpmencer, as construstiht theory mggntr ~~~~~~~~~. 
1995, pp 191-192). thejustifisation for o v t m c r  bsaner more difficult. Education dsvated to 
a rpeclfis function, ruch as literacy devclopmcnl. limits personal oppamnities as the curriculum is 
devoted to a predetermined agenda. Consequently, the commitment to e n e d  wisher of 
societal expectations m y  negate that heedomto expmense schooling for all that il has to o e r  
the indivtdual. 
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The Atlantic provinces developed the English Imquage uU surrisulum to  '"impmvc the 
quality ofeducation". mnre equity across !he Won. m d  " m w  the needs o f  both rtudents and 
ronety" (Foatd01111. p 3) This statemat q i ru  c l o u r m t h y  First, the question of for  
whom the quality ofeducation b improved and the necessity o f a  dear definition o f  educational 
"needs" 2s swdmt. The focvs ofeducational impmvnoent has to br upon the student, m t  upon 
what the student can contrihvrc to sxiefy. The concept ofeducrttonal equity is d w  
quert~onable How students .re sapable ofreceiving an equitable education given that each 
individual student brings hiwher o w  uniqvc talenu, abzliries, interests. and hinorin into the 
elarrroom reems to mitigare the c-f of equity. Lpanring experiences may be similar, but 
education wil l  never be equal Thir concept has nhoer o f  the mentality r ha  equd opparmnity or 
equal access will naturally equate with the d c p  to which learning osnur or the d- of 
success But. the human mind is nor one thaf  an be filled with knowledge simply by cxpanvre to 
educational opportunity. Yet. A ~ w s n t g  I k  CO#~NL, PmIIf(1994) indicates how this philosophy 
IS advocated by the provinsld government o f  Nwfoundland and Labrador: 
Thc -ndcrl)?n( arrvmptlon thal educalnonal .ehmwcrnmt s d o d y  lhnked lo &on 
$mp1>~1 thaf tome #$an tmponant element on xh!evrmmt These cunccpllonr 
oftame <Ron and prmcrance prowdc the b m r  for the p r o p o d  reversal oflhc 
under w n ~  adca !has rrh~rvrmcnt hr pnrnanly a functaon ofabala) Thlr lradr 
to the propusn!aon Ulat all rluldrsn shvu d beableto achnca! hlgh levels 
provldcd that rumrtmt tome IS avmlablr (pp 12-11) 
Then t h e  arises the question of accountability when outunnes an not achieved I f  rhc 
teacher or student is acmunrable. ~hrns ing the easiest mute u, impmvc student opponunities for 
success would avoid confrontation from students, p-e, mmmunig, and the educational 
system Thir could have negative implications for literafwe study for students that have difficulty 
readins, writing, or openling imbmivdy .  As well, teachers who arc not rotPlly mmfomble 
teachins literature and fed greater .ucc=ss un be achieved by emphiring othn areas ofthe 
curriculum. such a. technology. public speaking or viewing n k M s  beides lit- lms, may 
do so and avoid focusing upon literature. thereby fniling to pmvide students witb -sure lo the 
exploratton o f  ideas and imaginative u r  o f  lureage literatun - w s  
2. Uti l i~y in Cv.rirulurn Ovlrolns 
The uttlttarian approach to the English laneage an. curriculum is evidenced through the 
use of oulcomer as a means of focusing IeMing upcrie-. Hawcvcr, a commitmar m utility 
in curriculum out~omn is more evident in  M andpis o f  Ue e m l i d  &ution outcomes and 
the seneral. key-stage, and specific curriculum outcoma. 
a. EuentiaI Graduation k a r n i m g  
That the Endish language an. curnsulum IS util i taim in nature har alresdy been 
illustrated. /Uro noted was that the e s ~ t i a l  @UPI~DD 1-ngs M globat in ~PNR. but do 
delineate a praeical application for tbe English language arts suniculum The goal ofaesthetic 
expression. although panisulvly -11 suited to the m d y  o f  litenture, ha. upresly stated the aim 
for the anr to be linked to economic concerns in the form o f  student abilities, as rtudens are to 
"demonstrate an understanding ofthc comniution of the ms to daily life, culfural identify and 
diversity, and the economy" (Foumbtim, p 6). I f  is as i f a  clear connection har. to be made to 
ensure the ptimaw function ofthe sunisulum is not lost as studear are p v a d  to contribute to 
the economic life of this pmvince Thi is evident as one ofthe key-age outcomes for Level I11 
students i r  the capability to compose "vdour  writing and media produnions" (Fo,,ndottm. p 6). 
reiterated a a key-stage outcome of another essential gradualion Icaming, communication 
(Fot,,KL111o88, p 8 )  Apparently this is an important goal o f  the curriculum for il to be suerwd in 
the essential graduanon learnings 
Personal development provides a slew connection to a global concern of 
inrerconnectedne.9 'Learning aprkncer also focus on devdoping students' abilities to mrrt the 
literacy demands of the outride w r l d '  (Fm8ndoI1m. p. 8) But clarification is warranted here to 
indicate what aasrly is  meant. The interpretation of the phrase "outride world" is romouhat 
confur~ng becauw, in a global village, is there any place 'outside"? The stated emphasrs is once 
again upon lhterasy and its utilitarian purpose, nor the aesthetic pleasures of literature. 
Personal dwelopment also raiser iniererting qu~ntionr with regard to the f m r  ofrhe 
Enslrrh language ans curriculum First. i t  stater that "[llitermre . and other media can lead to 
enriched use of leisure rime" (Foa,&riir, p 8). Is this a patmnizing attitude toward the due of 
lirsratvre study? From this perspective. the value of literature is as a form of recreation rather 
than prov ld in~ an mvaluable insight into the human cooditlon If lhir is so, conccms nced to he 
a id  regarding the values we wish bture citizens o f  our uviety to have and how we tsash them. 
Diminishing the role of litenlure in the English language anr currisulum is eliminating m t d d  
mode of rransmirrion for rush values. 
The aspect oftpehnological compelnce outliner the signifisant area of  technology the 
English language arts ~urricuIum is dcstgned to d d  with The viut m y  of computer usage in  
the curriculum, database. elccrmnic mail. uw offhc interne and multimedia productions. am 
listed as central to the curriculum (Fm,ndo~~ra, p. 9) This has ramifications for both ths 
laeramre surricvlum and the role oftcashem. With Nsh an emphasis upon tshoology, the 
implication$ for literature %mtrunion brings into q u d o n  the m a n s  of time and emphasis whish 
may be plafed upon litmfllrc as opposed m rbe technologl u p t .  Also, a g a i ~  given the 
expanded definition ofwha it m- to be literate, tnhnalogy h u  become very imponant in this 
curriculum Tbir leads to the problem o f  r e a c h  who are o e i k  prepared nor qualified to 
p ra~de  lnnrunion in technologyeducation. And, u already naed, if a teachats not Uained to 
provide technology ~~I~NRIOR prhep thaf a r a ~  wwM beornined w m o d i M  LO hir/her 
sapabthrin I f  ro, then perhaps a t achs  who believer Wshe is not qualified to pmvidc 
instruction in Irmture could apply the rune principle Thrs then casts dwbtr as to the integrity 
of the curriculum with regard la both literamre instrunion and rshnology inrmnion and begs 
the quertron as to what area this belongs, English languags MI or mhnology eduution. Given 
the stated commitment to the new liferasies in the various forms. it is l a @ d  to assume that 
technolog s of primary importance m the curriculum. 
b. CenmllKly-Srrge/Sp(~i6e Currirulo~n Outeonrr 
The outcomes specifically devoted to the English language pnn curriculum also indicate 
the impact upon lhterature study in a curriculvm with a utilitedm focus. General curriculum 
outcomes. ten statements which outline what smdmts arc to have achieved at Ulc a d  o f  English 
langvage anr smdy. illustrate hi% Within the reading and viewing strand, students are m 'select, 
read, and wnv . . htenture. information, mdis, visual md audio r m s '  (Fotr#nbIim, p. 14) 
Simulencously, avdencrnre to "iaraprer, sels~, and combine information using s variny of 
rrrateges, resourcer. and technalogier' (F~ndr~i iz .  p. 14). This hsr implications in  two mas. 
In  the first instance, literature is listed as only one of five c m i a l  areas o f  eoncmtmrion. allotting 
literature to just twenty percent of time available for reading and viewing Added to this are the 
other areas o f  time whish have to be spnt  on the =pealring and listening and wiring and other 
ways o f  repramring stnnds. This greatly reduces thc opportunity for intensive study of  
literature 
Reading and viewing focuses more closely upon what may loorely be termed as the 
l~terarure component ofthe English language mr curriculum. The first rpmfic curriculum 
outcome in this strand indicates that students an to wort with 'a range o f  literature. information. 
medca. wrud and audio torts' (Erglth 10-12, p 12). The concern raised here is thsr. given the 
b d d o w n  ofthc curnculum into three strands, this one strand ir further subdivided imo five 
areas. even further reducing the availability of litemure to rIudents Granted, i t  has already k n  
noted that the three strands an to be viewed as interrelated, but the material still has to be 
cavered As well, should mdents have dvllimlty in  one area, such as oral communication. more 
trme may be required in this area to amperuatc, thereby &sing the time awlable for other 
areas o f  she curnculum. WkII such soruident~on k w e n  to literature for rtudenu who haw 
difficulty with poetry or lit- devices. such as symbolism to -re thin is fully undersraad? I t  
a ~nrererrins to note that throughout the discussion for Level I learning an~vlrier, l i t~nture or 
lcrerary texts arc not mentioned. favoring instcad the generic "lea" or "print tear" (E,&h 10- 
12, pp 12-53). This speaks vo lum~r nr to the sommirm~nt ofthir mrricvlum to traditional 
literature study 
As for the second aspect cited, note t h l  explicitly stated as a curriculum otusorne is the 
norLon of the use of  a variety oftechnologies as a q u i d  learning nrpniensc, givm as rpecific a 
direaion for stvdy a is literat-. One of lhE key-stage outcomes for d i n g  and vinving refen 
specifically to the u s  o f  technology. 11 stater that Uudewr will be expssfcd to "use the dstranis 
network and other sources of information i n  ways c h a r a d e i d  by wmplndty  of purpose, 
procedure or vlbjm matter" (Fm&Ii i .  p 25) Nme hnw the only rourec idsntified is the 
elenronis neovork clarlywith the intmt to ensure this form of information gathering is rtrrrud. 
One ofthc autwmer nafn that the "re oftechnologies is s dcfide te ofthe English 
langaqe ans cudmlum Interestin~ly. literamre itrelf is mntioned only once in  the specific 
curriculum outcomes apparently placing teshwlogy and litcramre on equal value. However, 
rhroushout the Fo~nddio. and English 10-12 dmunnu .  the unc afrahnolagy in  iU w i o v s  
forms m stressed much more than IimaNre. perhaps indicating the focvs of the sudw lum given 
ths empharts upon ths litsracier percsived as cmdd for the ~ucntiuh-firs c m u t y .  
Thmushout the accompan*~ vignette for LNe l  I, there is a stress placed upon cnat4ii 
rfudents to ''examine on-line media'' and i&an with "diRerins t m v  print, m u l t i m d i  Intemn" 
(Brgiish 10-12. p 59). Thir in reinfomd in  the pr-tsuon o f  learning rrpericnccr for Level n 
as appropbrc rourccs of  information include " w m p u r a  data bares", 'videos", "visual and 
mvltimedia tmr" ,  'visual ten". and 'Web sites"; never is them a mention o f  literature or b w l o  or 
any ofthe rradittonal form o f  p ~ m t a t i o n  of infomation (D#gIiish iO-12, p 60) The emphasis 
is always placed upon the u x  o f  the new technologics pod enabling SNdcnrr to besome 
competent, if not proficient, i n  the ur. oftahnology. 
Again the nosprint form o f  the sunisulum is prcrcnud i n  the vigmtlc as a m y  of 
allawng students to -lore concepts studied. For Level I students, a winm component w be 
rumed into a video prusnmtion while. for Lwc l  n wudnnr, analysis o f  releviston pmgruns is a 
means ofunderstanding how media uses Ianquas to disseminate messages (English 10-12, pp. 
71. 73) The vlgtetre p m e d  off- sumcrtionr for d y r i r  and questioning ofthe use of 
media. r ep re~ ta t i on  and rde\iion in its prermtation of information. 0th- various hmu o f  
presentation are also indlcaced. avch as novels. art music. films, or cartoons (English 10-12. p. 
75) Note how the novcl is included in tbs =ties, ye i t  rrmainrjurt onc o f  m y  options, given 
no greater Status than MY mher pomile rm. The dichotomy of  a sommitmmtto traditional 
l~remture study or the new hteracien is evident in m u m  dnigmd for Lcrrlr I1 snd Ill which u. 
to have ''an emphasis on literary fms' (fi~ltlrrh 10-12, p. 108) However, the teaching 
rusestions have more o f  an emphis  p l d  upon information lechwlogy than litmature, 
rndicatins either contradict~on or ambiguity in  thrr curricvlum 
I t  IS interesting to note how L w d  I Mdentr are to "wire penonal and critical responses 
to laeramrc. popular sulmre, and media tens' (English 10-12. p. 76) Litcmbxe s again p l d  
alongside the mrenainmmt industry as eguivalmt in this document. A consem a that teashers 
who are more comfonsble u i th  "popular culture' or 0th" media f o m  could m r  the litcranrre 
component if not comfortable with it. As well, there rIudedents me 'to use drams and visual 
representing" as a means of presenting their underlandins of the world in  whish we live (&glish 
10.12. p. 76) The implications for ummg and how these forms are to be walvated mms to the 
fore here Quert~onr as to what exactly "visual reprcwnting" mans has to be drermimd. 
Conaderationr orwho decider, idenliryimg the criteria for acceptance, and b mulling impact 
upon common examinations at the end of Level Ill have to be sddrcrd.  I t  is dm noted that 
teach- need to d w i g  ~ g e x ~ o  which h&Mulcnf~ 10 m e  mdia and 
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tens 8% well as print tens" (Englirh 10-12. p 80). The u r  o f  m d i  and other fomu of 
tehology, as important fot rep-nttiw as is writing. has implications for IitemNcc aod 
rtudmt response to litermy rrimuli. 
Key-smge outcams "identl* what nudenu am expected to know and be able to do . 
as a result of thnr sumulativc learning erpkces", denotlng a. "continuum o f  Ieadng" 
(Forzt~datrotz, p IS) As well. "the ordering of outcomes is not intended to suggest any priority, 
hierarchy or instructional q u m s e "  (Fou&Iion, p IS). Thir is reminiscent ofthe Amaim 
English langrgs anr program. S ~ ~ / o r E n g l i ~  Lrmguqe Arts (1996). whish war dcrigncd 
to be fluid and adaptable to a v a r i q  o f  teaching ad learning s i tuaI i0 Buhman (19%) said o f  
the English language anr ~ r r i c v l u m  in the United States: 
The rlandardr were new intended as I prescriptive framework. Rather, they were 
intended to be suggestive, not exhaustive, and to leave mom for continual aod 
tnevltable growh and c ~ l u t i o n  whuhsh is themture oflanguage (p 101). 
One implication here for this wsw o f  Engltrh language arts is that the curriculum is more 
"suggestive'' than "pmsriptirr". Therefore, where is the value of outcomn? If learning in to be 
recognized as revolutionary, to mggm that key-stage outcomes could legitimately rrResr 
languaqe development wovld seem dubious Thir has rurthet ramifications far sstablirhing 
standards and for the implnnenfatian of common nnminlionr. Thir is anothr example d rhc  
eclectic nature ofthe curriculum whish show sppmnt contlictr that need to be clarified 
The heading entitled 'Using Language Purposefully" (Foandoti0101, p 11) is inletesling 
What doer the word "purpoae6rlly" -7 What worth d u e ,  or use is r e f m d  to here7 Thir 
raixr the question o f  whether the u r  oflanguage has ro be "tilitprim in order to be o f  value or if 
the tntellectual and imagmative dsvelopmm ofthe individual is not ofworth iin itself The in tat  
1 0 s  
of the cumevlum is to p w m  mdentn to opente mmpetoltly in  h he millnrnium Horvever. 
an individual tavsht to think independently. d v e h l ,  and iorightfully, well versed in UK human 
condition and what it means lo be hum- with rich insigh* into humanity would surely he 
relevant and o f  value in the twenty-first w r y  Cvnnilimg the role of liternmrc in the English 
lanwage arts ~ r r i c u l v m  -Id wmcly hrmpa such dcvdopmcn within the individual. 
3. P l o g n n  Design 
The commitment to the uulitarim emphasis upon illrannation technology, evident in  the 
philosophy and outsomss ofthe English +age arts curriculum is evm marc pmnaunccd in the 
design afthe program Sprifiully, utility is notable through the mlea both literature and 
technology are to play in the curriculum. 
R. Role 0rLitem1ure 
In the English language am mrricvlvm the role ofliraafurc is stated amhiguourly in t k  
section regardins the r m d  ofmding and mewing: '"Literature continues u, play an important 
role in the wrriculum, alongride a vmiery o f  other lens that contribvtc to t k  development of 
literacy and critical thinking in wr multimedin sulfure" (egltsh 10-12, p 128) Although stating 
clearly that literature is imponant to the ~ r r i c u l v m  the statement lhen d e s  a very r d i n g  
comment Fim. despite the fsct that litenturc h d 4  important. it does not holds position of 
prominence o v a  any other form oftm, placing i t  alongride 61- video, broshurc, or even a menu 
ar text of study. Vkewing is also an lmponanl a s p a  ofthe surricvlum equivalent to litcramre 
Stares Orglrsh 10-12: 
The pnmary p u v e  o f  msluding viewing experiences is to i n c m  the visual 
literacy o f  students so tbt they will become cn t i u l  and discriminating viewers 
who arc ahlr tu understand, mtc- and r \ a l m c  n d  merlngrr Visual lnugc. 
pcrvadc o ~ r  world m d  students nad opporruruucl to study theor OmpaLl and 
rclcvmcc on conlm (p 129) 
Such oppomnities include a range afvirval I&, including 'rill image". "moving images", and 
'"other technolosisal and symbolic displays'' (Englrsh 10-12. p. 130). Secondly, the purpose o f  
literature and the other tms is to  nnphaw~e literacy and, given tho broad detinition m the 
Fr,c,,,rdor,on document. this, naturally, i n vo lw  l h o x  lit-ie% d d  esssnrial for the n m  
ssnrury . \gin, the curricular a n p h d r  is placed upon technology within a culture devoted to 
multlmedta Evidently the role of liceratwe is to devclop awareness, undernardink and niasd 
thinkmns r!dlr for the vtil>tuian purpose ofincreasing lit- rater, without sonriderstion bdng 
pwen for the value o f  literature i n  and o f  itrelf 
The purpose of literature is hnhs delineated 
Literamre selecrod for r v d y  should offer students r rich r age  of language moddr 
and demonstrate the powsr o f  language and the porrlbilitia i t  o f f a  for 
cammunisaring idem and experiences with eloquence and sawistion. Such 
I ~ t c r a ~ r c  w l l  also pmwds a source for vocabulary, idioms. Imager. and ideas for 
nudenrs' own wring (Englirh 10-12, p. 128) 
The ramifisartonr of thin statement for the m d y  o f  literature are far-reaching ABain the 
utrlitanan mindset ofthe deve1ope.s of thesurnsulvm is reiterated. Literature is releesled to a 
medium through which nudents are able to adapt rylcs to impmve communication. The rich 
language and free flow of id- p d c n t  in literature is exchanged for the valve o f  the wrings as 
teacher. o f  rhctoric and prwasive diuourx. 
Thin is contrary to the ideas espoused in  English 10-12 when i t  later the commilment to 
literature as an i n t e rn  pan ofthe English hguage MS ~ n i s u l w n  and its value as a m s  of 
exploring wr humanity Here fovr arpeetr o f  l i t emre  arc Nted.  the aesthetic valve o f  
literature, the vlcpnovr h v m  experinre, the deeper undcntanding of rcL and the modds for 
writing (p. 146). The eclectic nature ofthe lit- wnicncc is not the irsue, i t  is whether t k  
stared purpose of litcraure is an amhetic aper im or n utilitarian one 
This utilitarian focus is Nidcnt m an interesting sammrnt on the approach to Iitcnture 
stated in Eng111h 10-12 '"Knowledge afiit- rcrminology and techniques is n m r  an end 
in  itself - to identify figures of speech and label lit- f o m  is pointlna udeu i t a I w g n  
(p 147) This '"larger purpose" Is sated l a m  in  the same paragraph- "The focus should 
be on invertisatins technical elements in  order to d- students' undemanding as they think 
and talk about their lntmctiolu with ten< (p 147). The question which arises is whether the 
study o f  I~terature in and o f  ifselfis a '"paintlss" vemre or if i t  b s  to be tied to spsif ic 
finct~on m bs meaningful Surdy the intell-al dcvslopment o f  the individual and the 
maturation o f  critical thinking and problem-solving skills are of value m thnnxlw. 
fi,gl,.sh 10-12 cxprerw a r imil lr rentimcnt v k n  i t  stater that 'undcmandmg and 
appreciation o f t en  am priorities over text analysis" (p. 129). One of the core appmaches to 
literature study is the analpis o f  ten, to break 11 down and sce j un  how the srrativc @us ofthe 
author has made the t c n  wok. Now t h  appmach is to he more aupdind as students arc to 
focus more upon identifying the gist ofthe tat and moving on, rather thandeveloping a fuller 
understanding and richer appreciation for the art o f t k  s d .  
~ v e n  the definition of " rmS'  in  theFou&tim document has smiour Nnifisatiolu for 
literature study The tnm "text", as noted pmiourh: is ddned  sr "my language event, whether 
orel, witten, or visual. In this sense, r convemion. a poem r novel, a poster, a music video, a 
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television p~ogratq and a multimedia pmductio% for -pl+ are all t m r "  (p. I I). This has 
deep repcrcunrmanr for litaature. T m  is mw referring to anything with which an indiidual 
wishes to "sonstrun meaning" This l n v n  the range widc open for imerprctstion by mshn. of 
courser Now arise the question ofwhat so-tu required teas for the English language ans 
curriculum and what is deemed crvsial to the ~ n i s u l u m .  Funha. this brings into qudon  what 
teachem of  English language M a  wil l  dffimldy have to cover Perhaps the meeting of wtmmer 
only is acceptable But where is the standard? How is this broad range ofapt ian to be evaluated 
in s common examination7 Should this be permitted. the evaluation wiU have to  conrint only o f  
open-ended items rather Ulan be mexi spaifis. The pasibility ofliterature study inthe traditional 
sense seems remote 
Interestingly. Etglish 10-12 d- refer to the hiworical traditions ofliterature when i t  
norer that students are to 'demonstrate f a m i l i i  with works ofdiverrc literary waditiom" hom 
various ethnic, cultural, and g n d a  representatives. 'including Shakerpepre" (p. 56). 
Shakespeare is rpectfically identified, is i f  to suggest an appaument ofthc more mditional 
aspects of l~terature without gving due consideration to other writers equally is impomf. such 
as of the variovs eras (te Victoriaq Romanfls, or Medieval periods) &well, 
rvntecs of native Nonh A m e r i q  Atlantic Canadian. Abisan, or kian d e n t  are not 
specifically identified. If, as Engl~sh 10-12 sates, texts are lo  be selected for m d y  'that have 
historical and social r i  jfis-" (p. 5% rush group have to be rrsogniad giventheir 
conrnburionr to the multisulmral society of this province. ldentiljing one -fa only as 
app- to be s continuation ofthe Euro-senuis notion o f  literary valuecoming *om 
the Ango-Saxon community Surely othncultural p u p s  ace of falual to Ifydddts ~n Ibis 
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province as they have made invaluable contributions to the lit- canon. 
The currimlum guide doer stress the need for induaion in the slaaroom and the 
development of rapest far diffsring p o p l a  and points ofvinu. However. with IiferoNre 
potentially reduced to the marginr ofthe arrrisulum. ~ h i r  revnely limits the possibility of 
achieving thxr as literature is n m a  whereby r m u d  understarding and appreciation for o t k m  
can be developed A~mr  o f  the ~ r r i s u l u m  such as to " s M l a p  prejudice and discrimination" or 
to "learn abwt diff-t . . points ofview" (Fmm&lim, p. 42). are diminished should litnature 
not be prominent in the curriculum. Hawever. undn the cvnent curriculum, the potmtcal exists 
for teachers to fosu% upon other aspecu ofthe mrrimlum whxch may k deemed mare crucial. 
panicularly ~ i v e n  the dmrenive as outlined in the Statement ofvtrion. 
The *and purpose for litnature i r  alm at lake here in the English language ms 
curriculum. Literamre has tho sbiliw to empower the individual, offering dsspsr insights imo the 
human sondit~on. enabling Ihe individual to have 1 nshn view o f  xlf and oforhers However, the 
Englirh ianpase arts svrricvlvm can be viewed as having utilitlrian purporer. Writes Higgs 
(1997) ofthts dilemma. 
In rush a technosntic world, education is direeted at the attainment o f~ ramat i s  
inas And u r rerull educatwn 0s red~ced to mere aanang and vocataanai 
prepara!#on. that IS. to ~he~~~hnoc~~t~~t~llonofthe ~ndmdud prrsun wthoul due 
redlira for a persons quen fur wlf.mpoumncnt a, a human oelng Ip 7) 
The commitment ofthe curriwlum to cumnt economic needs with its emphasis upan lit- and 
technological awareness are indicators of jua rush an appmash to lcming 
An interesting phrase b one ofthe criteria for nelening reulurces, Ulat is it muu "have 
literary merit" (Fovt~nlolrmr, p. 54) Thmughout the document the literary aspect of Endish 
lanwage arts has been omhadowed by n commitment to the visual and media hteracies Whaf 
exactly Is meant by "literary merit" and how d o u  i t  fit into a curriculum dwoted to developing 
language skills and technological sompeency designed for workem in  a global e o n W  Oocc 
agon. thin ambiguous phrase is open to the interpretation of the individual teacher 
Another interesting aaement is given -ding t k  contribution o f t k  English language 
anr surricvlum to student devslopmcnt: "The curriculum provides students with opponunirier to 
develop a habit o f  reading as a -ding pursuit m d  to enhance thcir use of media. visual and 
audio texts for entenonment u well as i domt i on '  (FmzC&Iim, p. 8) .  Reading is presented 
vaguely as a "rewarding puma". while other aspens ofthe curriculum panicularly visual and 
medm component% the anticipated imponant aspects ofeommunisation for the Future. are to have 
enhanced use to both entertain and provide information Obviovriy the other arppestr arc o f  value 
ar they contribute ro enabling students to develop marketable skills, whereas literature, as noted 
earlier, is viewed as a farm o f  entertainment, enjoyment for leisure rime. From this perspective. 
the study o f  lmtersrure may not be regarded reriaurly Ths implications this has for l i taaturq 
partlcvlarly m the traditional sew, and ids fiNn an a coreelemen o f  the English lmgvoge arts 
curriculum. need to be addmwd. Perhaps lilitrature that is technologically bared, such u 
ava~lable in  multimedia t a t s  or via the inmnel, would be considered more asseptnbls and in  Nne 
with the new millennium. 
a is interesting to note that the curriculum guide eontinually refers to  "lit-. 
mfomation. medib or visual tm", but never to literature spccificdly (Engltsh IQ/L p. 56). Is 
thrr not an astounding fast i n  m English language M r  curriculum? I t  Kemr natural to assume 
that literature would play a major role in  the curriculum. along with writing, and other fonnr of 
expression would play a supportive, but minor mlc However, in the new English language MS 
~ rneu lum,  the reverse appears to be uue 
By way o f  illustration. the design o f  English 10 suggws the eclectic appmrch to English 
language arts which is p w l e n t  throughout the curriculum. English 10 f0surn. upon language. 
communication, and 'the racial role afthc lit- world' (G~gIish 10.12, p. 110) At first thir 
seems to imply rhat litcrawre in  the traditiond form is to play a pmminent role in  thir eoune. 
rarer i t  states rhat an m a  oremphasis is upon students 'selecting and creating written and 
representational texts and forms to communicate ideas and information" (English 10-12, p. 110) 
Thlr clearly states that writing is important, but what exactly is meant by "representational imr 
and forms'? I t  is questionable whether this is referring to the wnety ofways whish may be used 
to transmit thou&. and i dns  or to student choice As well. the transmitting o f  information is 
noted as being imponant. Tmr  which must he used. as defined by fi'glish 10-12, include a 
combination of literature, informatiod tms, bumerr-oriented tens. and tens pmmoting oral 
communication (p. I I I)  Note that, contrary to earlier expenarions, literary r m r  m just one 
type of a broad spectrum, pmisularly rhore with a vtillrnnan slant 
Write. Foztol.lrkmott. "English language m n  mcomparner the experience, study and 
apprecration of  lanw(uage, literature. media and sommunication" ( p  I I). What exactly is meant by 
literature and the working ddinifion uwd  by the currisulvm dewlopen is not provided in either of 
the pnmaly documents But, supposing i t  &s to litsrature in the traditional sense, a simplistic 
mathemar~d analysis of time available illustrates potential pmblcms. Given the four arras of 
focus, that leaves jvrf ~venfy-fiw p e r m <  o f  innmclional time for literature. Out of 120 hour9 of 
instruction for a twa -sd i t  course, that m l t r  in apprordmaely thim, hw rs  of literature 
lL1 
instnrstlon in one school ynr, down from the full 120 sunendy used in t k  pmvindal education 
system Obvioudy the oppormnity to provide in depth lit- mdy. d i m r s i q  and appreciation 
is greatly reduced 
As well, the view of tbe vnlue of litsnmrc nudy s evidnu in the design ofsounu in the 
renror hlgh program In the new senior hi& English language anr surrisulum pure l im tu re  
courses become optional and, consequently. beyond the programming emphmis of m y  schools 
Newfoundland and Labrador D i m I ~ w l w  ChangP: A Conn#IIaIion P ~ r m  r k  Senior 
Hzgh Sch~lProgrgrrn. a puMication ofths Department of Edmtioo and Tnining ouUinca the 
new Engllrh language anr suniculum. Smdentr are offered the academic wurm ofEnglish 
1201. English 2201, and English 3201 M courses oRered for rmdmtr wha experience 
d~fficulr~es with English include Englirh 1202, English 2202, and E ~ n g i i l  3202. This laves w l y  
three pure liceramre course available- Global Litcramre 2204, Theatre Arts 2205, and Canadian 
Literature 3205 The problem is that. g i m  the Umd o f t d i n g  unit reduction in this pmvince. 
optional courser in the humanities are not given high prioriry Already choisen arc offcrcd in the 
academls and general area of EDglirh mdy. In addition, choice in riense and technology is 
considered more applleable for smdemr g l ~ n  the techno-raentific fosur of education in this 
province, a factor which has impliurxonr for the study of litemme. 
b. Role of T=hno(og 
The clear focus upon information tshnology p la~ng  a c~udal mle in the Englirh language 
anr surrisvlum is stared in Fou&lfm: 
This curriculum envisages a nnwork of material and human resources meodiding 
throughout the %hoot. rnto the community and b o n d  to pmvinsid. ~ t i o n a l  and 
global resouma accessible through information and communication technologies 
(P 54). 
I t  s somewhat disturbing to have the human el-t of -cry reduced to a commodit~ The 
reference to humanity as a reurursg as valuable to the desired wwial aim sl its countapart. 
material rewurces, does not elevate the indnidual. From this pmpeuive. intellecIual 
development is nor a high priority, therefore, Deither is the study of literature Clearly humanity, 
indccd the educational spm is d u d  wlcly bessur of its utilitarian wonh. 
fi,z/,8h 10-12, in  outlining the m t a (  ofthe English I.nguage ms curriculum smes rwo 
mportant objective. First, i t  notes th.1 the curriculum is '"mponding m continually evolving 
education needr of rrudcnts and wsiety" (p. I). However. the n c d s  referred to are not identified 
Nevertheless. a reawnable gues would be the r q u i m n t  for students to have squired 
marketable skills by the end of rhooling. An interesting consideration would he to dnmninc 
wh~ch lr to be mven precedence, the needs of the student or of rosiety. In  a rimlar veto. lhcre is 
rhe matter ofdctcmining how to addrus a situation where the needr of students arc at odds with 
the perceived nRdr ofthe w s U  goup 
Secondly, i t  is noted in Engltrh 10-12 that there has to be ' 'water opponunities for dl 
students to became literate" and students have to become prepared "far the literacy challenges 
they will face throughout their lives" (p. I). Obviously the ovcrriding concern is with the nnu 
lseracies that are driving the curriculum. These 'literacy challenger" students ue to face in  the 
t%ture are technology bawd and fosvrupon nudents developing prnequirite skins to enable them 
to function competently i n  ths mw millmnhm. The implicstionr far literature given the empha*r 
upon literacy in and the mew litervies in  particular. are enormous. A mmmitment to a 
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radical view o f  literacy mover the focus away horn rlK pnmed rm to an unddned, ambiguous 
tea. so fluid, a can adapt to any lcsrning s i tuat lo~ yet nor haw n buir in anyUling in pmicular. 
Anofher interesting quotation in the ~ r r i c v l u m  guide warding the nature ofEnglish 
langyagems stater. 
The English language m ~r r i su lum engages mdents in a ~ g s  ofcxperi- 
and interactions with s variny o f  MS designed to help them dnnlop increasing 
control aver the language processes, to use and respond l o  language etfcctivtily 
and purposefully, and to understand why language and literacy me so central to 
,heir 1,ve. (E"dd5h 10-12, p 2)  
The concept o f  control is an interesting one The premise xrms to svggert that language is a 
vmable which g len  the proprcontm and with I degree o f  mlnipvlatias can produce desired 
results Such a philawphical mse seenu scienufis snd clinical whish detrasu hom the power. 
mystique, and sheer k u r y  o f  language. I t  hecomes~ust mother cog in the economc machinery 
when ~t is viewed ar ameans to an end ratherthan enjoyed for itself 
As well. the underlying pnncipler l k t d  refer pdominanlly to language dcvdopmm as 
the focal point ofthe surrisulum (Blglirh 10-12. p. 3 )  Nsvcr doer if r e k  to the development of  
literary sensibilities or an appreciation ofthe contribution of litemtun to the cultural mosaic in 
whish we live Also. keeping in mind the vision o f  the development o f  the cmcial lireracies, the 
language referred to here may be intcrprsted as the symblic lagurge o f  Le new technologier 
In a discussoon o f  stud~nts who do not prform well n w h o  either by choice or other 
social faston, i t tr stated tha tcwhm still haw .nobliption to prepare them for the world o f  
work "Ulumately, the English language an. cuni~ulurn for these students rhwld prepare them 
for the world they will go into nffn high w h w l  complnion" (English 10-12, p LO). From this, 
then. it can be deduced that the English lnnguage uts ~r r i cv lum is designed l o  prepare students 
far employment after complecmg high whool. Thercforc, within is content, the curriculum i 
offerins ~tudentr opponunitia to develop msrLcUble and employability skills This has bem a 
scneral aim for dl students in r h w l r  in this province, however, in m o t  y- post-sesonduy 
rrainlng has been thc norm to pr- for theworld of wwk This surriculm nmu suggests that 
students ought lo  be prepared for mploywot immdi(111Iy upon wmp(ction of sesondary whaol. 
Enslirh 1202.2202, and 3202, destgned for students having diffisultia with the a&c 
courses or tho= prepminp for cnplqment d i d y  a h  m n d q  schooling has a lit- tocur 
m moce o f  the traditional -w. For niampk one ofthe astivitler ruggmed for rpalring and 
Itstenin% in Level I is t m e d  '"Telephone Skills' and entails "~ iv ing and taking telephone mc.ragu 
with spscitie focus. for orample, a c~lm or businas coorat" (Englirh 10-12, p. 41). Skills 
tnvoived rnclude a wide range ofbvrinas oriented messaging rush u voice mail. information 
documcnlation and speech clarig. This is preporation for individuals to understand the mlc of 
sommunication m the world ofbusines% Other skills including the use o f  parliamnnay 
procedure as the correct form for conducting husinesne m e e t i s  preparation of the orda o f  
bunnesr. record keeprng and familiarity with procedural terminology. rush as "quorum" and 
"table" (&rgl,rh 10-12, p 5 I), are identifd as valuable lesming upnienser The emphasis is 
upon prepatins students for the wo~plase by p r o v i d i n  
skills relative to the businerr r a o r  of the economy. 
Thlr continues into Level 11, but here there is s more pronounced emphans upan 
technology ar central ro the world of work Writing M iv i t i a  are more practical and are tied to 
"cnt~al  analysis of texts oftharc wmmunitier" of ''mdent, family, service and political 
orsanmionr. and businerr communitier' (linglash 1812, p 110) T m r  in Level I1 indude n 
vanery of  wi f ing from literature infomtionsl tms, film vidco. tclwisiom and teshnalogier. 
such as CD-ROM and the internet (fig111h 10-12. p. I I I). There is a cams focus which rtrerva 
"the imponance o f  wok for individuals snd rodew' (Bglirh 10-12. p. I I I). The form of 
information students are to besome adept vith are alw, int-ng. It is notnwnhy that the 
forms lbrted are all practical fonns of -ling ran j o g  horn cncyflopedia couics to memos and 
brochures to eulogies and ob i tu ics  ( W i s h  10-12, p 124) Such skills areckarly uti l i trnm in 
narure, designed to prepam nudents for the realities ofmarker demands upon ~ m p l e t i w  of high 
school. 
  he utltrtarian fosur o f t b r t u d y  o f  l i t m l u n  in Uis MY is mldy as B means of 
developins prasftsd, marknrblc skills, not developing lit- skills nor literacy apprniatioo as a 
valuable educational experience in  and of itself I t  doer nor state anywhne in  the document thM 
$rudenu are to be exposed to m d  i-nred in  the literary culture o f  wr iq  or promded with n 
solid bare of awareness and appmiation of our literacy heritlge, nor that the sludy of litemlure 
har IS own lnherent value. 
However, the mlc oft~shnology in the r n i a r  high English language snr mmimlum i r  far 
more insrained than suggested by the previous illurtratioru The list given for use ofteshnology 
i r  ovewhelming. The items listed as teaming experiences umich should be presented include u r  
of ~ o r d  wnstmnion of data baser m d  spqrudrhrrts, ure ofCD-ROM rohvare and 
larerdacr, graphic wmmunisation SO&M, producing a w i m y  of desk-top-published teas, 
multimedia, electmnis mail web tools such Eal-ers, newsgoups. file transfer, desvonis 
bulletin boards, and browwm. All o f  this is to be msnipvlatsd by the student u h&he u x s  
"appropriate technologies lo organize and sm te  m p h  infomation u i t h  multiple t m u d  and 
sraphic rourcer" (Fou,IrbIiii. p. 40) The lin ~ v e n  sounds more like a computer sourre than 
En~1i.h lanqage anr 
Ths demands ofthe technology aspect of the mr r i dum is pronounced vrrquiwcally in  
fi8,tdotron when i t  nates that one aspect ofthe education system's role i r  to ensure 'ths 
allosar~on o f  personnel, time and mLnials. including leshnology" (FourIrbI~w!. p. 43). I t  is noted 
that the teacher's and learning experiences presented have ro be "mnrinent with those 
described in this docummt', thin includes the use o f m w r s a  identifled as "rcchnology and other 
leammns apponuniticr" (Fm,mfmlzott, p 44) What exactly is meant by 'other laming 
opponuntnes" a leR to the imagination o f  the render Inrcrertingly, technology is specifically 
~dentified whilc every other aspect of the curriculum is reduced to a general phrase or category of 
"other' I t s  intriqing that there is overwhelming mention paid to the technologid aspect of 
the curriculum ar iftbe dcrigecr were adamant that this a s p a  should nor be overlooked or 
diminished by other aspnts ofthe curriculum. Maytlmes throughout the dosument the 
reference to technology is highlishted while other aspects o f  the curriculum are giwn a mare 
reference Compae this to the numbs of  rimer literature is mentioned and the word 
"boor i r  used and the value placed upon these arpEns ofrhe curriculum will become apparent 
Asan. the ~mponmce oftcehnology in  sosietyand, by m e n r i o ~  to the curriculum, ir 
rtrer.ed 
Pe-ive, ongoing changes in  rosiev - for example, rapidly expanding use of 
technolofie% - renuire s s o ~ ~ o n d i n e  rhifl in lenmne oooanvnitier for students 
- .  . - - .. 
to devc lo~ relevant bowledge. skills, ruategies, pmserses, and attitudes that will 
ennhlc rhrn lo funetson well as 8nd8vnduals cll8rrnr uorkerr. and leamen To 
funcroon producttvcly and panncnpale hlly ~n u ~ r  ancms~nsly suphtnratrd 
trchnoloe~cal ~nfoma!aon-had wcxcrv cn!aun. m c l  need hruad I8lcrar, ablls!cs. 
and t h e y k l  b e d  to use these ahilitiesfleably (fi~gltsh 10-12. p I )  
Tlur satemem har widespread ramifications for the E n g l i  Innguage an. cuniculum. Em. there 
ir the notion af"re1cvant" data aquidtionmd skill dcvelopmnt. What is meant by " r c h t "  or 
the criteria whish determines dmance is not provided Apparrmly i t  is dcfamined by -4 
demands and ri 'conespooding d%R" in educatioo mu* align wrricvlum wilh rhc rrmd i n  r o e i ~ y  
and place empharis upon tnhnalogy Note, ar well the repaition ofthe m r d  'luoction" ar the 
stress is placed upon a -6s role or purpow for &*ma. Agaih pmdustion and participalion 
in a t e s h n o l o ~ d  world is highlighted as goals to achieve for g n d u r t r  of secondary rchwls. 
In  a dtwussion o f  the senior high s h w l  Imiq environmenL t k  cvrricvlum guide lis 
several shamctennisr, including Ihe Following- rcnior high schwlr are "places whne w v r c r  
based learnnng lnclvder and encovnges the multiple uwr ofteshnologl, f k  media, and other 
visual tens  as pathways to leaning and ar zvmucr for rep-fing howledge' (Englrih 10-12, 
p 12) Note how tcchnologl and the visual lit-r src stressed and identified rpccifisally along 
with other characteristics o f  the sen~or high whml, such ar 'paniupatory. intcrztiv+ and 
collaborative ~nclvsive cnring safe, challenging . . engaging and relevant. inquiry 
bared, lssua oriented' (Enplsh 10-12. p 12). But why list specific objenivsr ofthe cvrrisulum 
dons wwth characterktisr7 Don i t  not seem wt ofconlm herd Obviously the d-lopm of 
the curriculum wanted to leave no mom for nror or mi~o-(ion of the imponanse and 
absolute necnrtty of providing innrvction in  thir area. 
Throu&xtt the Fo10101~dir1111 lnd Englsh 10.12 dosumcots r k  continual commitment to 
''audlo'~mal'. "media pmductiona", and "t&logy" -eats the writ!*& as l t h c  writers 
wanted to ensure there s p a s  would not be amittrd fmm clanwooms. This raises the question of 
where the priority lies with thir cunisulum English language arts for p n o d  dcvdopmcm or the 
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new literastes designed to pmducc individuals prepared to fulfill their roles inthe tcshnologid 
economy From the list of outcomes cited for d i g  and viewing. 'media and v i d  MI" 
indudc ' " b i  film television, rdvntk iog CD-ROM, Int- music videos" 
(E~zgltsh 10-12. p 27) For d i n g  and viewing. Ulir is as imponnnt an q e m  u ia litnature 
Technology is dwnyr bishlighted when- thsrs are dimions far Yvdat imolvemnt. 
For example, it stater m English 10-12 that students areto 'synthesize i n fom ion  from a range 
o f  rourccr. including the slamnic nemwk" or to 'use the dmronic n m o r k  and other r o w  
of information'' (p. 28). Nne haw technology is h y r  idenrificd whle other fomu of 
information or so~nunisation me umdly rrferrrd to u 'othn". This mggntr that teshnology, 
above dl. cr not to be overlooked and the dmelopmmt o f t c ~ h n ~ l o g i d  sLiI1s is P high priority in 
this cumcu1um. 
Writing and other ways ofreprerenting indicates the immt ofthc cunisulum m bve  
students become competent in a vlriery of forms o f  n p n s r i o ~  tnclvding multimedia- 
With the ever-inswing integration of damn is  media, clear divisions benvenr 
the processes of mpm-tins and writing are becoming difficult to define Wlth 
acccrr to qualily visual t a  proaded by cleronic teshmlogy, the ability m create 
in muldmedia has besome an immnant dement in the dn.ela~mem of literacy 
(Cwglrih 10-12. p. 138) 
Clearly, writing remsinr important to the suniculum: 'The writing pocerr sr s learning strategy 
will be fundamental to the nudsnts' laming in dl aspests ofEnglish 10-12" (p. 138). How-, 
~f is interning to note how it is vimcd as interwoven with the drmands ofthe d m n i c  media 
Bur there in a concerted eEan by the ~ r r i su l vm dcvdopsr to make techmlogy scad to 
the sunisulum Englrrh IO-I2 nates th.1 "[rlmdcnts need to be exprcd lo  nummvs media and 
visual tms" and "need oppormnitia to meate maningfil nprar ion in visual. media. and 
multimedia t m s '  (p 144). If students "need" to be compstent. svm pmfisienl in the use o f  
technolog, then flus is going to become a s igni f im pan ofthc suniculwn. This has been sited 
by the Fo~~~ddtrruz document as an n-tid for Ihe n m  cmtuly. ~oosequently, inforornutian 
technology becomer a vexy imponant aspa ofthe curriculum. 
This har impliutioru for liferature. The question remains *ether literature should k 
used to develop ingenuity in smdents w they become proficient technology userr or should the 
intent be to use the technology ro achieve more traditional rmr,  arch as intellecmd develapmmt. 
The document r a * n  time to ovtlay the ways in which vimal and graphic an is already in uss in 
literature and texts, therefore students should became comfortable using the medium (Er'gI~sh IO- 
12, pp 144-145) Whatwemsta bcexprcssed hereir Iheinlmt for Englirhlanguagearu 
teachers to be responsible for developing in students a knowledge of the u t i l i u o n  ofthc skills o f  
graphic artircr. One pmhlem with producing students prepad to take their place in the world o f  
technolo= is that i t is a form of streaming which prepam students for a narrowly focused world 
of careerr bared solely on the doctrines oftechnology This is reminiwent of the cautioning of the 
~otential detriment of having a misplaced focus for educatnon as spoused by Berry and Sullivan 
(1992) 
The emphasis upon information technology is d i l y  apparmt in the discusion o f  
infomarion. media. and d r v d  lireracies EngItsh 10-12 notes that mdcnts today are livine m a 
~ o ~ i e t y  dominated by an 'information and eetenainmsnt culture". therefore '"[ilnfomtian. visual. 
and media literacy are critical elements of Englih language arts 10-12". he- students are to 
"have opponunirier ro work with tarts rcpramtativc of popvlv culture including cntertl i~lcnt 
tens'' (English 10-12. pp 56, 153) This is closely aligned with the acknowledgmmr of the w- 
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increasing economic impananss afths arcnainmnt industry in  Amensan society M e 1  a01. 
1994) As well, the rimilariticr between thcStm&ds for Englirh Lonpqe ArU (1996). as used 
in the United Stam. and the English language mucurriculum dui@ for Atlantic C d a  an 
striking In Wuda I i i i i  and Engiish 10-12. the ~ 1 0 c ~ i o n  bctwren what thk curriculum 
purports to do and what wonomisr dinales is ikmiguing to  ssy the 1- 
Information. media. and visual literacy are d d n d  in  W i s h  10-12 The given delinitions 
tndicate the imporlance oftn;hnaI08y' informstion literacy q u i m  the use of "a variety o f  media 
technologies''; mdia literacy includes "m mcdiq such as N, film radio, and magazines"; and 
visual l i terw focuses upon lhe "static or moving visual image'' (English 10-12, p 153). Media 
lruracy is nated ra be panicululy relevant to youth because i t  is s iqmincd in popular culture 
Consequently, students are to be given opponunitie~ to produce d critique media productions 
Three area of fouu are identified to ensure -mum exposure. Wmn, a relationship mud be 
forged between "language and laeracy development to the media-mtcnsivc environment in  whish 
mon students participate'' (Ernglrrh 10-12, p 155). A cr-rricular focus would then enable 
students to '"mtegrate visual media with oths dimenvonr o f  the curriculum" while experiencing 
'"handrim' activities involving the creation o f  mdia products" (Et~l ish 10-12, p 155) Clearly. 
the intent a for nudents to became camfonablc nnd competent in Ox new l i l m i e s  ofthe 
information age. 
Theresa prognssian in the d-lopnerd of literacy and mastcry of l hgwse  skills in the 
senior hlgh English language uts curricvlvm Level I is focused upon preparing the individual to 
develop skills and confidence to express ideas d opinions in a I o ~ d  and coherent InMMI and 
in a vdety of Tom. with an emphasis upon o d  -don. English 10-12 spenks of this when 
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i t  nates that. for Level I. "speking and lisrming are. . of particular importsnce" (p. 126). But, 
despite this, emphasis is placed upon the mlc of  teshnology as a m-a of-rion for those 
ideas Level 11 h a  a heavy emphasis upon reshnolagy to provide students wilh practical .kills 
whlsh would enable them to use the t~shnologie~ which are so prevalent in  our sx ie ty  to auas 
information, bur also diraeminate it. L-1 111, although more globally oriented, con6Nles the 
trend and is even more dewted l o  the goal ofdeveloping cornpetace i n  idormation f ~hw logy .  
Level I mdcntr are introduced to a variety o fqmicnscr  which range from uaditiaoal 
writing exerccres to formal W s  (k. rerums, memos) t o d e d q i n g  flies fliers v i d  
representations for magazines (Eiglsh 10-12, pp. 94-95), dl designed to develop a more bmdly  
bared rkdl-development within n u d a t l  The mle o f  anhclicr is rubaumed by the desire to 
produce indlvidualr with marketable skills in  the new lirnacies. Teachas o f  English language m 
are to 611 the role ofgraphts artists. 
For the "range of Nategies to develop effective wiling and other ways o f  representing", 
rechnology is placed foward as very imponpa. 1, is suggested that Level I students use, besides 
the radilional methods o f  dictionaries. thesaurus, md other refcrrnce materials, other fmr, rush 
as audm productions. cameras for d l 1  photography. "develop r worGng howledge ofthe prapr  
application ofthe syntax and vivlal onvar ious of TV (cut, dissolve, fad+ roam dolly)'. use of  
word processor, dam bnwr, and Be rnfemct ( W i s h  10-12, p 100) The vignsne furlher 
emphasizes the develapmsnl ofthc dnnn~togrsphy angle pr students would be presented with 
opportunities to produce imaginative and original photographs. 1- skills afvideo -era uss, 
produce original scripts and films. and leam of the roles oftelevision wn - such as 
producers, d h n o r r  or tdmisiam (@/I* 10-12. p. 101). W W  is being premted la not 
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Enelish language an. but information technology. Psmapr the original title afComrmnication is 
more apt for thir surrisulum. Clewly the traditional mle oflitmafurs is not an imponant one 
given the commitment to the utilitarian ideal ofproducing mdmt r  with mPI((eable skills. 
The commirmenr to technology and o h  f o m  of rwmenmtion are agim noted for 
Level 11 students The vignette ~deaifies "el-tic journal''. "daronic dialogue', ''drawn& 
sketches, map. diagram chart, gnphis orgmiur. photogaphr" as farms of visual reprewntatian 
Also included ore the 3-0 connrusfion madel. and "audio, video. and electronic forms of  
computer technology' (fAgI,sh 10-12. pp 82-83.85) Multimedia m d y  e n d s  into developing 
film, "msluding camsa wglmssa, round dtew and voise-ovd A variety ofactivities alw, 
include the ure of"audio, virual, and p t i a  elcmnts to sonrUun their awn media pmdusfion~'. "n 
variety of media and sommunisation purposes", and "use media pmdun~on skills and technology" 
ro express ideas (Engl~sh 10-12, p 96) This is clearly outlining Ihe absolute commitmmt to 
technalo~y and ~repsring sfudcnts for s future in anformation technology Such endeavors will 
require instructors who are knovledgcabls in  tk technology field. Reality suggests that rhc w a r t  
mqonry of English language arts reacherr are not capable ofadequately providing qualiry 
, n i t ~ ~ t i o n  in  thir area 
Further. and even more blatant i n  its dedication to tcchnalogy, Levcl I1 arpcstr rtudmts to 
"connruct and edit rpreadshmr, use formulu". produce desktop published materials. m d  
become familtar with the protosal ofe-mail (Ev,gIish 10-12, p. 102) The purpose of rprndsheetr 
and formulas in  an English language arts soune is difficult to conseive DcrLtop publishing ought 
to he done by technology instrvnwr who are sompnenl in this area The vignette indicates that 
nvdentr could become evrn more inrmersed in fnhnology u they are taught to  rvbwtibe to 
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newrsraupr or establish a Website dealing with an imc they d m  appropriate (Englsh 1512, p 
103) In the rectron entitled "In- Emphasis", defined by English 10-12 as '"e(emmts whish 
should receive particular anrmioo" (p 109). this wunc should, aside h m  using d o g  and 
drama to praent idcrr, also focus upon "infomution, media, and visual literacy". sonma 
meaning with "graphic sommunisrtion media and derhop publishing', and utilize "informarion 
technalo~ier" Clearly this is bcyond the area o fexpn iv  o f  Engllrh language Mr teashm 
Some may be competent in the area o f  technology for persod and pmfessional use, bw teaching 
it in a formal setting is not within the scow ofeniring for teacks o f  English language Ms. 
Lwel I11 is totally dedicated to the tcchnalogiu. Studens are to urc spreadsheets or dam 
baser "to suppon an argument or maLe math-tical projruonr" (English 10-12, p. 104). 
Admittedly, this brings the intnd~riplinary nature ofs globally-orisnred mum to the fore here, 
bul the function o f  marhemntisal pmjestimr in an English language uts curriculum has to be 
senourly addrerwd Other teshnalogidly-based auivltier include using "HyperCad m pmdusc 
a simple interasr~ve multimedia program" or having students "manipulate and incorparace fils 
transfer textual documents. graphic, and round filer'' or develop 'a home page (using the HTML 
language)'(&,,glrsh 10-12, pp. 104-105). This is tnhnisalmaterialand must be presented by a 
qualified Instructor. not by an individual trained to introduce youth to the world of idem and 
communicative aniwrier. This Itas *rayed far from Ihe original purpose o f  English language am 
~nro the realm of information teshnology where reachm of English are preparing tndividualr for 
the world of work In  thlr worm. the emphasis is placed upon training, MI edusation. 
Conclulion 
The En~l i rh language a ~ .  curriculum is indeed clcctic in nature. From the global 
perspective. literature is focal and has p a t  potmtial to become n vibrant and elward pmisipant 
in the inrellenud, social. and moral dewlopmmr ofIhe mdmt H o w c r .  from the v r i l i i a n  
focus. literature has a mare practical purponc, the development ofan individual prepared to 
operate competently within defined economic p m a s  Ar such literature may play a E N S I ~  
role or may be overshadowed by the tech-literacy of the oventyflra snrmry 
Chapter 5: Summaw and Recornrnmdatiens 
lotmdvrtion 
The senior high English language snr mrriculum contsinr the duality ofglobalit ion and 
unlitmianirm; both o f  thew philorophicd approaches to education h m e  simply a matter of 
inteqrctatmn. Therefore, what is d l y  needed is ~larification to provide unambiguous direction 
as to the oripind intent o f  the wrrievium developen. Without such clarity. serious con- dr 
which need to he addressed to m r c  samc rasomblblc d c g a  0fvniformity in the pracntation of 
the curnsulum in ciarsmoms throughout Novfauodlmd and Lsbdor There sonsem deal with 
the impact upon t e a c h .  students, and implc-tation of the wrneulum. 
I Implicrtiaor for Other Logist id  Considenlions 
Berider the concerns d d y  expresd regarding the surrisulum under study, other 
lognttcd sonridmrionr raisc i n t s~a ing  i-. Thew concerns may be v i e d  in  five gcncral 
=reap- teacher concerns, student concerns, tmmc sorufraintr, finandd soas, and a r r s rma t  and 
evaluatmn A brief diwuuion o f  each afthne are- brings into facur legitimate wnrid-ions 
which must be addressed within this wrriculum. 
I. Tcsehrr Concerns 
A srious isme which requires clarification is that o f  reacher competence in memidng 
rhe Full potential o f  the wnior high English language arts surnculum. Teacher wmptenca refen 
nor to the ~bi i i ty  of reachers to perform their duties ar p r  contnstud ohligationr, but to the level 
a f  comfort and ability they fed they have to sdquateiy m m  the w e d  & d l  ofthc 
cumculum Such areas include the emphasis upon trhnolagy. curricular content. and insread 
workload Although teshnalogy is pan of the surrisularsontnn, given the degm ofemphasis 
placed upon it within the documents and the uniqu- of its natum dixussion of this will he 
presenfed separately 
I t  is interestins and disturbing at thc JMV titi, Iha technology is mated cd awrricular 
am. not a~ a resource Although not staed overtly in either the general. key-nage, or npcific 
cumcuhm OY~SO~CI. compStSnce in tech~logy is con f i d l y  stressed as an d a l  el-t of 
the curriculum It has become the implied curriculum wtcome o f  English language am. Ideally. 
technology should be a means ofachieving outcomes in English language arts rather than r. 
specified outcome afthir mrriculum. This emphasis will he diwoncming for many English 
language anr teachem 
Perhaps the greaten consem for English language an3 teaches will be in this area. 
Throughout the Fo,rtIr*,Iro~t document and EngItsh 1512. i t  is stressed thar students nre to 
become competent in the wide array oftechnolosisal rldllr This is identified as a mg,e o f  
porribditier. rush as developing skill in the use of electronic mail, warsh~ng dambases. accessing 
the mremet. and dengnmg and publishing web pages. 
However. such technological =war- is m t  readily available for all English language 
arts teachers The use o f  a computer for p-nal and professional needs doer not ensure an 
tndlridual is comfonable in thir area o f  inntunion For example, in  fitglish 1512 them Is a 
marked identification with technology as students are to 'uw t k  aesthetic sonwionsofwdio.  
b+rual, and electronic media with competence and originality to e-ively express their 
experiences rdeas and concerns" (Engltsh I k l 2 ,  p 98). Statements to thir eRm nirc many 
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questtans regarding the implications for teachers not proficient in the u u  o f  this technology. If 
one doer not feel somfonable. how is one to feel mmpetent mnructing students in this field? One 
interpretation ofthir in thnt teachers o f  English language anr am besomng media innnrfton, 
aperacing in the fields ofcomputer technology, graphic an% and media instrunion nther than 
Engltrh This then leads to speculation ofthetype and quality oftraining t e a c h  am to a;pm to 
enable them to deal effectively w t h  the demands o f  the curriculum Ultimately, this leads to the 
entire gamut o f  inamst ia~ questioning rhnhera r a m  to formal rmdier wiU be required m 
adequately prepare teachor to design. instrv* and evrluats a s p n s  of the technology 
components ofthe mrriculum Such mident ions have far-reaching implications and ned to hc 
addressed to ensure the validity o f  the curriculum. 
To perfom with somfon and mpetcnce. reashen ofEnglish language arts have to be 
tnlmdueed to the ru le offhe technology gm What is protocol for slmmnie-mail? Are the 
rules referring to propa grsmmatical Lrm, rush nr apslling and punctuation. or or@nmional 
dictates. or is a simply to teach rudenu how to use the technology? This needs to be clarified 
Conrequently, teachers uill require intnsivs in-wnise of mom than one- and two-day worksbpr 
to ensure they undernand thelargo". demands, and function oftechnology in roaety 
I n  the vignette entitled "Using Technology". Englxh 10-12 rtmrres the importance o f  
technology to students by advocating the importance of vans e-mail and other tcchnologisr tor 
"both global audiences and specific individuals" in 'an infomution-intenrive world' @. 63). This 
raises the qvertron ofrhe validity ofthe .srumpeon that society is w, information-intensive that 
everyone must be compeer literate in ards to function. Technology is being sonsmly touted as 
the greater, area of oppomnity for employmnf so m y  students opt to follow this mute. No 
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doubt some students are being prepared for rpesms tarLr which they may mr relish nor enjoy, bur 
accept simply because i t  is emplo-. The d i t y  is that the m b  of the individual in  many 
technolog/ related ossupationd areas is as an operstor who manipolatra sontmlr while vasIly 
fewer I" number are technicians who need the a p n i s e .  
The curricular content ad iinsreswd wnrWosd for teachen m a r h a  concmr. The wide 
ranse of po.rihilities in  curnmlsr content han Ear-reaching implications f w  teachers an this 
requires teachers o f  English language ans to  b. compc~mr and Lnowledguhls in  the field o f  
drama. dance, visual art, and technology This can potentially place mnme pressures upon 
reachem to he knowledgeable in wah a wide xope that they h-rnc compfent i n  neither uq 
resultins in  a weakened sunisulum. 
The concept o f  visual lit- is illustrativeof thin. Is this not bencr left to the domain o f  
m study? A teacher trained to expound the valuss o f  literature swdy is neither p-ed nor 
qua11fle.d to evaluate or comment upon v k d  repmentarion. This hu ramificationr for teacher 
preparation and arrigment to the teaching of English language an% I t  np- that the intent o f  
making the Enslirh language anr mrrimlum mme cncomparsing wrvw to make a w hmad 
scope that a specific focus is difficult to awertain md m y  ares would be dealt with only in  1 
c u m ~ y  manner rather than in depth Literature may just be one of fhose areas an i t  l r n t  
specifically identified as senval to the mrrisulum. 
The conapt. o f  rtudnn mpowoment and a w r ~ h i p  ofthe curriculum although 
imponant and relevant. do requim a degree of mntml to make i t  manageahk otherwise the 
demands placed upon the teacher would be inrumrmntahle. For example, i t  is noted in  fizglish 
10-12 that students are to " d e  choices in  sdcning topics and cumkulum areas' u, meet 
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"rpecific needs and interear' (p 107) But, what exactly d o u  this imply? This suggests that I 
students may ptsk and shoow matctialr they wish to work on as the term "curriculum arras'' 
lmpler Howwer, a is not coneei~blc thst reschm can be Familiarwith the potentially Mst m y  
af possible options students may dm. Such r workload would hc insurmountable and 
impossible to add- in  the typical m i o r  high dmrmam of this province 
As well, the potential exists for the curriculum to bsome weak in other meas For 
exmple,"firglrsh l k l 2  rnognirer rhs imponanse orgiving d n n r  optioru thst allow thcm to 
approach their learnins and knowins in ulsy that wil l  allow them to unlock their full potential"; 
consequently, forms of  representation "include, i n  addition to rpoken and written longuas -al 
drama, music, mo-mt, m d  multimedia and teshnolog~cal praduetionr" (p. 143) 
The intent ofrhe svmsulum is far students to have a wide range of pouibilhica to develop thcir 
ideas and insishts. but this. too, pores dillisultier. At the end of the lemming pmsns d 
rhm~yhout he key-stage areas, a cntniorrefmnced test wil l  he administered to =err the lsvcl 
of student achievement Naturally tenlng will be in  written form. A concern is that the word 
' ' o ~ ~ o ~ s '  may be taken too liberally and greater emphasis will be placed npon the "OpfiOODD at the 
expense of required items of  study, consequently skawcd rewltr. Another porribtliry is lhat the 
snrerion-referenced test may da ran  fmm rhc mlevanse of ruch a curricular qpmsch as teaches 
may be incltned to leash for the la. 
2. Student Considentiore 
one lnsue whish has to be addressed for students a the idea of asrumed prior knowledge. 
E,,lgli~h 10-12 identifies several lcvning activities whish are to be b a d  upon prior knowledsc. 
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Various speaking activities am to be developed toenable studcnu to hnction within difing and 
challenping nfuntions. Far example, in  Levd I1 suggested activities inclvde rush vttings as s 
model parliament. covn r w m  sene. or sritiquingmedia techniques (Englsh 10-12. p 48). The 
problem w t h  this is that i t  presupposes both & students and teacher have prior lolowledge o f  
wch contmr and are p r s p d  to panisipatc whim rush a milicu. How-, d i t y  suggeUIl that 
many students would not be familiar with parlimmtiuy pmscdurc or proper Foun room condun 
and this would have to be sarrfully taught a d  m g e d  by the teacher. Thir would q u i r e  a 
sipnificant amount of instructional time, w l t i n g  m a reduced mount oftimc available for other 
components of the wrriculvm such an liternrum. 
When referring to the mle o f  the studmr, wudcnu are enfouraged to he 'exploring 
different arts and media to wek forms o f  hguagcand r-mraion that fit their individual 
learning styles" and to be "ulening the medium oractivity i n  whish to demonstrate their lepming' 
(Wnrrdm~iirr. p. 44) I$  this more ed~nic i rm? I f  students are to r l s a  the an form which fits 
them style. the concept of r common a m i ~ t i o n  at the end of t k  pmgram does no1 m 
ceaiomble The question miner ar to what m m t  -dents are to be pm i t r ed  the l i b e q  to 
express rhemrelves so k l y  hhisulties w l l  arivshovld the form they feel ~amfonablewith is 
nor wllhin the area ofexpaise ofthe teacher How would this then be evaluated7 Thir situation 
seems unfair to both rtudent and teacher 
Alro. student choice o f  form o f  exprcruan has m be romnhng (rom which 1 solid 
foundattan and background has been d-lopd Ha-r, with the elonent of choice, students 
may opt for areas i n  which they hwe only a w t y  browledge. Canpounded ui tb  a lack of 
teacher knowledge in  this arm b r h  tracher ad studen would be placed in  drcumrt.nces wYsh 
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would nesate the d u e  of the learning experience for dl involved. In this tcchnologiully b a d  
society in which video and other v i d  media play rvsh a dominant role. the d u e  of livramre 
study i r  signilimtly diminished. The students' lo+ choice will -It in little expowre to the 
value o f  literature if other "more fun" forms ofenlertaimnt an avaihble 
In a discussion o f  the learning pnferrnsa of students, it is noted that students bve to find 
their own way o f  learning which is most comfortable for them urd teachers are to nsogizc this 
and work within there parmetem. How doer 1hi.i fit into at o u t m m - b a d  curriculum7 I f  
audentr are to choose a pasonal learning prefe-e, how will some outmms be met? For 
example. a student nrong in visual representation, but weak in writing may be . ccomda ted  in 
the curri~ulum, but what doer this m- for the mmmon examination at thc end of Level I l l ?  
This i r  another example o f  s ls t i t ism. I t  doer state that studmrs need "opponunitier to explore, 
experiment with. and uw learning q i e r  other than those they prefer". but it also states that 
teachers are to '"vary teaching strategies to accommodate the different ways studens learn" 
(6,rrglsh 10-12, pp 8-9) This has ramifications far the examination at the end o f  Level Ill. The 
question anser as to whose intsresfs will fake precedeme, thore of tho rtudmt, teacher, or thc 
demands ofa criterion-referased test. I f  it is the cnation-referenced tert. then the consept o f  
student options and uploration in anrs of p m n a l  tnremt and cxpenise onnot be a curricular 
reality, at least nor to the men1 that i t  besoms a mnningful experimse for the student. ARsr 
all. it is hardly fair to ten a student at the key-stage arca knowing fvll well the student is not 
rtrons in one a m  rush as writing but the srea ofmmpt-e, prhsps oral expression, is not 
easily tested on a common examination. Such is the cclstis nature offhis curriculum. 
3. Fin~nciaI COIU 
In order to fully pmicipate in the activities su@eyed in the surriwlum m d  to mea the 
outcomes ar remmmended, a sonridnable amount of funding IS required. For example, lhe 
Wurrdat~on dosument liwr approp"te resources which indudes m m y  of teshnolo@Esl tmq 
such as "computer software, audio, wsud t m r  (illuwrationr, phatogmphr, film. video). 
tnformalion bares. videodisc. laserdiw, communication teshnologie~ (Internet sonnenions, 
bulletin boards) and multimedia", wmputer networks, clectmnic mil, lin -em, aonsgmupn. 
multimedia or hypmen on the Wodd Wldc Web ( F o u ~ t r m . .  pp. 54-56). 
Students in nshoolr who mua funnion with small budgets and liittle technological 
hard%- to fully access many ofthese items will require funding However. should funds not be 
available. what doer thin mean for xhmls Ulat do not have the equipment nor the expenire l o  
adequately offer this? The question arises as to how vital the technological element is to the 
surricvlum I f  this wuld be minimized or dournplayed m schools without adequate financi~l 
resources, does this mean other areas o f  the Evrrisulumcovld be treated equally ifthc apenlw is 
not awlable? Such conridemtions open the Evrriwlum to rmt iny as to what exsstly is vital and 
what may be regarded as optional. Potentially, the rok of literature within this cvrriwlum could 
also be adv-Iy af faed should a school have an English language a n s  reacher wmpstent in the 
rechnolo~ies, but somewhat i m r e  in litnature. Thir is m area whish needs to be darificd 
Other financial costs arc also indicated in EngI~sh 10-12 In a dincursion of sopy'ight 
laws, a is noted that a number ofmedia wmpsnin provide a variety o f  educational packager for a 
nominal fee, including cable telcwrion access and print, md non-print resources (p 156). 
However, this cost m y  bccome burdenxlm for rmall xhmlr  whish do not have a solid 
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economic bare on which to d m  or are operating with -rely limited fund% thereby limiting the 
avalnbdity o f  such resources A g a i ~  it needs to be clarified as to whether such items are 
or opttonal. I f  optional. wovld this decision be based mlcly on conomics or upon relevance to 
the desired outcomes o f  the curriculum? F i n m  should mt be permitted to place any r h m l  at 
a diradvanrase with r e q d s  to snjoying the full benctit o f  m y  area of curriculum. 
4. Time Conrtninls 
A review of the outcomes, paniculdy those rcgsrding reading and viewing. are 
illustrative ofthe concerns regding time constraints in this ~rr icu lum. English 10-12 rntes tha 
"[r]tudenrr will be expmed to wkct. mad. and view with underrmding s m g e  afliternture. 
lnformarios media, visual and audio tens" (p. 17) Note how ttus is mmdatoly weing as this 
"will be expected' o f  studens Then. considering how the curriculum is comprised oftht t h e  
arsanizinz strands, conrider how mush time will actually be available for literamre given how 
readins and is to be comprised o f  a minimum of five components There n r d r  to be 
clar~ficarton as to what valun are placed upon each dommn m d  whu perrentage of time is 
antlcipared to adequately cover the required areas of visual. technology, information. and 
literature At present, all rhoalr offer literature audy fmm trained innrunorr and dl ars 
required to cover the indicated objectives. BuL are all schools required to cover all the stated 
outcomes in the new English language mr mrnculum? If not, what sm be omined? Thin hadr 
once to considerations ofthe potential effects upon the study o f  literature if an indimdual 
teacher may focus upon areas of c o d n  rather than upon required components within dearly 
delineated time trams. 
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Students are to also u s  "witit is and other forms o f  repre~ts l ion"  sr s m- of 
expressing thoughts, ideas. ad ob-atiriolct. This is somewhat smbiguaun as the " o k  forms' 
are nor identified. Which form t a k a  precedence? Writing? If so, this has rniour implisatrons for 
the earlier stared com imen t  to da IeMing prefmew% As well, the pucentage oftime to 
be allocated to each area is not giw. nor is there sny indication as to whaher or not the common 
exam~nation will be bared solely on wir ing or on thc "orher forms" as well. 
Balance in  the surriwlum is desirable. Teashen are to consider appropriate mphaslr on 
specitlc aspens ofthe ~ n i s u l u m  whish m g e  from oral activities to -r to n vvicty a f a r  to  
wntins oppanunirier to fair assessment strategies. But w t e  how the time is spread m s  P 
bmad bare, resulting in  insufficicnt time in  mmy areas. As well, the tmr are to be a variety. 
mduding ~nformatlon. l i teram, media t m s  m d  technological tmr. A p i q  the time available for 
lhterature ~ u d y  is quickly diminished Also, k q  in  mind the earlic emphasis upon the eleswonic 
network. where wil l  teachm pt most emphasis? Whish is o f  paramaunt importance7 In terms 
of balance, what percentage oftime is sonridered fair? Is one to hs s t m d  sbovc mtW 1s 
technolog just an introdusuon or tr cornpet-, m n  sxpcrtire. in this area I desired aim ofthe 
curriculum? Many questions d to be an-red and ckar direnioeni has to be pmvided to 
teachers 
There is a cammentan inslvded i n  Gnlglirh 10-12 which encourager teachen not to be 
intimidated by technology, but to R a l  small m d  p d u d y  build as thc level of comfon increases 
But t h ~ r  b e g  an explanation. The role oftechnology as Lither sn essential component or an 
component o f  the cumsulvm has to be duamined. As wcll. given the perceived 
chansins definition of literacy, r meds lo be s h l y  stated as to w h a k r  or nn the teshnolokl 
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component will become essential. Teachers have to be aware ifthey will be expected to dnmtc s 
significant portion o f  rime to thir r a i o n  d h i n  a '(ycifis time span afterthe program is in place. 
Bur if techno109 in as i n f e d  to English language am as FOU&IIM and English 10-12 
inrimater, how can renshm justi* nutins small and gmwing into the carreet propanion o f  umcg 
5. Arsasmmt and Evsloatian 
Eclestisirm ir again evident in the area of asrusmenl and ~aluptioo Po~&tii, mkas 
g a t  leng~h to evplain the v a n  m y  o f  approzhs which may be vssd to asis# m d m u  in 
achieving the learning outeames, even l o  the point o f  indicating Ihu more mhods ofevaluation 
other than those lined are asaptabl+ even laudable Testing sr a fonn ofevllvstion is 
sonridered acceptable, but for sp i f i c  ~ n s  and not as the rde m a n  ofnnlusrtng rtudsm 
achievement. Yet, there is a m i o n  ofthas panion ofthe dosumat allocated to m m a l  
arrerrment and the importance ofthe external examination as a m a s  o f  pmgrpm evaluation Is 
rhir not contradictory? I1 seem to defeat the purpose if students we evaluated in a variely o f  
methods rhroughout the ~.hoolmg y a s ,  yet the m d  result i r  a f o d  pen-md-paper examinntion 
The administration ofthe common amtination is also worthy of note. For students who 
chwre alternate fonns o f  expression, as permitted by thir wmisulum, it m d n r  to be wen how 
they adapt to memal sJsuJmmt%. /\r well, the question ofwhether scaling, as prastiscd by Ihe 
Department ofEducafion in thir pmvince, will oscvr should rrudmt results not reach cxpestrtionr 
needs to be addresd. The men! to whish find rcsvltr are to be bawd upon this common 
exam~nation and the percentage d u e  o f  the exsmimtion hsl yeI to be stated. A l l  ofthis impsnr 
the validity o f  the wmiwlum and assessment and evaluation technique. 
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The emphasis upon teshnology and v i d  reprrsentation as plr forward by this dasument 
mu8r rurrly be dusted. But how will this be watuated f ond l y  in  the common exmirution? 
Or will the oraminations be a combination of litnature and writing? If w, then the imponrnce of 
literature in thir arriculvm is pmnaunrcd greatly thmugh formal tucrsmmt Thm them is rhc 
question o f  how or if all the EOmPDIKntI o f  the UM organizing strands  re to be assessed in a 
common examination. Surely W n g  and listening and writing and other unys o f  representing 
will be evaluated equally with -ding snd viewins Howcwr, agaih the i m p m m  of the 
common examination raiws the spestnofwhcthcr teschm will be teaching for the naminnion 
rather than offering nudsnts Ute fill hmcfit of the Engligh language arts uriculum 
11 Summar). and Recommmdatiom ror Funhr Amas oiSNdg 
The cursory overview ofthe conridemions presented in  this chapla provides a b s j r  for 
funher arcs of study Summarized there are a variety ofirwes whish nad to be addressed more 
fully LO determine the impact of the English language arts curriculum as p m t e d  in Fmzndoti~ 
and E,zgl,>h 10-12 
The area of teacher sons- wamnt. f i n h a  study. Thc imp- upon teashers wrmr 
enormous and far reaching, fanon whish go well beyond the scope of ~urriculum The Uea of 
teacher preparation must be more slarly explod. In order for the English language artl 
curriculum to beeffcnivc. all areas nccd to he dealt with in a COmpRent m n  For this to be 
teashen need to be properly trained in the vaxiour d i ~ p l ~ o e r  and new litnacier l%r 
requlrer rtme and f i m c a  The quutlan Urn becomcr whnher W c h m  are -Red to acq- 
training on their own or whelher finding f a  thir vviU he provided. Without this. thc mnisulvm 
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would not he adequately present4 in many cl.umam. 
Also, teacher training initially has to he a d b r e d  Lftsnchrr o f  Ettglish language nrtr are 
to become information technology spciali is. mining i o r i m r  like Memorid University o f  
Newfoundland need to alter thcir & h a  mining pmgramr u, enwe teachm graduate with 
appropriate skills and c rpcn i r  O t h n w i r ~  prepmion o f  English language mr teachers * n 
backymund in traditional concepts would mr m m  be demands o f  Ule new literncien. 
Study ofstudent c o m s  is n - w  also Over time an analysis avght to he done- to  
determine it indeed. the English language arts cvrri~ulvm is dqus te l y  addressing ths cweec 
needs ofstudents and economic diststea of the global economy This must include student 
ratirfact~on w t h  the preparation mcivcd for thc world ofwork, balancing rrx.rch h m  cumnt  
students. recent gnduatu, and t h o r  with years in the workforce. This would also address the 
effect~veners o f  the elrmmtr ofemployshiiity rlrills within the cu"wlum to dnaninc if nudent 
ach~e~ernent a  secondary school level ~atirfanorily prepare them for employmeot immediately 
upon sraduauon 
Financial conrid-ions IS adefinite area for Future mdy.  The availabiliry of mou- in  
schools, including both teaching ~ s o u r s u  and tsshnologiul hard-+ has to be an ares of 
concern Withovt this in all schools, the isrue ofequity in  edusatiod opparmnity -a to the 
fore A school without -ss to sufficisnt funding ar a m l y  limited economic h e .  as are 
many ovtpon rshwls. w w l d  be at adefinitc dinadvantage in ambling i t  to p m m t  the 
expectatlonr of the English language prts currisulvmto is clientele. The end rervlt is a risnifi-t 
of students in  this pmvincc would wt havc the ~ppormnity to  acquire many o f  the skills 
deemed essential in  this curriculum. 
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The isme o f  rime constraiar is ~ m p o m t  for the msuunional approaches identified within 
this curriculum. Any area whish lacks ~yfficient rime to enable all students to wr iensc  susserr 
will have to be giwn due conridention. This has nmifiutionr for the integrity ofthe mrrimlvm 
A study focusing upon how well the mrrisulvm is performing in shook snd the degree to which 
the availability oftime within the instrunional year impacts the stated w t m m a  is i m p o m .  
Such a study would establish the ability ofthe arrrisulum to fulfill iu mandate within the 
prescribed time frame. 
Arrerrmenr and evaluation in the English Innpage s n s  surriarlum is humist ic  in the 
Knse that i t is to be fosvred upon mahling rrudmu to nperinxc success. The pm-and-papn 
test, althoush one method ofmluation, is to be supplemented by s plcthara o f  techniques whish 
would more accvnrely reflest sudmt achievement. Homer .  a concern regarding the cornman 
e~amination at the end o f  Lwd 111 atiwr with regard to how -11 it mawrer student 
petformanse Lr seems illogical and ironic thaf d q i t e  the variety o f  asserrmat techniques 
utilized throughout the pmod o f  instruction, the ultimate test is a perrand-paps t a r  to determine 
academic achievement. 
Questlonr arise that need to he a d d d  The ,rue of scaling. or adjusting results that 
arc deemed to be skewed. raim the question ofintcgn'ry, both far thecurriculum and for the 
reachins profession Raw values tor in-xhwl  evaluation md common eramination results have 
to be determined, clearly indicating the worth of each contributor to the final grade. HOWMI, 
rhc whole concept o f  the common ~XMl imt ioh although in line with the outcomes philosophyof 
education, seems at odds with other -fed eons- o f  sudent ownerrhip o f  the luming pro- 
and personal conttibutio~ to the ~ r r i su lum As well. the trhnolog~snl emphasis within the 
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curnculum has to be addresocd, how this is to be incorporatsd within the wmmon aminatian 
remarnr to be seen Given the unquivacal commitmmt to the information technologies within 
the Enghrh lansuage an* curriculum failure to waluate pmg- in this am would k ignoring a 
rignlfieant pottion of the curriculum thereby bnnging iao quation the integrity o f  the curriculum 
and the validity ofthe exnminatim proses sit tk md of instruction Funher mdy in this 
would prove interenring -1s. 
Conclu~ion 
The Atlantis Provinces Education Fmndation has developed an English language anr 
curnculum which it deems applicable to the ronamts realities of rhe twenty-first century As 
such. the curriculum is global bcsauw it attempts to prep= students for life in the multisultursl 
interdependent slobal village But the surrisulum ir alm utiliransn in that it recogoirer the 
rechnolo~~cal revolution ofsociety and the perccivsd need for competence in u t i l i ns  the 
mformation rrhnologier Canscqumtly, the Enslinh language ans sumisulum is r lssr is  in its 
dertre to m a  the vast array o f  communicative d r  of students i n  the slasrrwm. Therefore, 
clarification of educarional soaln is required to ensure the full potential ofthe Engligh language 
anr curriculum is realized rather than have its effect diminished amid conflicting tdeologcal 
pcnpesr8ver 
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